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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
. 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ I meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _____ ____ ft. (or mi.) Time ________ t second ________________ _ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power. ______ P horsepower (metric) ____ _ 
----------
horsepower ___ ________ hp. 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour. ___ __ k.p.h. miles per hour ____ ____ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft ./sec.2 
tV Mass=-g 
Moment of iner tia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
P, Kinematic viscosity 
p, D ensity (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m'4-s~ at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-4 sec. 2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p 1""2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
Resultant force 
Q, 
Q, 
n p-;;, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of di.stance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, inhnito aspoct ratio 
Angle of attack, inducea 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
I -.---- ~---~ -~ - - .. -~ .~ 
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SUMM ARY 
A general discl1,ssiun is given of the relationships between 
stre ,strain, and permanent et. From stress-set curves 
are d rived prooj tres es based on five d1tJ erent percentage 
of permanent set. The i njlttence of prior pla tic extension 
on the e values i illustrated and di cu sed. A discussion 
is given oj the irifluence of w011c-hardening, rest interval, 
and internal stre s on the form oj the proof stress-exten ion 
curve. 
From corrected stress-strain curves are detived CUTves oj 
variation oj the secant modulus with ·tress . For jully 
annealed single-phase metal , the stTess-modulus line is 
curved. Aftel' more or less work-hardening (unless the 
metal is relatively soft), the stre s-modulus line becomes 
traight. Han lening by the addition oj a econd micro-
con tituent also tends to straighten the stress-modulu lin . 
A straight stre -modulu line means that th stres -
·train curve is a quadratic parabola; the linear tres 
coefficient oj the modulus oj ela ticity may then be repre-
sented by a constant (Co) . When the stre -modulu line 
is curved, a econd constant (C' ) is needed to repr sent the 
cUl'vature; this constant is a quadmtic stress coefficient oj 
the modulus. The stre -strain curve may ther~fore be 
approximated either by uperposition oj a cubic parabola 
on a quadratic parabola or by a single parabola who e 
exponent mnge between 2 ancl 3. The relations are 
l'epresented by a set oj sim]Jle equations . 
The varuLtions oj Eo (th modulus of elasticity at zero 
tress) and 0 with prior 1)la tic :rten ion are illu tratd 
and discussed. The variations oj Eo, Co, and the prooJ 
stresses consist in a wavelike basic curve with uperposecl 
o cillations clue to varying duration oj the re t intetval 
and to the extension spacing. 
The lastic properties oj monel metal, I nconel, and 
aluminum-monel metal are considered. Compari on is 
made between diagrams oj variou types ,jor wo1'lc-hanlened 
metal and jor metal that has been annealed either jo!' com-
lJlete softening or j or reliej oj internal stress . A tudy i 
made oj the ~tJect oj annealing temperature on the prooj 
stTe ses and on Eo and Co . The prooj stresses oj cold-
worlced metal may be greatly increased by suitcLble anneal-
ing without important loss oj yield trength. 
The e.tJect of annealing on the eZcLstic properties oj 18 :8 
chromium-nickel steel and also the irifl·uence of pla tic 
extens'ion on the prooj tresses and on l!.-~ and 00 are dis-
cussed. The influence oj heat treatment and of plastic 
extension on the elastic propertie oj 13 : 2 chromium-
nicleel teel i considered. The prooj stre se jor these 
alloy may be greatly increa eel by suitable cmnealinrl 01' 
other heat treatment. 
Comparison oj the elastic properties oj coppel' with 
tho e oj the other metals throw much light on the interrela-
tionshi1J between various jactors affecting these properties . 
The directional variation uj the modulus oj elasticity of 
metal crystals and the variation oj crystal ol'ienta.tion 
with plastic dejormation is discussed . These data are 
then applied to a eliscu sion oj the influence of pla tic 
extension on the jorm and the initial slope oj the stress-
strain curve. I t is shown that the JOTms oj the curves oj 
variation oj E o and 0 0 with pl'ior plastic extension are 
affected by thTee factors: the wode-hardening factor , the 
internal stress, and the change oj cry tal orientation. 
The e jactor also arlect the inclination oj the entire 
tress-strain curve up to the yield poir/t. 
I TRODU CTION 
An investigation of the tensile clastic properLies of 
h igh- Lrenath aircraft metal spon oreel by the N aLional 
Aclvi ory Oommittee for Aeronau tics i being condu cted 
at Lhe National Bureau of ' tllnelard ·. I n a previous 
repor t (ref renee 1) has been cl e. cribed the re ult ob-
Lained with fivc stecIs wbose composiLions werc within 
the ordinary range of 1 : 8 ch romium-nickel sLeel. In 
the annealed condition, thi alloy is relativcIy soft . It 
can be trengthened by old work bu t not (to an im-
portant extent) by heat treatment. Four of tbe (;OlTI-
position were in three degree of harelne s (designated 
fu lly annealed, half-hal' 1, and hard), and one was in 
two degree of hardne ,; . 
The ela tic propel'tie con idered were the modulus of 
ela ticity and the clastic trength . The ela tic stl'pngLh 
wa expressed in terms of five indices, each repre enting 
the stre s that resulted in a cho en amo unt of penua-
nent extension (permanent et) after removal of Lhe 
1 
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tensile load. The five percen tages of permanen t set 
were: 0.001 , 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.1. The stresses 
that cause these permanent extensions were termed 
"proof" stresses. The proof stres e were ob tained by 
interpolation from CUTves of varia Lion of pcrmanent sct 
with previously applied stress. 
F rom corre ponding curves of varia tion of the total 
exten ion (both elastic and permanent) with stress, 
corrected graphs were ob tained, representing the varia-
tion of elastic str ain with stress .. From these graphs 
(for 18 : 8 chromium-nickel steel), which were found to 
be cm'ved from the origin, were derived the variations 
of the secant modulus with tres . Stre -modulus 
lines thus ob tained were found to be curved for fully 
annealed metal. After a mall amount of prior plastic 
exten ion, however, the tress-modulus lines became 
traigh t. The half-hard and the hard 18 : 8 alloys 
generally gave straight stress-modulu line . 
Equations were derived to represent these tres -
modulus lines. One of the constants in the equation 
is Young's modulus and the other is the stress coefficient 
of the ecant modulus. By u e of these constants ob-
tained from the stress-strain curve and by use of the 
proof stresses obtained from the stress-set curve, a 
fairly good picture of the elastic proper ties of a metal 
may be obtained. 
A tudy was made of the influence of prior plas tic 
extension on the elas tic properties of 18 : 8 clu'omium-
nickel steel. The informa tion W<1.S presen ted by curves 
of variation with prior plastic extension of the modulus 
a t zero stress, of i ts stress coefficient, and of the five 
proof stresses. 
Consideration was also given to the influence of 
positive and negative creep on the stre s- train and the 
stress-set CUTves and on seven derived indice . The 
observed variation of these indice with pIa tic exten ion 
was found to be greatly affected by the dUTation of the 
interval between plastic extension and the begilllling of 
the next determination of a stress-strain or a stress-set 
curve, and al 0 by the "exten ion spacing" (amount 
and distribution of the in tervals of plastic extension 
between two determinations of stress-strain or stress- et 
curves) . 
The present repor t includes the results of a con tinued 
inve tigation of t he ela tic proper tie of 18 : 8 chro-
mium-nickel steel. I t al 0 include the results of inves-
tigation of a heat-treatable tainless steel and of four 
nonferrous metals. The heat-treatable steel contained 
about 13 percent cluomium and 2 percen t nickel. 
Three of the nonferrous metals were high-strength 
alloys: monel met al, aluminum-monel metal (K-monel 
metal), and Inconel (an alloy containing about 13 
percent chromium, 82 percent nickel, and 5 percent 
iron). The other nonferrous metal wa copper. Tluee 
pecimens of oxygen-free copper, which i being used 
in ftn investigation of creep of metftls, were used for 
this inves tigation of elas tic properties. The informa-
tion thlls obtained, which is included in this report, 
makes it pos ible to compare the elastic properties of 
a pUTe, rela tively soft metal with the clas tic properties 
of metals tha t have been hardened by alloying and by 
cold wor);;:, and thus to evaluate the eparate and the 
combined in.ti.u ences of important fac tors affecting the 
elastic proper tie of metals. 
The monel metal used in thi inves tigation is al 0 
being used in an investiga tion of creep of metal at 
elevated temperatures. In that investigation as well 
as in an investigation of ela tic propertie ,it is necessary 
to separate (as far as possible) the total strain into its 
two components-plastic strain and ela tic strain. 
In addition to continued study of the influence of 
plas tic extension on elas tic properties, this repor t in-
eludes the results of investiga tion of the influence of 
allllealing, especially allllealing for relief of internal 
stress without important decrease of trength. The 
report also considers the influence of heat treatmen t on 
the elastic properties of 13 : 2 cill'omium -nickel teel. 
The metal used in this inve tigation and the methods 
of experiment are de cribed in section 1. A brief 
outline of the relation hip between stre s, strain, and 
permanen t set, and of the methods of obtaining stress-
deviation and stre -set CUTve ,i given in section II. 
Sections III to VIII, inclusive, consider the tensile 
elastic properties of the six previously mentioned metal, 
as affected by plastic extension and by annealing or 
other heat treatment. Section IX gives a general 
discu sion of the influence of crystal orientation on the 
elas tic properties of metals and of the variation of 
crystal orien tation with plastic exten ion of a poly-
crystalline aggregate. The information thus a sembled 
is applied in ection X to a di cu sion of the influence 
of till'ee important factors on the variation of the secant 
modulus, the variation of the modulu of elasticity, and 
the variation of its stress coefficient, wi th prior plastic 
extensions. Section X considers the form of the stress-
strain (or stress-devia tion line) as affec ted by the till'ee 
fac tors associated with plas tic extension. The con-
clusion reached in this discu sion are chiefly ba ed 
on a comparison of diagrams obtained wi th the ix 
metals considered in this report. 
I. MATERIALS, APPAR ATUS. AND METHODS 
MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS 
The 18 : 8 cill'omium-nickel steel used in this inves ti-
gation was supplied by the Allegheny Ludlum Steel 
Corporation till'ough the coopera tion of Dr. V. N. 
Krivobok, associate director of research. The monel 
metal, the aluminum-monel metal, and the Inconel 
were supplied by the International ickel Co . till'ough 
the cooperation of Mr. A. J. Wadhams, director of 
research. The 13 : 2 chromium-nickel steel was supplied 
f 
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by the Carpenter Steel Co . till'oLwh the coopera tion of 
Mr. G. V. Luer sen. The oxygen-free copper was 
supplied by the Scomet Engineering Co. till'ough the 
cooperation of Mr. Sidney Rolle, assi tant manager. 
Acknowledgment is made to all these companie and to 
their representatives for their generou cooperation. 
All six metal were upplied in th e form of roun d rod . 
The 13 : 2 cill'omium-nickel steel was supplied in the 
annealed condition (heated to 1,2400 F and lowly 
cooled in the furnace) . The copper was cold-rolled. 
The other four metal were cold-drawn. The compo i-
tion of the metal are <riven in table I. The tensile 
properties of the rod a received are given in table II. 
In each serial de ignation, th e composition is indicated 
by the :fir t letter (in reference 1 the compo ition is 
indicated by a number) . The 1 : 8 clu'omium-nickel 
teel u ed in the inves tigation of the effect of relief of 
internal tres was supplied in half-hard and hard 
cond ition. The degree of hardn e is indicated by the 
letter M or H, respectively, followjng the letter repre-
enting the compo ition. In ord er to indicate any 
ann ealing or tempering treatment given to the metal, 
the erial designation include also a number represent-
in<r the temperatme of tb e treatment (the number of 
FahI'enbei t degrees ill hundred ). Details of therma I 
treatment are given in table III. 
Only tension-test specimen were llsed in this inve ti-
gation. The diameters of these specimens over their 
gage length and the corre pondinO" bar diameter are 
<riven in table II. As the error (in pounds) in estima-
tion of the load is practi cally independent of the load, 
the percentage errol' decrea e with increa e in load; 
hence, th e percentage error in es timation of bo th load 
and stres decrease with increase in tb e cro section of 
th e specimen . For this reason, th e gage diameter 
were made a large as possible. In other respects, the 
specimens were according to the standard of the Amer-
ican ociety for T esting M aterials for threaded peci-
mens with 2-inch gage length . The ratio of gage length 
to diameter was unimportant in this inve tigation 
because the inve tiga tion of ela tic propertie never 
req uired extension beyond the poin t of begulning local 
contraction . 
APPAUATUS 
A pendulum hydraulic testing machine of 50,000-
pound capacity was u eel. The pecimens were held 
in grips with spheri cal seat. In some of the earlier 
experiment, a Ewing extensometer with ratio 5: 1 wa 
used. The smalle t scale division on thi in trument 
corre ponds to a change of length of 0.0000 inch, an d 
reading could be e timated to abou t ± 0.000008 inch ; 
thi sensitivity corre ponds to a train sensitivity of 
± 4.0 X 10-4 percent for the 2-inch gage length u ed. 
The Ewing extensometer measures the average of the 
extensions on two oppo ite sides of the specimen. In 
the later experiments, a pair of Tuckerman optical 
straill gages were u eel ; the e gages were attached to 
the oppo ite ide of the pecimens. The smalle t 
cale divi ion on tbi ex tensometer correspond to a 
change in length of 0.00004 inch . By means of a 
vernier on this in trument, it i po ible to e tima te 
changes of length to wi thin about 0.000002 in ch ; 
this sensitivity corre pond to a s trau1 sen iti vity of 
l.O X 10-4 percen t for the 2-inch <rage length used. 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATJO 
The experimen ts consi ted in determining tbe total 
trains at variolls stre e, and the corresponding per-
manent exten ion a.fter release of loa d. The result 
thu obtained were used in plotting correlated str ess-
strain and tress-set curves. From the tre s- et 
curves, proof stre e 'were obtained correspondmg to 
permanen t et of 0.001 , 0.003, 0.01 , 0.03, and 0.1 
percent. From the tre s-strain curves, values were 
obtained for the modulus of cla ticity . 
As one object of the inves ti<ration wa to determin e 
the variation of ela tic proper tie with pIa tic deforma-
tion , th e previou ly men tioned correlated information 
was obtained with specuTIen th at h ad received varioLl 
degree of cold-work . In ord r to inve tiga,te the effec ts 
of num erous small v!l ria tions in prior pIa ti deforma-
tion, specimen were extC'nc1ed by numerous shor t 
tage ; and tre s- train and stre -set curves were 
btain 1 aft r each of th e e tages. With the arn e 
p ecirn en , it "v a tbu po sible to ob tain a sequ ence of 
curve represen ting th e variation of elastic proper ties 
with pIa tic deformation . 
ACCURACY O}' DETEUMl ' ATJON OF STRESS-SET C RVES 
P ermanent set wa no t mea umd at zero load bu t 
at a load of 200 pounds. In ord er to determin e the 
elTor in etting at this load, a series of exten omete!" 
readmg wa taken (with the arne pecimen) involving 
repeated increase of the load to a maximum (the 
elected value of tbi maximum being low enough to 
avoid permanen t set) and reduction again to the mini-
mum. The ma:A-imum difl"erence between two ucces ive 
reading at the minin1um wa equivalen t to a load 
change of 6 pounds. Thi value corresponds to a 
tress error of 30 to 120 pounds per quare inch , depend-
ing on the gage diameter of the pecin1en used . Thi 
tre error corre ponds to a train error of 0.0001 to 
0.0004 percent, assuming a modulus of 30 million 
pOLmds per quare inch. The effect of this error would 
be mo t important in determin ation of the low l' part 
of a tre -set cm ve. As proof stre es in this report 
are ba ed on permanen t et of 0.001 , 0.003, 0.01 , 0.03, 
and 0.1 percent,: the corresponding maximum errors 
in these proof tresse probably would not exceed 10 to 
40 percen t, 3 to 12 percent, 1 to 4 percent, 0.3 to 1.2 
percent, and 0.1 to 0.4 percent, 1'e pectively. 
l 
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When a tre s-set cmv was plotted however, a 
numbcr of determination of pcrmanent et were made 
and the CIU"VC wa faire 1 through all the e points. The 
probable elTor involved in detel"lnining proof tre e , 
therefore , would be somewhat less than those for ingle 
mea urements. Th e percentage elTor in determil1ing 
value for tbe proof stre s COITe ponding to a per-
manent set of 0.001 percent , however , is rather large. 
The errOl", neverthele s, i in ufficient to invalidate the 
result ; as shown in a number of figure to be di -
cus cd, variations of the O.OOl-percent proof stre s 
(with the various factors) are qualitatively similar to 
variation of the proof stre e cOlTespondin o- to higher 
values of permanent set. 
II. THE REI,ATIQ SHIP BETWEE N STRESS, 
A D PERMA E T SET 
HELATJO SHIP ll ET WlmN 'TR ESS-STHAI N A ' D STn ESS-SET C 
Investigation of the elastic properti es of metal in-
volve inve tigation of the relationship between stress, 
strain, and permanent ct. A str es -strain curve alone 
give incomplete informat ion about cla tic propertic . 
Thi information need to be supplemented by infor-
mation about the rela tion between stress and the 
sligh t plasti exten ion (permanent set) r emaining u.iter 
removal of the tres . For the t udy of cIa tic proper-
ie , consequ ently, u e houll be made of bo th stre s-
train and sLre - et curv . The stre - et r elat ionship 
was studied by means of a eric of gradually in-
cr easing cycles of application and r emoval of 'tress, and 
by ob ervation of the permanent et at t he end of each 
cycle. The maximum t1'e s was mall in the first 
cycle but wa increased from one cycle to the next 
until the total permanent set amounted to 0.1 percent 
or more. A stre s-set cm ve i obtaine 1 by plotting 
the tre at the top of the cycle again 1, the total 
permanent set at the bottom. 
Each cycle of application and removal of stress may 
be represente 1 by a continuous str e -strain curve. 
The a cending and descending portion of this cmve 
generally do not coinci le but Jorm a loop, known a a 
hy tere i loop. The o-reatest width of the loop and 
the opening at the bottom depend on the stress range 
and on the number and th iz of any previou cycles. 
Unless the loop i closed at the bottom, the width of 
the loop dep nds also on the dmation of the cycle. 
The width of the opening at the bottom of the loop is a 
mea ure of th net permanent et clue to the cycle. 
The net permanen t set i the difference between t he 
positive and the n eo'ative creep OCCUlTing during the 
cycle. (Positive crcep tends to occur chiefly near the 
top and negative creep ncar Lhe bottom of the loop .) 
The intenclationship between tre s, train, and per-
mancnt set, therefore, cannot be studied uccessfu lly 
without con idering the influcnce of hystere is and of 
positive and negative creep . In the previous report 
(reference 1), considerable attention wa o-iven to 
hyster esi , as affected by cyclic repetition and cycle 
frequency. 
The stres - train relationship may be tudied con-
venient ly with the help of a tres -d eviation cur vc . 
uch a curve i obtained by plotting, in Lea,cl of lolal 
train , the differences between the total strain and the 
strains estimated by use of an as umed constant valu e 
of the modulus of ela ticity. Th e e cliO'erences r epl'e-
ent deviations from an a umed stra igh t Lres -strain 
lin e, whose slope repre ent the assumed yalue of the 
modulus. By a suitable choice of the as umed value of 
the modulu , the stres -deviation CUl"ve gives a very 
sensitive represel1 tation of the variation of strain wi th 
tre s. 
A seri es 01' gradually increasing cycle of applicat ion 
and removal of tre ,in determining a stress-set CUl"ve, 
may be repre en ted by a continuous, complex sire -
devia tion CUl"ve, in which each cycle I stre S is repre-
en ted by a hy tere i loop . The entire series of cycle 
i thus r prc ented by a s ries of gradually increasing 
hy teresis loop , as illustrated in figu re 3 of reference 1. 
From he origin of such a series of loops may be drawn a 
continuou ly ri ing curve, tarting at the orio"in of the 
eries and pa sing tlu-ough the top of aU the hystel"esi 
loops. By this method were obtained the numerou 
tres -deviation curve hown in the previou r cport 
and in the pre ent r epor t. A curve thus obtained i 
practically identical wi th a curve obtained by lminter-
rupted increa e of stre s. A str ess-set curve may be 
obtained from the same scries of hysteresis loops by 
plotting the stress at Lhe top of each loop again 1, the 
total permanen t set at the bottom. 
TH E I NFL Ul, NCE OF CHEm'. AN D OF OTHE H CH A GES DEPl, N DENT 
ON '1'1 I E. ON T H E FO RM OF TH E STHE DEVI ATION A D THE 
T n ESS-SET C H VES 
The ob erved net permanen t Eet, Iue to a stl'es cycle, 
depends not only on the positive ancl negative creep 
during the cycle but also on the negati ve creep cI Llring 
the in terval between the r emoval of the stl'es and the 
observation of the permanent set. The ob ervecl per-
manent et therefore depends con icl erably on the dura-
Lion of the cycle anc1 on the time intcrval at the end of 
the cycle. A str ess-set curve being based on a eric of 
cycles, the course 0'; such a CUl"ve is aA'ccted by the dura-
tion of the individual cycle and by the t ime intcrval 
between the cycles. The eoUl" e of the a ccnding part 
of a hystere is loop , e pecially neal' the begitUling of lhe 
ascent, may be affected by ncgati ve creep if time is not 
o'iven for the most rapid par t of the negative cr eep at 
the end of the preceding cycl. The cour es of a tr e s-
deviation cllrve and a stress-set CUl"ve are also influenced 
by the "1'e 1, interval" between any prior pIa tic defor-
mation and the beginni ng 01' the determination of the 
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correln.ted cmves. The type of cmve, therefore, is 
affected more or les by the entire time schedule. 
In the investigation de cribed in the PI' vious report, 
a definite time schedule was followed during each cycle. 
After loading, the train was mea. m ed immediately. 
An interval of 1 minute, however, was provided between 
the end of each cycl and the instant of observation of 
the permanent set (a t th e beO'inning of the next cycle) . 
This interval wa found suffi cient to permit practically 
all the thermal creep an 1 tho mo t rapid portion of the 
inelastic cr eep .l In tb experiments d escTibecl in the 
pre ent report, a 2-minu te res t interval was provided 
before train measurement after both application and 
removal of load. 
In the previous report, much attention was given 
to the effect of the re t interval between plast ic exten-
sion and the beginning of determination of the next 
pair of correlated curve . Thi 1'e t interval wa 
intentionally varied between about 2 minutes and 
several days; occasionally the interv.al wa con iderably 
longer. In some experiments, provi ion wa made 
for a re t interval of 30 minutes with the pecimen in 
boiling water. The shor t rest interval at thi tempera-
t ure ,va found to havc a mu ch fl'ec t on the cIa tic 
properties of 1: chromium-nickel steel a a rest 
interval of a day or more at room temperature. Con-
tinued att ntion was given to the influence of the rest 
inteTval during the experiments described in the pre en t 
report. 
COR RELATED STR E -DEVlATION AND STRESS-SET cunVES 
By correlating stre s-dcviation and stress-modulus 
curve, information may be obtained about the ela tic 
strength and the modulus of ela ticity. In this report, 
as in the previou report, such conelated curves and 
diagrams derived from them are u ed in studying the 
influence of plastic deformation and of heat treatment 
on ela tic properties of typical metal . 
Correlated stre -deviation and tre s-set curve are 
shown in figme 1 and in a number of oth r figures of 
the same type. The stress-set curves are in the lower 
row of each figm e; directly above the origjn of each 
tress-set curve is the origin of a correspond ing pair 
of stress-deviation curves. The broken curve of each 
pair of stre -leviation curves is based on the ob er ved 
total deviations at the indicated s tres es . (The exp ri-
mentally determined point upon which thi curve is 
based, are differentiated by keyed ymbols.) E ach 
broken curve represents the influence of stress on total 
deviation. The continuous curve of each pail' of 
tre -deviation curves is dOl'iv d from th e broken 
cmve by deducting from the total d viations the devi-
ation equivalent to the corre ponding stre - et curve. 
Each continuous stre s-deviation curve, therefore, 
I A general discussion of thermal crcep and inelastic crcep is given in r fercnce L 
pre Ulnably repre ents the influence of stre s on clastic 
deviation. 
III. THE TENSILE ELASTI PROPERTIES OF MO EL 
METAL AS AFFE CTED BY PLASTIC DEFORMATIO 
A D BY ANNEAL! TG 
DE CRJPTIO 0]<' THE MO EL METAL 
In the tudy of the clastic proper ties of hiO'h- trength 
nonferrous metals, it appears de irable to begin with a 
ingle-phase alloy, that is, an alloy whose elastic strength 
depend chi £iy on plastic deformation. The alloy 
cho en for this pLU'pose was monel m etal. 
The monel metal (designated G) ha 1 been obtained 
primarily for use in an investigation of cr eep of metals 
at elevated temperatUl'es. For this pUl'pose, it was 
de D:ed that the alloy contain, as nearly as po sible, 
only one metallographic constituent. Th composition 
(O'iven in table 1), therefore, i adapted for this pLU'pO e 
and not primarily for giving the highest obtainable 
strength. In order to seCUl'e a fine-grained material, 
eold-worked unifonrUY throughout the cross section, 
the cros se tion had b en rcduced by cold drawing 
omewhat more than u ual for ordinary conuneJ'cial 
cold-drawn rod of this size. 
The r ecrystallization r ange for cold-worked monel 
metal is abou t 1,100° to 1,200° F , but depends con-
siderably on the degree of cold w·ork. For inves tiga-
tion of the elastic proper tie , one specimen wa te ted 
a r eceived. Another specimen was te ted after an-
n ealing at 00° F . Annealing at this temperatUl'e 
generally r emoves a large proportion of the internal 
tress without an important 10 of tensile trength and 
hardne and with an improvement in elasti trength. 
Two pecimen also were te ted after annealing for 
recrystallization. One of these specimen was annealed 
at a temp erature (1,200° F ) j liSt above the r ecrystalli-
zation range; the other pecimen was annealed at 
1,400° F. In the discu ion of the r e ults ob ained 
with monel mctal , attention will fir t be dll'cetcd to the 
metal in a relatively soft condition, after an nealing at 
1,200° and 1,400° F . 
THE INI<' LUENCE OF PJUOR J'LASTJ C EXTENSION 0 THE STRESS-
SET CURVE ADO THE DERJVED PROOF STRESSES FOR FULLY 
ANNEALED MONEL METAL 
Correlated str ess-deviation and tress- et eurves 
obtained with annealed monel m etal are shown in 
figUl'e 1 and in the diagram at the left of figLU'e 3. The 
stres - et curve in each figure are in the lower section. 
The origin of each curve is shifted to the righ t a eonstant 
distance from the origin of the preceding curve. Each 
curve thu has its own scale of abscissas. Di tances 
between the origins have no relation to the cale of 
ab ci sa . 
All the CLU've of figu re 1 were obtain d with a 
specimen that had been ann ealed at 1,400° F . All the 
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curves of the diagram at the left of figure 3 were ob-
tained with a specimen that had been annealed at 
1,200° F. Th curve were obtained con eClltively 
from left to right, by methods described in ections I 
and II, and with intervening (varying) amount, of 
prior plastic extens ion. Neither the intervening per-
centages nor the total percentage of prior pl as tic ex-
ten ion are indicated inno-ures 1 and 3. The curve 
in each figure ar c numbered con ecut ively, however, 
and the percentages of prior plastic extension may be 
found by r eferring to th correspondingly numbered 
experim en tal points in fig ures 2 and 4, which arc 
derived from the tress-s t curves in figures 1 and 3, 
r spectively. 
From each tre, - et curve in figure 1 and 3 arc 
deriv d five proof-stress values, corre ponding to the 
five previously mentioned percentao-e of permanent set. 
In figures 2 and 4, the e proof stres e arc plotted 
against the corre ponciing percentage of prior plastic 
extension. The five curve thus obtained are separated 
by using five diIrerent ind icated cales of orel inates . 
The ordinates in these fi o- ures, a in figures 1 and 3, 
represent "tru e stre e ," ba cd on the sectional area 
at the beginning of dekrmination of each str s - et (or 
tress-deviation) curvo. A tru e- tress value, con e-
qu ently, is obtained by multiplyino- the corre ponding 
nominal tre (tress based on the initial ec tional 
area) by 1 plus th e fract ional extension (1 plus }{oo of 
the exten ion in p rc nt). 
After the initial tres -set curve had been determined, 
a econd curve ' vas determined with practically no 
in tervening plasti c extension. The specimen was th n 
extended by numerou small stages to the beginning 0 
local contraction (maximum load). After each of th e e 
tages, th pecim.en wa allowed to res t without tres 
for an in terval of varying duration, and a tres -set 
curvc was then determined . The duration of th e prior 
re t interval is ind i ated by the symbol placed at an 
experimentally determined point on each stre -set 
curve. The duration, a hown in figures 1 and 3, 
ranged from 3 m inll tes to 164 hour. 
s shown in figures 2 and 4, the experimental points 
in each curve (wi th the exception of th e la t experi-
mental point in each CUTve of fig. 2) are di tributed in 
pail'S, which arc separa ted by relatively long pIa ti c 
extension. Each pair of experimental poin t is de-
rived from a pair of stre -set curve det rmined with 
no intervening pIa tic ext n ion. The difference in 
prior plastic exten ion (for the curve of a pair), there-
fore, is merely the exten ion made in determining th e 
fir t curve of the pair. The alternate long and hort 
pIa tic extension were made to reveal th e influence of 
one of the variables atrectino- the form of the str e - et 
curve and the values of the derived proof stres es. 
This variable i the d istribution of the determination 
of stress-se t curvc throughout th e range of pla tic 
exten ion ; it has been termed "exten ion pacing." 
The stre s- et relation hip , as affected by plastic 
exten ion , r e t interval, and exten ion pacing, may 
bes t be s tudied by considering both the s tress-set 
curves and the derived curvos of variation of proof 
stre es with prior plastic extension. The teeper the 
tres -set curve, the higher arc the derived proof 
stresses. 
The initial tress- et curves (curve 1 in fl o- . 1 and 
3) show no appr eciable perm anent set at tre e below 
about 30,000 pound per square inch. With in-
cr ease in tres above about 30,000 pounds per 
square inch, pel'manen t set increase at an incr a ing 
r ate, and a yield point is r eached at abou t 40,000 
pounds per square inch. In curve 2 of each of these 
figure, the tre at which p ermanent set become 
appreciable i lower than in curve 1, and curve 2 r e-
mains below curve 1. Curve 3, up to the yield point, 
is below curve 2. Minimum teepne i found in 
curve 5 of figme 1 and in curve 3 of figme 3. The e 
and other variations in teepne s can best be tudied 
by means of the corre poneling variation of proof 
tresses, as shown in fio-ure 2 and 4. 
As indico of cIa tic s trength, the proof stresses based 
on 0.001 and 0.003 p ercent p ermanen t set probably 
hould receive more eonsideration than the three proof 
stre ses based on laro-er percentages of permanent set. 
The 0.10 percent proof stress probably should b viewed 
a an index of r e i tance to yield rather than as an index 
of ela tic strength . In the discu ion of curves of 
variation of proof stre_ wi th prior extension (fws. 2 and 
4), therefore, chief attention will be given to the curves 
repre en t ing the 0.001- and the 0.003-percent proof 
stres e . 
Corresponding to the previoLlsly described vari ation 
in steepness of the stress-set curve, there ar e var iations 
in height of the derived cmve in figme 2 and 4. Th c 
curves repre en ting 0.001- and 0.003-perceut proof 
s tress descend rapidly from the origin and l' ach a 
minimum when the prior plas t,ic extension i about] 
percent. Beyond tbis minimum, the curves ri c 
rapidly until they reach a ma:ximum, at an extension of 
a few percent. The exten ion at th e maximum 1e-
pends considerably on the variations in the r e t interval 
and on the extension paci.ng of the eA,])erimenta.l poin ts. 
Beyond thi maximum, the O.OOl-percent curve oscil-
late through a relatively wide vertical range, withou t a 
general upward trend until the prior exten ion exceeds 
about 20 percent. The 0.003-percent curve, beyond 
the fu'st maximum, show a general upward trend, with 
wide oscillation . 
The prior exten ion at th e fir t minimum i not the 
ame in all the curve of each figure. In figure' 2, the 
minimum is at point 5 in the lower two curve bu t i at 
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points 3 and 4 in the upper three curves. In figure 4, 
the first minimum i at point 3 in the lower three CUl'ves 
but is at point 2 in tho upper two curves. The exten-
sion at the first mininlUm evidently decreases with 
increase in the permanent et on which the proof stre 
is based, In each figure, however , all five points de-
rived from stress-set CUl'VO 2 are below the cOlTespond-
ing point derived from stress-set cmve ]. This rela-
tionship i in accordance with the fact that str s - et 
curve 2, throughout the range hown in figUl'e 1 and 
3, are below CUl've 1, 
Beyond the first maximLUn in the CUl've of figme 2 
and 4, the oscillation arc due largely to the combined 
influence of the rest interval and the extension pacing. 
The prior re t interval , for the CUl'ves in figUl'es 1 and 
3, were alternately long and short, A relatively long 
re t interval preceded the determination of the fir t 
CA.'}> l'imental point of each pair and thu followed a 
rolatively long plastic extension. I receding the second 
experimental point of each pail' was a relatively hort 
rest interval. The alteration in the dmation of the 
rest interval, therefore, corre pond qualitatively to the 
alternation in the exten ion interval. The evidence 
in figures 1 to 4 indica,tes that the combined influence 
01' the dUl'ation of the rest interval and the extension 
pacing greatly affects the steepness of the stress-set 
curve and the form of the proof tres -extension CUl'ves 
for monel metal. 
The first tres -set CUl've of a consecutive pair (figs, 
1 and 3) evidently tends to be less steep than the 
second curve. To thi relation hip there are few ex-
ceptions. Prominent example of this relationship 
are: Pairs 13-14 and 19-20 of fig me 1, and pail' 3-4, 
13-14, and 15-16 of figUl'e 3. Corresponding to these 
differences in slope are differences in the derived proof 
tresses; these difference cause the Bcond experimental 
point of each pair in figUl'es 2 and 4 to be (with few 
exceptions) higher than the first. The only con-
picuou exceptions in figUl'e 2 are pairs 1-2 and 9- 10. 
The only exception in figure 4 i pair 1-2. The im-
pOl'tant exceptions generally are fOlIDd within an initial 
range of relatively mall prior plastic exten ion. This 
range i the region of the previou ly described initial 
de cent of the curve, followed by a rise and another 
descent, all within a relatively small range of prior 
pIa tic extension. In thi range, the oscillations 
caused by the exten ion pacing and the varying dma-
tion of the rest interval evidently are superposed on a 
basic ClU've consisting of an initial descent followed by 
a rise and a ubsequent il'l'egular COul' e. The COlU'se 
of this basic CUl've may rna k the tendency of the econd 
point of a, consecutive pair to be higher than the first, 
An example of this effect i pair 9- 10 of figure 2. 
The fu'st experimental point of each pair (figs, 2 and 
4) was obtained after a relatively long stage of plastic 
242847--40-2 
extension and after a relatively long rest interval. 
Because of the combined influence of this variation of 
the rest interval and this extension pacino-, the econd 
experimental point of each pair tends to be higher than 
the first. With 18: chromium-ruckel steel, a shown 
in the previous report, each of the e factors (separately) 
tends to cause the second point of a pair (in a diagram 
uch as those in figs. 2 and 4) to be hio-her tha,n the.fir t. 
The evidence in figure 2 and 4 thu indicates that the 
combined influence of both the e factors i qualitatively 
the same for monel metal a for 1 : 8 chromium-nickel 
steel but does not determine whether the separate in-
fluence of each factor is qualitatively the same for 
both alloys. 
The influence of the exten ion spacing alone on proof 
stresses of 18: chromium-nickel steel was establi hed 
(in reference 1) by CUl'ves of the type shown in figUl'es 
2 and 4 but with all the 1'e t interval relatively long, 
that is, a, day or more. In such CLU've , the second 
experimental point of a, pair, with few exception, is 
higher than the fir t, The exceptions are pa,irs of 
points in regions of prominent 1'i e or de cent of the 
basic cmve. In uch region, the influence of the ex-
tension spacing ma.v be partly masked by the course 
of the basic curve. 
The separate influence of duration of the rest in tel'val 
on proof stre es of 1 : chromium-nickel steel was 
revealed in the previous report by diagram of the type 
shown in figures 2 and 4 but with all the extension 
intervals short. ome entire diagrams were derived 
from a consecutive serie of stress-set cmves with 
practically no intervening exten ion interval. The 
rest intervals, however, varied over a wide range, In 
the re ultant diagrams, therefore, the influence of 
duration of the re t interval was clearly revealed. 
The shorter the rest interval, the higher generally are 
the resultant experimental point in diagrams such as 
those in figures 2 and 4. 
A separate evaluation of the influence of extension 
spacing and rest interval ha not been attempted for 
the metals discussed in this report. The combined 
influence of the two factors, however, is clearly hown. 
For monel metal, the combineu influence evidently is 
qualitatively the arne a for 1 : chl'omium-nickel 
steel. That the eparate influence of each of these 
variables al 0 is qualitatively the arne is indicated by 
scattered evidence, to be mentioned later. 
The initial descent of the curves in figmes 2 and 4 i 
very different from the course of the corresponclino-
CUl'ves for 1 : chromium-nickel steel shown in the 
previous report. In tho e curves, practically without 
exception, the initial direction i upward. A econel 
tress-set curve following the initial stre - et curve 
without intervening pIa tic xtension, wa found to be 
steeper than the initial curve. Proof tre ses derived 
l 
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from the econd curve, consequently, were higher (fre-
quently much higher) than tho e derived. from the 
initial curve. These results were obtained with five 
compo ition of 1 chromium-nickel teel, with 
specimens annealed, half-hard, and hard. The very 
different re ult obtained. with annealed monel metal, 
however, are not due to inherent difference (in thi 
re pe t) between monel metal and 1 : chromium-
nickel steel. R eason for the initial descent of the 
curves in figures 2 and 4 are given later. 
THE IJ'o,'FLUEN E OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTE SION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE ADO THE DERIVED P UOOF STRESSE }'OR WO RK-
HARDE ED MONEL METAL 
Attention will now be given to the same alloy in the 
work-hardened condition. The alloy to be con idered 
first i monel metal G, which ha been cold-drawn and 
not afterward annealed, even for relief of internal tre . 
In thi condition, a hown in table II, tbe tensile 
strength is about one-third greater than that of the 
annealed alloy. 
In the diagram at the left of figme 9 are correlated 
stress-deviation and stress-set curves for this work-
bardened alloy. In the diagram at the left of figme 10 
are the derived curve of variation of proof tre with 
prior plastic extension. The stress-set CUTves, in the 
lower ection at the left of figme 9, are numbered con-
secutively; the derived poin t representing proof tresses 
are corre pondingly numbered in fio-me 10. Ab cissas 
of these points thus represent the prior plastic exten-
sion for the corresponding stre s- et cmves in figme 9. 
In each cmve of figure 10, as in figmes 2 and 4, the ex-
perimental points are distributed in pairs separated by 
relatively long intervals of pIa tic exten ion. 
In the tudy of the tre -set cmves for monel metal 
G (fig . 9), attention should fir t be given to the initial 
pair of cmves, designated 1 and 2. The e CUTves were 
obtained with practically no intervening extension. 
Tbe slight extension made in determining curve 1 has 
cau ed curve 2 to be mucb steeper than cmve 1 through-
out the entire range used in deriving proof tr·esse. 
Thi slight initial plastic extension, therefore, has in-
ereascd both the elastic trength and the yield trength. 
In tbe derived diagram (fig. 10), con equ ntly, the 
econd experimental point i considerably higher than 
the fir t point in each curve except tbe lowe t. In the 
cmve for O.OOl-percent proof stre s, the second experi-
men tal poin t i no higher than the fir t. Because of the 
relatively large elTor inherent in the estimation of the 
O.OOl-percent proof tress, however, not much weight 
should be given to this exception. The evidence ap-
pear to indicate tbat all five proof stresses derived 
from tre s- et curve 2 are higher than tho e derived 
from stress-set cmve 1. In this r espect, the work-
hardened monel metal G behaves very differently from 
the same metal in the fully annealed condition (fig. 1 
to 4) . 
Tbe combined influence of the extension spacing and 
the dmation of the re t interval cau e the second point 
of each pair to be higber than tbe first. Tbis difference 
in h eight, in figme 10, a in figure 2 and 4, tend to 
increase with work-hardening. As hown in the previou 
report, work-hardening has a similar effect on the rano-e 
of 0 cillation in the proof tress-exten ion cmve for 
1 : chromium-nickel steel. 
The general trend in the curves for 0.001- and 0.003-
percent proof stre se , somewhat ob cured by super-
posed oscillations due to the extension pacing and the 
variations of the rest interva.!, i upward between points 
1 and 4. Each 01 these cmves then de cend abTUptly 
to a minirmun at point 5. Point 5 is lower than point 
3 in spite of the much lono-er rest interval prior to deter-
mination of point 3 and i even below point 1. From 
point 5 these two cmve ri e tbroughout the re t of 
their length to th beginning of local contraction. This 
de cription of the ba ic Clll"Ve applie only to the cmve 
of variation of the 0.001- and the 0.003-percent proof 
stre es. The ClU"ve representing 0.01-, 0.03-, and 
O.l-percent proof stresses would probably rise continu-
oLLsly if they were free from the superpo ed 0 illations 
due to the exten ion pacing and the variation of the 
rest interval. 
The ba ic ClU"ve lor work-hardened monel metal G 
(for 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresse ) evidently 
differ greatly from the ba ic ClU"ve for fully annealed 
monel metal (fio-s. 2 and 4). The basic CUTVe for an-
n aled monel metal first de cends abruptly to a mini-
mum and then ri e rapicUy and traver es a maxlllUm , 
all within a small range of prior pIa tic exten ion. The 
basic cmve for work-hardened monel metal G fir t rise 
to a maximum, tben descends rapidly to a minimum, 
and again rises. Reason for this difference are given 
later. 
THE INFL E ' CE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTE SION 0 ' THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND 0 THE DE IUVED PROOF STRESSE FOR MO EL 
IETAL A l EALED FOR RELl EF OF INTER AL STUESS 
The great difference between work-hardened metal G 
and fully annealed metals G- 12 and G- 14, as regards 
the form of the ba ic proof tr s -exten ion cmve, sug-
gested the desirability of determining the effect of an-
nealing for relief of intelnal tre s. For thi plU"pO e, 
pecimens of the cold-drawn alloy G were annealed at 
00° F, a de cribed in table III. Correlated stre s-
deviation and tre s- et ClU"ve obtained with this alloy 
(G- ) are hown in the diao-ram at the rio-ht of figme 9. 
Proof stre e derived from the stl'ess- et ClU"ves are 
shown in fio-me 10. In each of these fjo-ures, comparison 
may reaclily be made between the curves obtained with 
alloy G and G- ,and information may thu be obtained 
about the influence of relief of internal tress. Atten-
tion will fir t be given to the diagrams for alloy G- R 
The initial stre -set curve for monel metal G- i 
steeper than curve 2, thToughout the range shown in 
f - ~~ 
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figure 9. In the derived diagram (fig. 10), point 1 is 
lower ~han point 2 in the curve for O.l-percent proof 
tre s, IS at the arne height in the curve for 0.03-percent 
proof stre , but is higher than point 2 in tbe curves 
for 0.001-, 0.003-, and O.Ol-percent proof stresse. The 
initial trend of the curve for 0.001- and 0.003-percent 
pI' of tresses is downward to point 3. In the ab ence 
of superpo ed oscillations, wbich are due to the exten-
ion spacing and to the variation of the rest interval 
the lower three curve possibly wOlJld reach a minim~ 
at a prior extension of a little Ie than 1 per cent and 
would then ri e to a maximum, a do the CUTve for 
Iu'ly annealed monel metal (fig. 2 and 4). uch a 
cour e appears to be uggested by the CUTve for 0.01-
percent proof tre s. It is al 0 possible, however, that 
the relatively high po ition of point 6 in each of the e 
urve is due entirely to the combined influence of the 
extension spacing and the variations of the re t interval. 
In reference 1 evidence wa pre en ted that an ex-
ceptionally high point due to thes two factors tend to 
be followed by an exceptionally low point, and vice 
ver ~. By adju ting the exten ion spacing and the 
rest IDtervals, the oscillations may be greatly accen-
tuated . Such accentuation po sibly exists in the dia-
gram for metal G~8 (fig. 10). The long rest interval 
prior to point 3 has cau ed a depression at this point in 
each of the lower two curve . From point 3, there is a 
rebou?-d due to. the relatively hort re t interval prior 
to POIDt 4. This rebound tend to accentuate the fol-
lowiu?, depres~ion (at only light additional exten ion) 
at POIDt 5; this exceptionally low point tends to accen-
tuate the following rebound and thus tends to cau e 
point 6 to be exceptionally high. Such accentuated 
o cillation , due largely to variations in the rest interval 
probably arise when the experim ental points are sepa~ 
r ated by small intervals of prior pIa tic extension, as are 
points 1 to 6 in the diagram for monel metal G~ . 
If the relatively high po ition of point 6 i due en-
tirely to such accentuated 0 cillation, the ba ic CUTve 
(for 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses) may de-
cend at a decreasing rate thTOughout the entire extent 
to the beginning of local contraction. In order to 
determine whether the ba ic curve has this form or ha 
an abrupt rise to a maximum following the initial 
descent, it would be necessary to determine a erie of 
points with long prior rest intervals The initial 
descent of the lower three ba ic curves however is 
well e tabli hed. " 
The initial trend of the lower tbTee curve for metal 
G~ i oppo ite to the initial trend .of the correspon ling 
curves for metal G. Annealino- monel metal for relief 
of .internal stres , like ann alino- for complete softening, 
eVIdently ca?ses the initial trend of the lower proof 
tress-exten IOn curves to be opposite to the initial 
trend of the curve for unannealed, work-h ardened 
monel metal. 
Oompari on of initial proof stres es in the diao-ram 
for metal G and G~ (fi o- . 10) hows that annealino- for 
relief of internal stre s ha increa ed the initial 0.001-, 
0.003-, and O.Ol -percent proof str es e but ba de-
creased the 0.03- and the O.l-percent proof stre se . 
Annealing for relief of internal str ess althouo-h it has 
slightly decreased ~he yield stre and (ten ile trength), 
therefore, has conSIderably increa ed the elastic trengtb. 
THE FACTORS I NVOLVED I THE FORM OF THE PROOF STRE -
EXTENSION C RVE 
The form of the curve of variation of proof tre with 
prior plastic extension depends largely on two factor 
work-hardening and relief of internal stre . 2 Work~ 
hardening is the principal cau e of the continuou ascent 
of the curves for 0.03- and O.l-percent proof stre se . 
The wave-lilce form of the ba ic curve (e pecially the 
curves for 0.001-, 0.003-, and O.OI -proof tresses), the 
uperposed 0 cillation , and the tendency to recoil and 
rebound from high and low point may be attributed 
largely to variation of internal tres. T en ile internal 
stress tends to lower the proof stresses, e p ciaUy the 
proof tre ses corresponding to very mall amount of 
permanent set. R elief of internal tre s, either by 
annealing or by mechanical treatment, tends to elevate 
the proof tre ses. Alternate increase and partial 
relief of internal stres , during the stages of pIa tic 
extension, therefore, would cau e oscillation in the 
proof tress-extension curve . The 0 cillations in 
curves uch as tho e in fio-ure 2,4, andlO, con equently, 
may be due to the opposite 0 cillations in the mao-nitude 
of the internal tre . At a minimum in such;: curve 
the internal stre s probably reaches a temporary maxi~ 
mum, at which the stre s is partly relieved by local flow 
in regions of highe t tensile stre . T his relief of internal 
tre pro eeds until a minimum i reached (at a maxi-
mum in the proof stre s-extension curve) at which the 
tre s again begins to build up. 
uch variations of internal stres would be influenced 
by the pacing of inter per ed cycle such a those used 
in determining stress-set CUTves. They would also be 
influenced by variation of the r e t interval and con-
equent variation in the amount of negative cr eep. The 
temporary upper limit of stre s, at which relief by local 
flow begins, evidently would increase with tbe increase 
in hardness due to plastic extension. Thu , it i 
po ible to account for the general increase of the rang 
of oscillation of the proof- tress-exten ion curve with 
increa e in the hardne of the metaL 
REASONS FOR THE DIFFERENCE I INI TI AL TREND OF THE PROOF-
TRESS-EXTE SI ON CURVES FOR WORK-HARDENED AND AN-
EALED MO EL METAL 
The conclu ion as to the influence of internal stre 
on the form of the proof-stres -extension curve are 
2 The term "internal stress" in this report, as in the prev ious report, is used in the 
ordinary technical seuse and bas no ref rence to interatomic forces as affected by 
space-lattice irregulari ties. 
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supported by evidence based on the relationship 
between the diagrams for monel metal G and G-
(fig. 10). Comparison of the e diagrams shows that 
annealing for relief of internal stre s increases the initial 
proof tresses that may be considered indices of elastic 
trength and change the initial trend of the corre-
sponding proof-stress-extension ClU'ves from a rise to a 
de cent. This relationship ugge ts that the initial 
steep de cent of the lower ClU'ves for monel metal G- 8 
is due to restoration of internal tress. With slight 
plastic extension, the internal stress evidently in-
creases to a tempo1'ary maximum and thus causes 
descent of the ClU'ves to a minimum. Similar reasoning 
suggests that increase of internal stress causes the 
initial descent of the ClU'ves for fully annealed monel 
metal (figs. 2 and 4). light plastic extension of fully 
annealed metal evidently causes increase of internal 
stress from zero. 
Another factor affecting the initial trend of the proof-
stress-extension ClU've i w01'k hardening. i,1V ork harden-
ing tends to increase the proof stres es. men the first 
slight plastic extension causes increa e of internal 
stress, the initial trend of the proof-stres -exten ion 
cune depends on the relative magnitude of the elevat-
ing effect of the work hardening and the depressing 
effect of the increase of internal stres. When the rate 
of work hardening is high, the elevating effect may pre-
dominate and cau e the curve to rise. (An example of 
this effect is given in section VII .) In the initial 
descent of the ClU'ves for annealed monel metal G- 14 , 
G- 12, and G- , however, the predominant factor is 
evidently the increase of internal stress. 
The initial rise of the (lower) ClU'ves for the unan-
nealed, work-hardened metal G (fig. 10), however, 
cannot be attributed to predominance of the influence 
of work ha1'dening. The rate of work hardening of this 
p1'eviously cold-worked metal would be much Ie than 
that of the fully annealed metal. The initial rise of the 
ClU'ves for w01'k-hardened monel metal G therefore , , 
must be due to a decrease of internal tress caused by 
the plastic extension. The internal stress in the 
everely cold-ill'awn metal probably was so high that 
slight tensile extension cau ed relief of internal stress 
and thus caused the initial rise of the proof-stress-
extension curves. 
The effect of light tensile extension evidently depend 
on the magnitude of the initial internal stress. When 
the internal stress is zero or at a minimum, light 
ten ile exten ion causes the internal stress to increa e. 
When the initial internal stress i high, slight plastic 
exten ion decrea es the internal stress. The e changes 
in internal stre s cau e opposite changes in the proof 
stresse ba ed on small values of permanent set. 
COMPARISON OF STlmSS·DEVIATlO AND STRESS·SET C RVES 
FOR MONEL METAL 
An incomplete vi w of the elastic properties of a 
metal is obtained by considering only the relation 
between stres and the deformation that remains after 
the stress has been relea ed. Con ideration should 
be given al 0 to the influence of stre s on the accom-
panying total strain and on the ela tic strain. These 
relation are revealed by the stre -deviation ClU'ves 
for monel metal and by derived curves and indices. 
Stress-deviation ClU'ves for monel metal are shown in 
the upper rows of figure 1, 3, and 9. The value E A , 
given in each of these figures, is the assmned modulus 
used in obtaining the deviations, as described in section 
II. Each broken curve repre ents the influence of 
stress on total deviation. Each solid-line curve (in 
the upper rows of fig . 1, 3, and 9) has been obtained 
from the corresponding broken-line curve by deducting 
values of permanent set obtained from the stress-set 
ClU've directly below. 
In the tudy of the influ ence of the extension spacing 
and the duration of the rest interval on the stres -
deviation curve, it is of interest to observe whether 
such variations have imilar or opposite effects on the 
slopes of the stress-deviation and stress- et curves. As 
di cu sed earlier in this section, the fir t tres -set 
ClU've of a pair, because of the influence of the extension 
pacing and of the variation of the rest interval, tend 
to be less steep than the second ClU've. illustration 
of thi tendency are: Pair 19- 20 of figure 1; pairs 
11- 12, 13- 14, and 15- 16 of figme 3; pairs 3-4, 5- 6, 
and 7- 8 in the diagrams at the left of figure 9; and 
pairs 5-6, and 7- in the diagram at the right of figure 
9. The corrected tre s-deviation ClU'ves of the same 
pairs, however, generally show the opposite relation-
h~p. This fact is illustrated by pair 19- 20 of figUTe 1, 
pall'S 13- 14 and 15- 16 of figUTe 3, and pairs 3- 4 and 5- 6 
in the diagram at the left of figure 9. In pair 11- 12 
of figme 3 and in pair 7- of figme 9, the first and the 
econd cmve are about equally steep. The first ClU've 
of pair 5- 6 at the right of figuTe 9 is less steep than the 
second. Although there is a general tendency for the 
fir t corrected stre s-deviation CUTve of a pair to be 
steeper than the second, there are exception, ju t a 
there are exception to the general tendency for the 
first stre -set curve of a pair to be Ie steep than the 
second. lunerous examples of this opposite relation-
ship between the slopes of the stres -deviation and 
stress-set cmves of a pair will b e found in diagrams 
yet to be considereel, 
THE VARIATION OF THE MODULUS OF ELASTI CITY WITH STRESS 
FOR MO EL METAL 
The corrected stress-deviation curves of figure 1, 
3, and 9, with few exceptions, show prominent cUl'va-
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tme from the origin. The exception ar e cm ve 1 to 4 
in fig m e 1, cmve 1 of figur'e 3, and cmve 1 in the dia-
gram at the right of figure 9. 0 exception are found 
among the cmve for cold-drawn, lmanneal ed monel 
metal G. With the exception mentioned, the lope of 
each cmve decrease continuou ly from the origin. 
Thi result evidently mean that the modulus of elastic-
ity decreases continuously with increa e in tre . 
The secant modulu 3 given by the ratio of tre s to 
ela t ic strain has been used in thi report and in the 
previou report to tudy the variation of the modulus 
with tre and 'with prior pIa tic extension. 
Graph of variation of the ecant modulu of ela tic-
ity with stress h ave been derived from all the cOl'l'ected 
stre s-deviation cmve in figure 1, 3, and 9 and are 
hown in figur'es 5, 7, and 11. The graphs arc num-
bered con ecutively in each figure to correspond to the 
stres -deviation cmv from which they are derived. 
Each tre -modulu line ha s been shifted to the right 
from the preceding line and has been given a eparate 
abscissa cale. Ab ci a, increa ing from left to right, 
repre ent value of the secant modulus of elasticity. 
The scale of abscissa is indicated in each figme. 
Ordinates represent true tres, that i , lire s based on 
the cro ection at the beginning of determination of 
the curve. 
In the derivation of a tress-modulus line from a 
stress-deviation curve, values of the ccant modulus 
were e timated for various points on the continuous 
stres -deviation cmve. These points in figm e 5, 7, 
and 11, therefore, represent not re ults of single experi-
ments but selected points on tbe corresponding stress-
deviation cmves. 
Th e prior pIa tic extension corresponding to each 
stre -modulu line is indicated in the derived diagrams 
(figs. 6, ,and 12). In these dia.grams, ab cissa repre-
sent prior plastic exten ions and ordinates represent 
indices derived from the tre -modulus line. The 
experimental point in figme 6, , and 12 are numbered 
to correspond to the tre -modulus lines from which 
they are derived (figs. 5, 7, and 11 ). 
In the diagram for fully annealed monel m etal G- 14 
(fig. 5), tre s-modulus line 1 to 11 are cmved from 
the origin. In the diagram for monel metal G- 12 
(fig. 7), tress-modulus lines 1 to 10 are cmved from the 
origin. All th e other stre s-modulu lines in the e two 
figmes are str9ight. The pIa tic extension at which 
the stre s-modulu line becomes straight i about 10 
p er cent. In the diagrams for work-hardened monel 
m etal G and G- (fig. 11), the stress-modulus line are 
straight except a t hiO'h stresses. The tre -modulus 
line for monel mctal eviden tly t ends to be practically 
straight when the prior plastic exten ion of the metal 
3 It should be noted that this modulus diiIers from a frequently uscd "sccant 
modulus" based on the variation to total strain with stress. 
(wh ether by tensile exten ion or by cold drawing) is 
more than about 10 p ercent. 
In this r e pect, monel m etal i imilar to the 1 : 
chromium-nickel teels discus ed n the previou r eport. 
The stre -modulus line for annealed 18 : 8 alloy was 
found to be straiO'ht when the prior plastic exten ion 
was more than about 12 percent. Un annealed cold-
drawn 1 alloys (half-hard and hard) generally gave 
straiO'ht tres -modulu line. 
THE I DICES OF VARlATlO OF THE MODUL us OF ELASTICITY WITH 
STRE S FOR MONEL METAL 
The Y olmg's modulu , or ,he modulU at zero tres 
(Eo ), was determined by extrapolating the stre s-
modulus line to z 1'0 tre . When the stres -modulus 
line is straiO'ht, the variation of the ecant modulus (E) 
with tress (8) may be represented, as in l' ference 1 by 
E = Eo-lc8 (1) 
The constant lc i the slope of the tres -mo lulus line. 
As stated in reference 1, however, it is sometime more 
conveni ent to writo equation (1) in the form 
(2) 
whor e Oo= lc/Eo represent the tross coefficient 4 of the 
secant modulu . 
When the stro -modulu line i cm ved from th 
origin, as are ome line in figmes 5 and 7, the tre s 
coefficient of tho modulus i not con tant but varies 
with the stres . The variation of the modulus 'with 
tre then cannot be r epre ented by 0 0 alone. The 
curoved tre -modulu linos may be represented approxi-
mately by addinO' another term to equation (2) and 
thu obtaining 
whore 0' = QOo i an index of the curvatur e of the 
tre -modulu line. 
The second con tant (0') i n eeded for u e with 
monel metal that has been fully annealed and afterward 
not extend ed more than about 15 or 20 p erc nt. For 
sufficiently work-hardened monol metal, the tre 
coefficient of the modulus of elasticity is practically 
con tant and is representod by 00 . 
Values of 0 0 are indicated (figs. 5, 7, and 11) by a 
number adjacent to each stre s-modulu line. Value 
of 0' are al 0 indicated for lines 9 and 10 of figure 5 
and for line 1, ,9, and 10 of figure 7. (The e values 
indicate the fractional change of the modulus per 
pound per square inch. ) The value of Eo for each stre -
modulus line is indicated by the inter ection of the line 
with the horizontal axi . 
• The index Co is ex pr ed as fractional change of t he modulus per pound per 
square inch, In reference I this index is designated C" 
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THE I FLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTI C EXTENSION Fon MONEL METAL 
o THE MODULUS OF ELASTI CITY AND 0 IT STRESS COEFFI-
CIENT 
The values of Eo and Co given in figur 5, 7, and 11 
have been used in deriving diao-ram of a different 
type in figurc 6, ,and 12. These derived diagrams 
repre ent the variation of the modulu of ela ticity 
fUld it linear tre coefficient with prior pIa tic exten-
ion. Ab ci a repre ent percentag S of prior plastic 
exten ion. Ordinate of two of the curve repre ent 
value of the modulus of ela ticity; the ordinate cale 
for the e curves is at the left of eaeh figure. Ordinates 
of th other curve repre ent value of the tress coeffi-
cient of the modulu ; the ordinate cale for thi curve i 
at the right of each figure. 
The e:ll.rperimen tally determined point in figure 6, 
, and 12 hav· been number d to COITe pond to the 
con ecutiv ly munbered tress-modulu lines in fio-uTe 
5, 7, and 11. Before the general trend of the curv in 
figure 6, ,and 12 i considered, attention will be 
giv('n to thc abrupt oscillation (at pair oJ experimen-
tal points) due to the influence of the exten ion pacino-
and of the variation of the re t interval. Except for 
monel metal G- 8 (fig. 12), the osciUation in the CUl've 
for Co are qualitatively imilar to the corre ponding 
o cillation in the curve for Eo. Each abrupt rise or 
drop in a CUl'Ve for Eo i accompanied by a imilar 
change in direction in the curve for Co. 
The abrupt 0 cillation in the curve for Eo and Co 
(fig. 6, 8, and 12) , however, are accompanied by oppo-
site osciUations in Lhe corre poneling proof Lrc -
exten ion curves (figs . 2, 4, and 10). Tbi relation hip 
i in accordance with the fact Lhat the modulus-exten-
ion curves are ba ed on sLre -deviation curve , where-
a Lh proof- tress-exten iOll curve are ba ed on 
stress- 'et curv . It ha been hown that a difference 
in teepne s of the tress-deviation Ul've of a pail' 
(due to the infiuence of the exten ion spacing an I of 
the variation of the l' t interval) is accompani'd by 
the opposite diil'erence in steepness of the corresponding 
tres - et Clll've . Examples of oppo ite variation of 
the modulus-extension curves and the proof-str ss-
extension CUTve may be found by comparing the pairs 
of experimental points li ed below, with the corre-
sponding pail' in figur('s 2,4, and 10; pair 19- 20 of 
figure 6; pair 9- 10, 13- 14, an L 15- 16 of fio-ure ; pail' 
5-6 in the diagram for monel metal G in fio-ure 12; and 
pair 5- 6 and 7- in the diagram for monel G- in 
figure 12. Numerous examples of similar relation hip 
may be found by comparing diagrams of the ame two 
types obtained with metal yet to be discu sed. A 
imilar relation hip was al 0 found for the 18: chro-
mium-nickel teel di cus cd in the previous report. 
The magnitude of such 0 cillation ,a hown in the 
previou report, i affected by the duration of the rest 
interval. IncJ'ea e in the re t interval tends to de-
crea e the slope of the stre - et curve and to increase 
the initial slope (Eo) and the curvature (Co) of tbe 
corrected tre s- train CUl've. In thi re pect, the 
effect of increa e of the rest interval i opposite to the 
effect of decrease of internal tres. uch an effect of 
the re t interval, thcrefore, evidently cannot be attrib-
uted to negative cr ep, which generally occur dming 
re t after plastic extension. Tho effect of the rest 
interval apparently is some kind of softening effect. 
Thi softening effect, at lea t for a while, is greater than 
any beneficial effect of relief of internal stress by nega-
tive creep. 
The variation of E o with prior plastic exten ion 
(figs. 6, ,and 12) i represented by lines connecting 
the experimental points. The e graph give no di-
tinct impre sion of a gen ral upwarcl or dO\vuward 
trend; with pIa tic extension of annealed monel metal 
to the beginning of local contraction (figs . 6 and ) , 
the modulus of ela ticity remain nearly con tanto 
The basic curves for annealed monel metal, however, 
probably follow the comses indicated approximately 
by the dotted lines. The basic curve for monel metal 
G- 14ri es gradually to a maximum, at plastic exten ion 
of 10- 15 percent, and then descend at a decreasing 
rate. The basic Clll've for monel metal G- 12 ri e 
rapiclly to a maximum, at a pIa tic exten ion of 2- 5 
percent, then descends at a decreasing rate, and finally 
reascend . The modulus-exten ion elll'ves for annealed 
monel metal are very different from the curves for the 
1: chromium-nickel steel discus cd in the previous 
r port and al 0 very different fr m the curves for 
other metal discu cd in ection IV to VIII. A 
hown in section X, the COlll'se of these basic Eo Clll've 
is due to the combined influence of till e factor . 
The Eo curve for work-hardened monel metal (fig. 
12) show no di tinct evidence of upward or downward 
trend. T en ile exten ion of the e specimen , whi h 
had ah eady been severely cold-worked, would be ex-
pected to cause very little change in the modulus of 
ela ticity. 
The Co curve for annealed monel metal G- 14 and 
G- 12 (fig. 6 and ) are similar in general trend. The 
trend i better indicated in figure than in figure 6 
because of the more numerou ' experimental points 
obtauled with metal G- 12. Each urve start. at a 
very low value of Co and rises, with irregular oscilla-
tions, illl til i reache a maximum at prior plastic 
extension of about 10 percent. In the curve for metal 
G- 12, the most rapid ri e is within the first 3 percent of 
prior plastic exten ion. In the Clll've for metal G- 14, 
if enouo-h experimental points had been determined, 
the most rapid rise probably would begin at a prior 
pIa tic exten ion of a little more than 3 percent, as 
indicated by the curved broken line in figure 6. 
The high st point in each curve for Co (in fig .6 and 
) is the point at which the corresponding stre s-
l 
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modulu line (fig. 5 and 7) changes from a curve to a 
straight line. The strongly curved stre -modulus 
line 10 (figs. 5 and 7) give low points 10 in the modulu -
exten ion curves of figure 6 and 8. The straight 
tre -modulus line 12 in figur s 5 and 7 give high 
point in the modulus-e"·tensi n curve of figure 6 and 
, re pectively. 
Beyond the highest point in the 0 0 curves (figs. 6 
and ), each curve descends at a gradually decrea ing 
rate and i still descending slightly at the beginning of 
local ontractioD. With further extension, by elI'aw-
ing or by rolling, the curve would be expected to be-
come practically horizontal. This expectation i con-
fu'med by the horizontal course of the 0 0 curve for 
severely cold-worked monel metal G (fig. 12). As 
would be expected, 0 0 i lower for monel metal G than 
for annealed monel metal that ha been extended to 
the beginning of local contraction (figs. 6 and ). 
The evidence therefore indicates that plastic extension 
beyond the maximum in the 0 0 curves tend to cau e 
continuous descent at a decrea ing rate. R ea ons for 
the rise and descent of the 0 0 curve are !:riven in sec-
tion X. 
Annealing work-hardened monel metal at 00 0 F. for 
relief of internal stress cau e the 0 0 curve to take a 
differ en t course from that of the curve for un annealed 
metal G. The 0 0 curve for monel metal G- (fig. 12) 
starts at a very low value of 0 0 and ri e continuou ly 
throughout the extent here shown (to the beginning 
of local contraction) . The influence of internal stre s 
and of other factors on the course of the 0 0 curve i 
discu ed in section X. 
THE I NFLUENCE OF PRJOR PLASTIC EXTE 'SI O 0 THE CURVATURE 
OF THE STR ESS-MODULUS LINE FOR MONEL METAL 
The ri e and the descent of the 0 0 curves for annealed 
monel metal (figs. 6 and ) with pIa tic exten ion means 
that the slope of the stres -modulu line first decrea es 
and then increase. Within tho ran!:re of plastic ex-
tension that cause the lope of the stres -modulus line 
to decrease, the lino is curved. Con ideration must 
now be given to the variation of thi curvature with 
prior pIa tic extension. An index of the curva ture of 
the stre -modulus line is 0', the coefficient of the last 
term in equation (5). The variation of the curvature 
of the stress-modulus line for aIlllealed monel metal 
are hown by the values of 0' obtained from the tress-
modulu lines for monel metal G- 14 and G-12 (figs. 
5 and 7) plotted as ordinate in figur 46, with abscissas 
repre enting prior pIa tic exten ion. 
The quadratic stress coefficient (0') of the modulus 
was obtaine 1 directly from the stress-modulus curves 
in the following manner: traight lilles were drawn 
tangent to the curves at the zero values of stre s. For 
some conveniently elected value of stress, which waS 
the same for each curve of the eries obtained with a 
ingle specimen, the deviation of tills line from the 
curve wa mea ured. Thi deviation, divided by the 
product of Eo and the st,re squared, gave the value 
of 0'. 
Tho 0' curve in figuro 46 tart at low va.lues of 0' 
and ri 0 rapidly t a maximum, which i reached at a 
pIa tic oxten ion of about 1 pOl·cont. The value of 
0' at the maximum i many time the initial value. 
With further pIa tic exten ion, the curve have a gen-
eml dOvVllward trend and disappea,r at plastic extension 
of about 10 pOl'cont. At this ox tension, the stres -
modulus lino becomo strai!:rht and 0 0 reache a maxi-
mum (figs. 6 and ). Tho 0' curvos for annealed 
monel metal (fig. 46) how that pIa tic exton ion first 
increa es and then decreases tho curvature of the stre , -
modulus lin o. The r ca on for thi vaJ'iation of 0 0 
and 0' are given in ection X. 
THE FOUM OF THE STRESS-DEVlATlO CUUVE FOR MO EL METAL 
These variations of 00 and 0' with pIa tic exten ion 
are evidently due to variations in form of the tress-
strain and the tre -deviation curves. The general 
equation for the tres - train curve is el rived from 
equation (3) 
E= /E = /Eo(l - 00S- 0'S2) (4) 
where E IS the total ela tic train. As the lineal' and 
quadratic correction term are generally mall compared 
with 1, equation (4) may be written 
(5) 
The strain corre ponding to the tangent to the stress-
strain line at the origin is/Eo. The deviation (Ed) from 
this tangen t is 
Ea= E- S /Eo= CI /E o)(Oo 2+ 0'S3) (6) 
When the stre -modulus line i strai!:rht, 0' is zero and 
the last term of equation (6) eli appears. The stress-
deviation relation hip corre ponding to a traight 
tre -modulu line, therefore, i represonted by 
(7) 
which is the equation for a quadratic parabola.. ~Then 
0 0 i zero, 0, 2 of equation (6) di appears. The tres-
deviation line corre ponding to this relation hip i 
represen ted by 
( ) 
which i the equation for a cubic parabola. 
The tro s-doviation curvo for monel metal that ha 
been plastically oxtonded moro than about 10 percent, 
therefore, is a quadratic parabola. The initial stre s-
modulu line obtained with monel metal G- 12 (fig. 7) 
and tre s-modulus lines 2 and 3 obtained with monel 
metal G- 14 (fig, 5) aI'e vertical at the orio-in, indicating 
that 0 0 is zero. The corresponding stre s-deviation 
curve arc cubic pmabola. As Co for line 1 obtained 
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with monel metal G- 14 i very smail, the correspond-
ing stres -deviation curve evidently approximate a 
cubic parabola. Tbe other curved tre s-modulus lines 
in figures 5 and 7 evidently are derived from stress-
deviation curves that are cubic intermediate between 
a quadratic and a cubic parabola. 
THE SECA T MODULUS AT ANY STRES. 
The ecant modulu at any tre s may be calculated 
from corre pondinO' values of E o and 0 0 provided that 
the strcs -modulu line i traight. When the stress-
modulu line is curved, tbe modulu at a given tress 
may be calculated from E o by means of equation (5) 
if the values of both 0 0 and 0 ' ar e Imown. The inter-
mediate curve in figure 6, , and 12 r epre ent tb e 
variations of the secant moduli corresponding to orne 
arbitrarily selected stresses. In figures 6 and 8, curves 
Eso how the variation of the secant modulus corre-
sponding to a ten ile s tress of 50,000 pounds per square 
inch. In figure 12, curve ElOo show the variation of 
the modulu corresponding to a tensile tre of 100,000 
pound per square inch. The e elU'Ves have not been 
extended to the left of the point of chango of the tTe -
modulus line from a curve to a traight line. Thi 
point of chanO'e i indi a ted by the change from a 
broken to a olid line in the eurve of variation of 
Eo and 00, Modulus values corre ponding to str esse 
between zero and either 50,000 or 100,000 pound per 
quare inch can be es tinlated from these diagram by 
interpolation. 
THE EFFECT OF AN EALING 0 THE INITIAL PAIR OF STRESS-SET 
C RVES AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRE SES 0 COLD-DRAWN 
MO EL METAL. 
The effect of amlealing on the initial pall' of stl'ess-
et curves ob tained with cold-drawn monel metal is 
shown in the diagram a t the right of figure 3. The 
curves there shown are the initial pairs of curve ob-
tained with the metal a r eceived and after annealing 
at 00, 1,200, and 1,400° F. Th e tress-set eurves are 
in the lower row. 
Annealing at 800° F for relief of internal tress has 
increased the st eepnes of both the fu-st and the second 
CLU'ves, throughout the extent here shown. AnnealinO' 
at either 1,200 or 1,400° F, f l' complete r ecrystalliza-
Lion , has greatly depre ed both tress-set curves of the 
initial pall'. The oftening effect of th e annealing at 
1,400° F eviden tly wa omewhat gr eater than th o 
oftening effect of the ann ealing a t 1,200° F. 
The effects of annealing on tbe proof stres es ob-
Lained by the fu· t and the econd loading are shown in 
the two diagram for monel metal in figlU'e 20. One 
of the e diagram , de iO'nated " fIT t loading," r epresenL 
proof stresse obtained from the initial stre s-set cm ve 
after annealing at variou temperatures. The diagram 
de ignated " econd loading" represents result ob-
tained from the second stre s-set curve of each initial 
pair. Abscissa in these diagram represent t empera-
tures in degree ; ordinates r epre ent proof stre es. 
R e ults obtained with unann ealed, cold-lrawn monel 
metal are plotted at an ab cis a representing room 
temperature (70° F ). The broken lines connecting 
corre ponding point at abscissas 70° F and 00° F do 
not r epre ent th e actual ariation of proof stre es with 
temperature. The ac tual variation is no t linear. 
As illu trated by the diagram designated " fir t load-
ing," annealing for r elief of internal stre (at 00° F ) 
ha caused great inlprovement in the 0.001-, the 0.003-, 
and tbe O.Ol-percent proof stresses. Tbis annealing, 
however, ha slightly de rcased the 0.03-percent proof 
stress and ha considerably decreascd the O.l-p r cent 
proof tress. A illu tra ted by the diagram designated 
"second 10adinO'," aJIDealing at 800° F ha lowered all 
tbe proof tresses relative to the proof stre es ob tained 
(by econd loading) wi tb th e metal a r eceived . The 
0.003-percent proof tr es and tbe O.Ol-percen t proof 
stress obtained by econd loading wi th the metal 
annealed at 00° F , however , are greater than the 
corresponding proof sLres e obtained by fir L loading 
vvith the metal as r eceived. 
Annealing for the r elief of in ternal stress, tberefore, 
causes much improvemen t in the ini tial proof str e e 
that may be considered llldices of elastic tl'ength but 
cause some decrease in the ini tial proof tre e that 
may be considered indices of yicll str ength. On 
econd loading, however, much of the improvem ent 
due to r elief of internal str ess by annealinO' evidently 
i 10 t. This r ela tion hip is in accordance with the 
previou ly discu ed ini tial de cen t of the lower proof-
stre s-exten ion curve for monel metal 8-8. 
THE EFFECT OF A EALI NG ON THE MODULUS OF ELA TICITY AND 
o I TS STRESS co EFFIE NT FOR COLD-DR A W MONEL METAL 
In th e con ideration of the effect of annealing on the 
lUodulu of ela ticity and on its tre s coefficien t, atten-
tion will be confined to r esul ts derived from initial 
str ess-modulll curve. R esult 0 ob tained a1' hown 
in the diagram at the left of figure 21. 
The mocllliu at zero tr ess (Eo) eviden tly i lit tle 
affect d by annealing. .l 0 change ha 1'e ulted from 
annealing (a t 00° F ) for relief of in ternal tress; a 
slight decrease has r e ultecl from annealing for re-
cry tailizatioD , a t 1,200 and 1,400° F. The linear 
stres coefficien t ( 0) of the modulus, however, has 
been greatly decreased by annealing for relief of internal 
stre s. Jot mueh fur ther change ha been eau ed by 
annealing for r cry tallization. The probable varia-
tion of the quadratic tl'e s coefficien t 0' with ann ealing 
temperatme is repre en ted approximately by the broken 
CLU·ve. 
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IV. THE TENSILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF I CONEL 
AS AFFECTED BY PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND BY 
ANNEALING 
DESCRIPTION OF THE INCONEL 
The composition of th e Inconel i given in table I. 
As the precentage of iron is mall, the alloy may be 
cla sed a nonferrous. This alloy, which is of the 
Niclu'ome type, ha good re i tance to plastic deforma-
tion and to oxidation at elevated temperatUl"es. As it is 
practically a single-phase alloy, its elastic str ength 
depends chiefly on plastic deformation and only 
sligh tly on heat treatmen t . 
The alloy wa upplied in the form of cold-drawn 
l"Olmd rod , which ha 1 not been sub equ entlyannealed. 
For investigation of the elastic proper ties, one specimen 
was tested as r eceived, one specimen was annealed at 
at 850° F for r elief of internal stress, and one speci-
men wa annealed at 1,750° F for complete r ecrystalli-
zation. D etails of the annealing treatment are given 
in table III. The e specimens were tested by the same 
methods that were used for monel metal. In discu -
sing the r e ul ts ob tained with Inconel, attention will 
be directed fu· t to the m etal in a r elatively soft condi-
t ion, after annealing at 1,750° F. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF TRESSES l' OR FULLY 
A EALED INCONEL 
Correlated str es -deviation and stress-set CUl"ves ob-
tained with fully annealed In ond are hown in the 
diagram at the righ t of figure 13. All the curves in this 
diagram were obtain d with a single specimen of In-
conel, w'hich had been ann ealed at 1,750° F. The 
curves were obtained consecutively, wi th intervening 
stages of prior plastic extension. Proof stresses derived 
from the e curves are plo tted in figLll'e 14. 
Stre -set curve 1 and 2 (fig. 13) have about the arne 
curvature. A very different r elation hip, however, 
exi ts between the CUl"ve of every other pair. The fu· t 
curve of each of these pairs is less steep than the second. 
This differ ence in slope tends to increase wi th an in-
cr ease in the prior plastic extension. The differ ence in 
slope between the stress- et CUl"ve of a pair cau es an 
abrupt rise in the proof stress-extension CUl"ves. The 
influence of the exten ion pacing and of the variation 
of the r est interval evidently is quali tatively the same 
for Inconel as for monel metal. 
The oscillations, which are due to th e influence of the 
extension spacing and the variations of th e r est in terval, 
are superposed on a basic CUl"ve of variation of proof 
stress with prior plastic extension. The form of this 
basic CUl"ve would be mol' clearly r evealed if all the 
experimenta.l poin ts had been determined wi th long 
prior rest interval. The superposed oscillations would 
thus have been minimized . The COul" e of the basic 
curve in figure 6, however, can be qualitatively deter-
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mined by tracing it tlu'ough the low points of the super-
posed oscillations. Point 1, ba ed on the ini tial str es -
se t eurve was obtained after a very long rest in terval. 
The basic cur ve, therefore, should start from this point 
and should pass tlu'ough the other points that have been 
determined with a long r est in terval. 
The basic cunes for the 0.001-, 0.003-, and 0.01-
percen t proof str esses evidently descend r apidly and 
reach a minimum at sligh t plastic extension. The 
curves for "the 0.03- and O.I-percent proof stresses have 
slight initial downward trend. The minimum i at 
abo ut point 7 in the curves for the 0.001- and 0.003-
percent proof stresses, at about point 5 in the CUl"ve for 
the O.Ol-percent proof stresses, and at point 2 in the 
curves for the 0.03- and O.l-percent proof stre ses. The 
extension at the minimum evidently ten ds to decrease 
with an increase in the value of t he permanent set on 
which the proof tress is based. In this r espect, the 
proof stress-extension CUl"ves for Inconel r esemble the 
con esponding CUl"ves for annealed monel metal (figs. 2 
and 4) . 
With fLll' thcl' plastic extension , the CLU've for the 
O.OOI-percent proof stress has practically no general 
upward or downward trend . The other cmves have a 
general upward trend. The superposed oscillations in 
Lhe lower three curves tend to increase in ampli tude 
with prior pIa tic extension. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE STRESS-SET 
CU RVE AND ON THE DERIVED P ROOF STlmSSES FOR WOHK· 
HARDENED l NCONEL 
In the diagram at the left of figme 13 are stre s-devia-
tion and stress-set curves obtained with cold-drawn , 
unannealcdlnconel L. The proof tre es derived from 
these stress-set curves are plotted in a diagram in fi gure 
10, which show the variation of the proof stre ses with 
prior plastic extension. The stress-set CLU'ves in figure 
13 and the derived mcperimental points in figure 10, are 
COITe ponclingly numbered. 
'rhe~ e experim nts with wlannealed work-hardened 
Inconel L were made before" the testing procedure was 
a fu lly leveloped as in th e experiment described in 
the preceding portion of this report. The experim ental 
poin ts were not di tributed in pairs. M oreover, no 
long res t interval were provided (except the interval 
prior to determination of the initial stress- et cLU've) . 
Most of the experimental point were obtained with a 
very short prior rest interval. 
Th e initial stress- et curve for Inconel L (fig. 13) is 
mueh Ie s steep than CUl"Ve 2. This relationship is 
revealed also by the relativ heights of the correspond-
ing point in th e proof-stress-extension CLU'ves . In 
each of these CLll'ves point 2 is higher than poin t 1. 
Because of the ab ence of distinct pairs of experimental 
, The I ocooel L tests were O1 acle 40 months before the experiments with aonealeJ 
Iocooel (L- .5 aod L-17.5) . 
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points, th inili.l ence of the cxtension spacing is lc 
con picuoll in thi !iaa-ram than in the previously con-
sid red diaa-ram of this type. Th influence of dura-
tion of thc re t interval, however, i clearly revealed. 
The two tr s -s t curve that were obtained with a 
relatively long prior l' t interval (fig. 13) arc much les 
teep than the other lU'VCS, and the COlT spond ing 
points in each of the lower three proof-stre -exten ion 
curves (fig. 10) arc at depres ions. 
The depre ion in each of these CUl've , however, i 
not clu entirely to the influence of dm-ation of the rest 
in terval. The oscillo tions du to variations of the 1 e t 
interval arc uperpo ed on a ba ic CUTve of variation of 
proof tress wi th prior plastic extension. The exact 
COUl'se of thi ba ic CUl've could be determined only by 
experiments wi th all th r e t inLerval long. Nevcrthe-
Ie s, some conclusions can be drawn a to the probable 
COUl' e of this CUTve. Althougb point 2 and 3 were 
both obtained with bort r est interval , point 3 in each 
curve i higher than point 2; this cli:fference in heia-h t is 
very great in the ClU've for 0.001 p rcent and 0.003 
pOl'cen proof tl'e e . This relation hip appeal'S Lo 
in li cate that the initial 1'i e in each of the curves as 
drawn is clue larO'ely to an initial rise in the basic curve. 
imilor reasoning lead to the conclusion tha t the second 
ri e in the lower two ClU've a drawn is due larg ly to a 
ri e in the ba ic cm-ve. The ba ic curves, therefor e, 
probably arc qualitatively imilar to the CUl' ve as 
drawn. Tn the cm'ves as drawn, however, the rise, 
desccnt, and l'eascent arc accentuated by the di fl'er enc 
in elm-ation of the re t interval. The ba ic ClU've for 
cold-clrawn unallil eal d Incon 1 L, therefor e, probably 
i similar in form to the curve for cold-drawn un-
arulealed monel metal G (fig. 10). 
A specimen of work-hardened Tncanel wa annealed 
at 50° F. fOl' relief of internal stre s. The pecimen 
wa then exLend ed by small tage, and tre s-d eviation 
and stre -set CUl've were obtained a u ual. They arc 
shown in tllC diagram for Inconcl .5 in figure 13. 
A compari on of the initial stre - et curves for metals 
Land L- .5 bow that annealing for relief of internal 
stress has greatly increased the st epne s of the sLress-
et curve. Proof tresses derived from the e CUTves 
have been plo ted in tbe cliagram at the righ t of fi O' LU'e 
10, in which ab ci as repre en t prior pIa tic exten ion. 
Th e c,,-,})el'imental point in thi diagram arc arrange 1 in 
pair . Th e first point of each pair was obtained with a 
1 ng prior re t interval; the econd point was obtained 
with a relatively hOl't. re t interval. A in previou ly 
described diaa-ram , the econd point of eacll pair 
generally is hia-her Lhan the fu·st. The influence of 
dlll'aiion of the r e t interval and of the extension 
spacing, therefore, i quali tatively LIte ame for this 
m Lal a for the metals previou ly de cribed. 
The ba ic 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof- tr e s 
curve, for Tncone1 that had be n annealed for r eli ef of 
internal tre s, evidently have an initial rise to a maxi-
mum, followed by abrupt de cent. In this respect, 
these ClU've r e emble the ba ic ClU've for unannealed 
monel metal G and Ullmmealecl Tncone1 L, 1'< ther than 
the clll've for mon el metal (G- ), which was annealed 
for r elief of in ternal str ess. Thi unexpecLedrelation-
hip pos ibly is due to incomplete relief of internal stres 
by the ann ealing at 50° F. Slight internal tre re-
maining after this treatmen t would be rcdu cd, rather 
than increased, by pIa tic extension, and thu would 
account for the initiall'ise of t he proof-stres -extension 
curves. 
THE VA IHATION OF T H E MOD L US OF E LASTI CITY WITH STRESS 
FO RI CO EL 
The corrected stre s-deviation CUl'ves for Tnconel, in 
the upper row of figm e 13, ar e curved from the origin . 
The moduJu of elastici ty for Tnconel as for monel metal, 
evidently tend to decrease wi th an increD. e of tre . 
From the corrected tre s-de iation curves for Tnconel 
have been derived CUTve of variation of the modulu of 
elasticity with stress (fi g. 15) . The curves are num-
bered consecutively to COlTe ponel to th e tress-devia-
tion CUl've from which they are derived . The plastic. 
exten ion prior to determination of each stres -modulus 
line may be found by reference to the COlTe ponclina-ly 
numbered points in the derived diagrams of figUl'C ] 2 
and] 6, which will be described later. 
In the (liagram for fully annealed Tnconel, in the 
lower row of figme 17, stress-modulus line 1 (a dra wn) 
i traight and vertical. Not much importance, how-
ever , houle! be a si ned to the straightness of this line, 
because a ligh t change in either the uncorrected initial 
tre -deviation cLll've 01' the initial str e s- et curve 
(fi g. 13) would change the ini tial tre s-modulus line 
(fig. 15) to a sligh tly cLll'ved line. CUl'ved line were 
obtained with fully annealed monel metal (fig . 5 and 
7) and with oth.er annealed single-pha e metals to be 
cl escri bed later . 
Stres -modulus Jines 2 to 6, inclusive, obtained wi th 
annealed Tnconel (fig. 15), are LIl'ved from. the origin. 
The CUTvatme decreases from line 2 to line 6. Lines 
11 to 16, inclu ive, are kaigh t. For line 7 to 10, in-
clusive, the co urse of the ideal line is less clearly indi-
cated. It may be that the cLll'vatLll'e of these line 
hould decrease gradually in passing from CLlrve 7 to 
CUl've 10. Not much elTor probably has been in tro-
duced, however, by drawing these line traia-ht. The 
evidence, therefore, indicates that prior plastic exten-
sion of a few percent ca ll. es the stre s-modulus line for 
annealed Tnconel to become practically traia-h t. As 
would be expected, conseq uen tly, the tress modulus 
lines for the more severely cold-worked Tnconel L 
(fig. 15) are practically stra.ight except in the upper 
part . 
The tress-mod ulu lines for work-hardened Tnconel 
L-- .5 (fi g . 15), which ha.d been a.nnealed for relief of 
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internal stre s, are ligh tly curved. The slope of the 
ini tial line is much less than the slope of the ini tial 
stress-modulus line for un annealed Inconel L (in the 
am figure). The annealing, moreover, has decreased 
the value of Eo. Thi relation hip will be di cus ed 
later in connection with figLu'e 21. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOH PLA TI C EXTENSIO 0 THE MODULU 
OF ELA TI CITY A ' D OF ITS STRESS-COEFFICIENTS FOU INCONEL 
The values of Eo and 0, given in figul'e 7, have been 
u ed in deriving diagram to repr esent the variation of 
the modulu of elasticity, and of its stress-coefficients, 
with prior plastic eA1;en ion. The e~q) erimentally de-
termined point in th se diagrams (figs. 12, 16, and 46) 
have been numbered to corre ponel with the consecu-
tively numbered st1'e -mo lulu hnes (fi g. 7). 
Befor the general trend of the eurve in figures 12 
and 16 is con idered, attention will be given to the 
abrupt 0 cillations due to th e influ ence of the extension 
pacing and of the variat ion of the 1'e t inter val. In 
the diaO'ram for annealed Inconel (fig. 16), the abrup t 
b . . 
sc illat ions of the 0 0 curve ar e quali tatively imilar to 
the 0 cillations of the Eo curve. Each abrup t ri e or 
drop in the curve for Eo, at a pail: of eA-p erimen tal points, 
is accompanied by a similar abrupt change in direction 
in the curve for 0 0, The cOlTespondence in 0 cillation 
i less pronolIDced in th e Eo and 0 0 ClU'Ves for unan-
nealed work-hardened Inconel L (fig. 12) . This fact 
probably is du e to the ab ence of di tinct pairs of ex-
perimental points, and hence, to tbe absence of a p1'O-
nOlmced influence of extension pacing. 
A compari on hould al 0 be made between th mod-
ulus-exten ion curves (fig. 16) and the proof stress-
extension curves (fig. 14) obtai.ned with 8J1llealed Incond 
L-17.5. The abrupt oscillations at pail's of eA'})erimental 
poin t in the curves for Eo and 0 0, with .few. excel?tion , 
ar accompanied by the oppo ite 0 ClllatlOns ill the 
proof tre -exten ion curve. A previou ly n:enti~ne.d 
in th e di cussion of monel metal , uch a relatlOn hlp IS 
to be e:\.'})ec ted. 0 such con e pondence in 0 cilla-
tions, however, is found by comparison of the modulus-
exten ion curves with the proof- tres -exten ion curve 
for work-hardened Incond L (fiO' . 12 and 10, r espec-
tively) . 
Con id eration will now be given to the general trend 
of the Eo curve for ann aled Incond L-17.5 (fig. 16) . 
The variation of Eo with prior plas tic extension i 
r epresented by the lmes connecting the experimental 
point. The ba ic curve, a indica.ted by the ~otted 
line r epr sen ting its comse, ri e rapIdly to a m a:Klmum 
and then descends at a decrea ing rate. The maximum 
in t bi curve i at the point of chanO'e of the tre s-
modulus line (fig. 15) from a curve to a straight line. 
The course of the mo lulu -extension curve depend on 
the in terrelation hip between three factors, to be di -
cu ed in ection X. 
The Eo curve for unannealed work-hardened Inconel 
L (fig. 12) descends rapidly from the origin. Th rate 
decreases rapidly, however, and the curve become 
practically horizontal at a prior pIa tic exten ion of 
about 2 per cent. A the COlU'se of the curve beyond the 
beO'inninO' of local contraction is always somewhat b b 
erratic, the light ri e of the curve beyond about 2 per-
cent exten ion may not r epre ent a rise of the ba 1C 
Cili've. The Eo Cili've for worl;;:-hardened Inconel differ 
greatly in form from the curve for work-hardened 
monel metal (fig. 12). The Eo ClU'Ve for work-hard-
ened Inconel L-S.5 (fig. 12), which was annealed for 
relief of internal tress, start much lower than the 
urve for lIDarlllealed, work-hardened Inconel L, and 
descends much more slowly. The r eason for those 
forms of the Eo curve ar given in section X. 
The 0 0 curve for annealed Ineonel L - 17.5 (fig. 16) 
tarts at a very low value 6 of 0 0 and rises r api 11y to 
pomt 7. Beyond point 7 the curve descend, at fi.r t 
rapidly, but at a gradually deCI'easing ra te, without 
any indication of a reascen t. The highe t poinL in ~he 
00 curve is the point at which the stress-modulus lme 
(fig. 15) changes from a Cili've to a traight line. At this 
pomt, 0' (the index of Cili'vatili'e of the s tre s-modulus 
Line) become zero. The variation of 0' with plastic 
extension is shown in figure 46. With increa e in the 
pIa tic extension from zero, 0' increases r apidly fr om 
a low value to a high maximum, then descends Ies 
rapidly, and reaches zero at about the ame prior plastic 
extension at whicb 0 0 reache a maximum (fig. 16). 
Th e 0' curve for Inconel (fig. 46), ther efor e, is inlilar 
in this r e pect to the Cili've for annealed mon 1 metal 
(in the same fig ure). 
In the diagram for unannealed work-hardened 
Incond L (fig. 12), the basic 0 0 Cili've descend con-
tmuously at a decrea ing rate. The r eascent in the 
curve a drawn in figure 12, for the reason given above, 
may not indicate a r eascent in the ba ic curve. T~e 
ba ic Co curve probably is imilar in form to the ba lC 
Eo curve. 
In the diagram for Inconel that ha been annealed 
[or relief of internal tres (L - .5 of fig. 12), the 0 0 Cili've 
star ts at a very low value, and ri e slowly. The trend 
of this cw'Ve, therefore, is imilar to the trend of the 0 0 
W've for monel metal G- S. A previously stated, th e 
annealing of Inconel at 50° F may have left COIl-
iderable internal tre s. With pIa tic extension, the 
in ternal stre s would at fir t tend to change very little. 
It is possible thus to aCCO Ll.nt for the slownes of the 
a cent of the 0 0 curve for metal L - S.5. 
A the stress-modulu lines for Inconel L - .5 (fig. 15) 
arc lightly cili'ved, the tres -coefficient of the modulu 
is not constant, and only the initial rate of change of 
• Thc C' curve (or annealed Tnconel (fig. 4G) probabl, should sLarl. at a value o( C' 
greater than zero, comparable with I;he values of C' at the origins o( lhe cun'es for 
monel metal. This bas been discussed previously. 
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the modulu with tre i repre ented by Co. 'fhe 
average rate of change b tween zero tre s and 100,000 
pound per quare inch tr (de ignated CIOO) ha 
been plotted in fig Ul'e 12 to how the variation of this 
ind ex with prior plastic extension. The illdex ev idently 
d i frer appreciably from Co. 
The light curvature of the' tre -modulu lines for 
Inconel L - .5 po ibly is not unu ual for a work-
hardened metal that ha been annealed for l' lief of 
internal stre . The decrease in Co caused by anneal-
ing for relief of internal tres po . ibly tend to be 
accompanird by an appearanc.e of a slight curvature 01 
the tre~s-modulus line. The stres -modulus line. for 
annealed, work-har lened monel m etal G- (flO' . 11), 
however, are practically s traiO'ht. 
The intermed iate curve in the diagrams for Inconel 
(fig. 12 and 16) repre ont the variations of the ecant 
moduli corre ponding to arbitrarily clected tre e. 
In fiO'Ul' e 16, the E50 curve shows the variation of the 
ecant modulu corresponding to ten ile str e s of 50,000 
poun ds per quare inch. In figUl'e 12 t.he E 100 CUI've 
how the variation of the ecant modulu COlTe ponel-
ing to a ton ile stre of 100,000 pounds pel' square inch. 
The CUl've for annealed Inconel has not been extended to 
the I ft of the point of chanO'e of the str es -modulu line 
from a Clll've to a straight line. 
THE EFFECT OF ANNEAU GO ' THE INITIAL PAIR OF THESS-SET 
CURVES ADO THE DERIVED PHOOF THE SES I'OH C01. 0-
DnA WN INCONEL 
The effect of ann aling on the initial pair of tre - et 
Clll've may be observed by comparing the fi)' t two 
Clll'Ves of each of the three diagram in fig-me 13. 
Annealing at 50° F £01' r lief of internal stress e idently 
ha increased the teepness of both the fir t and eeond 
curves. The econd eurye obtained with Inconel 
L - .5 is only lightly les teep than the fu· t. In thi 
respect this metal dlirer hom monel metal G- , for 
""hich the second Clll'Ve i consi lerably less teep than 
the fu· t. Thi lilleren e possibly is due to a difference 
in the degree of r eli f of internal tre s. Annealing 
monel metal at 00° F i known to liminate mo t of 
the internal stre . It i po sible that somewhat mo)'e 
internal stre s remains after annealing Ineonel at 50° F. 
The effect of annealing on the initial proof stre e, 
and on the proof stresse derived from the second tre -
set eUl'Ve of each initial pai)', is shown in tll e two diaO'rams 
fo), Inconel in figure 20. On of these diagrams, de iO'-
nated "fu' t 10adinO'," r epre ents proof tre ses obtained 
from the initiill str ess-set CUl'Ve at tI'ree temperature . 
The other diagram, de ignated "econd loadinO'," 
repre ents results obtained from the eeond str e s- et 
curve of e!),ch initial pail'. Abscis as in these d iagrilms 
repre ent annealinO' temp rat;Ul'e ; ordinates r epresent 
proof t;re e . Re ult obtain d with unannealeci, 
old-drawn Ineonel are plotted at an ab ci sa repre-
enting room temperature (70° F ). The broken lines 
connecting cone ponding points at ab ei as 70° F 
and 50° F do not r epre ent the actual variation of 
proof tres es with temperature. The actual variat.ion 
is not; linear. 
As illu t;rated by the diagram designated "fir t 
loading," anneal ing for the relief of internal tre s (at 
50° F ) ha caused great improYement in tbe 0.001-
and 0.003-percent proof tre es, and Ita caused ligh t 
improvement in the O.Ol-percent proof tre . Thi 
annealing, however, had no effect on the 0.03-percent 
proof tre and Jightly lowered he O.l-percent proof 
stress. As r epre ented by the diagram de ignatecl 
"second loading," annealing at 50° F has greatly 
increa ed the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof tr e, 
Lws slightly increa d th 0.0 I-percent; proof stre , and 
has slight;ly low red the 0.03- and O.l-percent proof 
stres e r elative to the proof stres e obtained by second 
loading with the metal as r eceived. AnnealinO' for 
relief of in temal tress, therefore, ca uses much improve-
ment in the (initial) proof stres e that may be con-
sidered in dice of elastic strength, but cau es om e 
decrea e in th proof stre s (0.1 percent) that may be 
con idel'ecl a an index of yield trength. The efl' et of 
ilnnealing for r elief of internal tre s, on the initial proof 
tresses, i qualitatively tbe Silm e for InconcI as for 
monel metal (fig. 20 ). 
By means of the e two diagram for Inconel, it is 
possible to compare the r esult of relief of internal 
tress dlle to annealing at 50° F with the re ults of 
rclief ofintel'l1ill stre due to light pIa tic extension. 
This relation hip is revealed by comparing the height 
of COITe ponding cLirves in the fu· t-Ioacling and econd-
loading diagram , at absci as r epre enting 50° F 
and 70° F,re pectivcly. Thi compari on shows that 
the sligh t plastic exten ion dming fir t 10adinO' cau cel 
about ilS much improvement in proof stresse a did 
the annealinO' at 50° F. Th e rise of the second-
loading curves, between abscissas repre enting 70° F 
and 50° F, however, indicate that the sliO'ht plastic 
exten ion dming the fir t loading did not remov aU 
the in temal tre . 
THE EFFECT OF A ' NEA Ll G ON THE MOD L S OF ELA Tl CI'l'¥ A D 
ON ITS THESS COEFFICIE ' 1' FOI~ COLD-DHA WN I CONEL 
]n con idel'ing the effect of annealing on the modulus 
of elasticity, and on it tre s coefficient, attention will 
be confined to re ults deriv ed from initial stres -
modulus lin es. Re uIts 0 obtained are sho\\'U in the 
diagram at the right of figLU'e 21. 
The initial modulus at zero stres (Eo) evidently is 
deOl'eased by annealinO' at 50° F, and it i still fLU'ther 
eleerea cd by annealing at ] ,750° F. The modulus of 
evercIy cold-worked Incond L, therefore, i lowCl'ed 
by annealing. Th.is evidence alone might appeal' to 
imply tbat the modulu (for Inconel) i always in-
creased by cold work. As shown in figure 12 and 16, 
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however , cold work under some conditions may decrea e 
the modulus. Flilly annealed Inconel (fi g. 16) when 
plastically extended, show a r apid increase of Eo until 
the prior pIa tic extension reaches about 1.9 percent. 
With fur ther plastic extension, Eo decreases. Un-
annealed, cold-drawn Inconcl (fig. 12), however, shows 
a rapid decrease of Eo with prior pIa tic extension. The 
complex variation of the modulus of elasticity with 
plastic deformation and with anneal ing evidently is 
due to the operation of more than one factor. These 
factors ar c discussed in section X. 
The linear tres -coefficient (Co) of the moclulu evi-
den tly i greatly decrea cd by annealing for relief of 
internal stress . Further decrease is caused by anneal-
ing for recrystallization. The eHect of annealing on 
Co and Eo therefore, arc qualitatively similar. The Co 
curve for Incond is imilar to the Co curve for monel 
metal (fig. 12), but the Eo curve for Incon ('l differs 
greatly from the E o curve for monel m tal. 
v. THE TE SILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF ALUMIN M-
MONEL METAL AS AFFE CTED BY PLASTIC DEFOR-
MATION AND BY HEAT TREATMENT 
DESC RIPTIO N OF THE ALUMINUM-MONEL METAL 
Aluminum-monel metal, lIluike monel metal and 
Inconel, may have its strength greatly increased by heat 
treatmen t. H eating to 1,450° F or higher gives a 
olid solution consisting of a single phase. R apid 
cooling from this temp rat uTe preserves this single 
solid olution practically unchanged. In this condi-
tion the metal is r elatively oft and is easily workable; 
it probably differ little in properties from ordinary 
annealed monel metal. R eheating to 1,000- 1,100° F, 
11.oweve1', causes a precipitation of a second micro con-
stituent in finely divided form, and tIm cause great 
increa e in hardness. 
The aluminum-monel metal supplied fOT this in vesti-
gation wa in two different conditions. Bo th samples 
probably had been heated to about 1,450° F and 
rapicUy cooled; both ampIes had then been cold drawn. 
One of the sample (J ) had then been reheated, probably 
to 1,000- 1,100° F; the other ample (H ) had not been 
reheated. Sample (H ), a shown in table II, is some-
what ofter than the severely cold-drawn monel metal 
0; the other sample (J) is much harder. The ten ile 
strengths of metals H , 0, and J are 116,960, 125,700, 
and 164,150 pounds per quare inch, r espectively. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTI C EXTENSION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND 0 THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR WORK-
HARDENED ALUM INUM-MONEL METAL H 
tr ess-deviation and stress-set eLll"ves obtained with 
aluminum-monel metal are shown in figure 17. The 
proof stresses derived from the stres - et curve are 
plo tted as ordinates in figure 18, with the corre pon.cling 
prior plastic exten ion as ab ci sas . In the diagram 
at the left of each of these figures are curves obtained 
with work-hardened aluminum-monel metal (H ). 
The intital tress- et curve for monel metal R is much 
less steep than the second tress-set curve. TIn 
relationship i imilar to that found for unannealecl, 
work-hardcned monel metal (0) and Inconel (L ). As 
the experiments ,vith aluminum-monel metal were 
made before the test procedure had been fully de-
veloped, all the curves but one were obtained with 
short prior-rest interval. The experimental points in 
cach tress- et CUTve, moreover , ar e too few to show 
more than qualitative eelati nships between the curves 
of tIn series. The one curve obtained wi th a r ela-
tively long prior-rest interval, however, is Ie Leep 
than the following curve. The influence of duration of 
the r est interval, therefore, is qualitatively the same for 
aluminum-monel metal a.s for the ordinary monel metal 
and Inconel. 
The intervals of plastic extension between the de-
terminat.ions of stress-set curves, as shown in the 
diagram at the left of figure 18, are of approA-imately 
the same lengtll , instead of being alternately long and 
short as they are in all but one of the previously dis-
cussed diagrams of this type. The wide oscillations due 
to the combinations of extension pacing and r e t 
in terval used in the previous tes ts, therefore, arc not 
found in the curve for this material. 
The ini tial trend of each of the ba ic curves (fig. 1 ) 
evidently is upward. The CUI'Ves for the 0.001-, 0.003-
and O.OI-percent proof stresses then descend to a mini-
mum at mall plastic extension (point 5). Th e second 
minimum, at point 8, probably i due to the influence 
of tbe relatively long prior-rest interval. The basic 
cun -es for the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof strcsses 
probably con i t of an initial rise and descent, followed 
by a r ea cen t, at lea t to the beo-inning of local COIl-
traction. TIn basic curve thus re emble the curve 
for the work-hardened alloys previou ly di cussed, 
monel metal 0 and Inconel L (fig. 10). The initi",l 
rise and de cent of the curves for the 0.001- and 0.003-
per ent proof tr esses, however, i much less teep for 
alumin um-monel metal H than for monel metal 0 or 
Inconel L. TIns cli:fference may be due to the fact th a t 
the tress- et CUTves for aluminum-monel metal (as 
previou ly stated) are based on too few experimell tal. 
points. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF TRESSES FOR HEAT-
TREATED ALUMINUM-MONEL METAL J 
Stress-set curves for heat-treated aluminum-monel 
metal J are hown in the diagram at the right of figure 
17. ( 0 tress-deviation curve were obtained with 
this h at-treated alloy.) The proof str esse 1 erivecl 
from these stres - et curves are plotted a ordinates in 
the cliagram at the right of figUTe 18, with prior pIa tic 
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exten ion a ab cis as. This alloy had been heat-
treated by the manufactUTers. The temper atUTe of 
r eheating, a previou ly stated, generally ranges from 
1,000 to 1,100° F . At this temper n. tUTc, the strengthen-
ing effect of previous cold work is not entirely elim-
inated, and the alloy is fUTther strengthened by the 
precipita tion of a finely divided microcon tituent. 
The initial stre s- et CUTve is teeper than the second 
curve. In till respect, the heat-treated alloy J differs 
from the work-hardened alloy H ; it i similar to fully 
annealed monel metal (G- 12 and G- 14), to annealed 
Inconel (L-17.5), and to work-hardened monel metal 
and Inconel that have been ann ealed for the relief of 
in ternal stress (G- and L-8.5). The r eheating treat-
ment of aluminum-monel metal (at 1,000- 1,100° F ) 
apparently has removed most of the internal tress 
due to the previou cold work. A difference in the in-
ternal str ess would account for the difference between 
metal H and J with r e pect to the relative steepness 
of the stress-set CUTves of the fiTst pair. 
As hown in figUTe 18, tb e experimental points and 
th e tr ess-set CUTves from which they are derived, ar e 
di tributed in pairs, eparated by relatively long 
intervals of prior pIa tic exten ion . The fir t stress-
et CUTve of each pair was determ.ined after a relatively 
long r e t in terval ; the second stress-set CUTve was deter-
mined after a very short r est interval. The influence 
of the extension spacing and of the dUTation of the res t 
interval ha cau ed the fir t tres - et CUTve of each pair 
(fig. 17 ), with the exception of the first pair, to be much 
Ie steep than the second CUTve. In figUTe 18, conse-
q uen tly , the second experinlental point of each pair 
except the fir t pair i higher than the first. This differ-
ence in height of the experimental points of a pair 
increases with the prior plas tic extension. The rela-
tively gr eat difference between th e rest intervals for 
the poin ts of each pair has caused the abrupt rises of 
the CUTve to be generally greater in figUTe 18 than in 
mo t of the previou ly discu ed diagram of this type. 
In pite of the short rest interval prio r to point 2, in 
the diagram for the metal J in figUTe 18, the ClU'ves for 
the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses show an 
initial rapid descent. This rapid de cent doubtles j 
the initial tr nd of the ba ic CUTve. The q ll alitative 
COUTse of the basic CUTve may be traced through the 
experimental points repre enting long 1'e t intervals. 
The fil"S t minimum in tlu s CUTve is reached at small 
plastic extension , probably less than 1 percent. The 
ClU've then r ises, and attain a ma2l.'imum. The basic 
ClU'ves for the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stresses 
how pl·actically no continued upward trend. The 
basic ClU've for the O.Ol-percent proof stre s al 0 shows 
an initial de cent to a minimum. The 0.03- and 0.1-
percen t proof stress curves, however , how no ilutial 
de cen t, but have a general upward trend a t a gradually 
decreasing rate. 
The basic CLU'ves for heat treated ahullinum-monel 
metal, therefore, ar e quali tatively similar to the ba ic 
CUTves obtained wi th the monel metal and Inconel that 
have been either fully annealed or annealed for the 
reli ef of internal stress. 
THE VARIATION OF T H E MODULUS OF E LASTI CI T Y WITH ST RESS 
Fo n ALUMI NUM-MONEL M E T AL 
Because no str ess-deviation curve were ob tained 
with heat treated alunlinum-monel (J) , no information 
has as yet been obtain ed about the modulu of ela ticity 
of this alloy . Str e s-deviation CUTve , however , were 
obtained wi th the work-hardened alullunum-monel 
metal (El). These CLU've are hown in the upper row 
of the diagram at the left of figlU'e 17 . From these 
tr ess-deviation CLU'ves have been derived cm·ve of 
variation of the modulus of elasticity wi th tr ess. 
These CUTves ar e sh own in the lower diagram of fig Lu·e 7. 
The ver tical direction of the initial stress-modulus line 
(fig. 7) canno t be accepted without additional evidence. 
This line is based on only three points in fig LU"e 17 . All 
of the other stress-modulus lines for almninum-monel 
metal H (fig. 7) are sloping and straight excep t near 
the upper end. In this respect they are similar to the 
tr e s-modul us lines obtained with the pre iou ly 
described cold-worked metals G and L (figs. 11 and 15). 
As hown in section I II, a str aigh t, sloping stress-
modulus line is obtained when the tres -deviation line 
is a quadratic parabola. Tlu s line is the characteri tic 
stress-deviation line for cold-worked monel metal and 
Inconel. Moreover , the loping stress-modulus line 
has been shown (r efer ence 1) to be the characte1'i tic 
tress-deviation line for cold-worked 18 :8 alloy. 
THE I NFLUENCE OF PlHo n P L ASTI C EXTENSIO N ON THE MOD ULUS 
OF E L ASTICI T Y A D OF I TS STRESS COEFFI CIE N TS FOil AL MI-
NUM-MONEL METAL H 
In figure 19, values of Eo and Co, derived from the 
stress-modulus lines in figure 7, are plotted a ord inate , 
and the corre ponding prior plastic extensions are 
plotted as abscissas. Th e experimen tally determined 
points in figure 19 have been numbered to correspond 
to the cOllsecutively numbered tres -modulus lines in 
figure 7. 
In previou 1y described d iagrams of t his type (fi gs. 
6, 8, 12, and 16) , oscillations in the Eo ClU" ve generally 
are accompanied by similar 0 cillations in the Co 
curve. Because of the absence of distinct pail' of 
mrperimental points in the ClU"ves of figure 19, however, 
such a relationship doe not appear in this fLgUl'e. 
The Eo curve shows no distinct evidence of ei ther 
upward or downward trend ; the 0 cillations are within 
a very narrow range. In thi respect, a would be 
expected, the Eo curve for cold-worked aluminum· 
monel metal H re embles the curve for cold-worked 
monel metal G (fig. 12) . 
r ~-
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The Co curve (fig. 19), a drawn, rise abruptly from 
zero . As previou ly shown, however, the initial va,lue 
of C0 is based on the probably incorrect vertical direction 
of the initial tress modulu line (fig. 7) ; the initial 
value po ibly should be much greater. The Co curve, 
moreover , would be expected to 0 cilIate within a 
narrow range, as doe Co curve for cold-worked monel 
metal G (fig. 12) . 
VI. THE TENSILE ELASTI C PROPERTIES OF 18:8 
CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL AS AFFECTED BY PLASTI C 
DEFORMATION A D BY ANNEALING 
DESCRIPTION OF THE 18 : 8 CHROMIUM-Nl CKEL STEEL 
The. previous report consid ered the lastic proper ties 
of 1 : 8 chromium-nickel steel a affected by plastic 
deformation. Consideration will now be given to the 
ela t ic properties of this alloy as affected by ann ealing, 
especially annealing for the relief of internal stre s. 
Further consideration will then be given to the influence 
of pIa tic deformat ion . 
The 18 : 8 alloy used in this con tinu d investigation 
was upplied in two different degrees of hardness, 
de ignated "balf-hard" and "hard" The different 
degrees of hardne are du e to different amounts of 
cold drawing. Both the half-h ard metal (DM) and 
the hard metal (DH) are from the same heat. The 
composition is given in table I. 
Specimens of half-hard and hard metal were tested 
as received. Other specimens, before te ting, were 
"annealed" for complete recrystallization and soften-
ing. For complete recrystallization , it is necessary to 
heat thi alloy only to about 1,200 ° F. For th e com-
plete solution of any precipitated carbide, however, 
it is necessary to heat the anoy to about 1,800 ° F. 
R apid cooling from this temperature preven ts repre-
cipita tion of the carbides and the alloy is in its softes t 
condition. The softening treatment actually given 
consi ted in heating to 1, 30° F and in quenching in 
water. Other specimens were annealed a t various 
temperatures to obtain various degrees of relief of 
internal stres D etails of the e treatments are given 
in table III. 
THE EFFECT OF ANNEALING ON THE INITIAL PAm OF STRESS-SET 
CURVES AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR 18: 8 
CHROMIUM-NICKEL STEEL 
Th e specimens as r eceived and after mmealing at 
various temperatures were subj ecte 1 to ten ion te ts 
to obtain on'elated tress-deviation and stress-set 
curves. The ini tial pair of each of these types of CUl"ve 
v.ras obtained with every pecimen. A few of the 
annealed specimens were extended, by numerou mall 
stages, to the beginning of local contraction , and corre-
la ted str e -deviation and stre s-set curves were de-
termined after each staae of extension. In the study 
of the influence of annealing on ela tic strength, how-
ever, attention will be confined to the initial pair of 
tre -se t curve and to the cleri ved proof s tres e . 
The stress-set CUl"ves (and the stress-deviation CUl"vcs) 
of each initial pair have been determined (as usual) 
wi th prac tically no intervening plastic extension . P airs 
of tr e s-set ClU've obtained with the specimens as 
received and after annealing at variou temperatures 
are shown in the lower row of figm'e 22; COITe ponding 
pairs of tres -deviation cm'ves m'e hown in the upper 
row. In the diagram at the left and rio·ht of figme 
22 are result obtained with half-haTd metal DM and 
with hard metal DR, r espectively . Thc dmation of 
the anneal, unless otherwise indicated, was 30 minutes. 
Before the influence of mmealing temperatlU'e on 
ei ther the fiTst or the second str ess- et curve is con-
sidered, a compari on will be made between the first 
and second stress-set cmves of each pair. In each 
diagram of figme 22, the second tr ess-set cw"Ve of 
each pair is steeper than the [U' t . This difl'er ence in 
s teepness is greates t for the initial pair of stress-set 
cw'ves, for both DM and DR, and tends to decrea e 
wi th increase in the annealing tempera tLu'e, at least up 
to 900° F. The e differences in teepne s also are 
greater for the hard metal than for the half-hard metal. 
The differ ence in steepness between the fiT t and 
second tre s- et cmves is qualita tively the ame for 
thi work-hardened 18 : alloy as r eceived as i t is for 
the work-hardened monel metal G (fig. 9), the work-
hardened Inconel L (fig. 13), and the work-hardened 
aluminum-monel metal R (fi O" . 17 ). 
The influence of the annealing temperature on either 
the first or the second stress-set ClU've may be seen in 
the lower row of cm ves in fi O" ure 22. The first stress-
set cm ve becomes steeper wi th an increase in the 
annealing t cmperature to 900° F ; vvitll a flU' ther in-
crea e in the annealing temperatw'e to 1,830° F , the 
cmve becomes much les teep. The second stress-set 
CLU" ve becomes steeper with an increase in the annealing 
tempera tLU"e to 700° F ; wi th a fur ther increase in the 
annealing tempera ture to 900° F th e ClU've becomes 
ligh tly less teep till'oughout the exten t here shown. 
If the curve ar compared till'oughout a wider range 
of str es , however , very little differ ence i found be-
tween the ' (second loading) CLU"ves obtain ed after an-
nealing at 700° F and then at 900° F. With a fur ther 
increase in the annealing temperatm e to 1, 30° F , the 
ClU'ves become much less steep . These variations are 
qualitatively the same for half-hard and hard metal. 
The vari ation of the proof stresses with annealing 
temperature are shown in the four diagram of fi glU'e 23 . 
The diagrams de igna ted "first loading" and "second 
loading" are derived from the fu'st and second curves, 
re pectively, of t he pair of curves in the lower row of 
figure 22. Ordin ate in these diagram represent proof 
stresses, and absci sas represent annealing tempera-
ture . An abscis a of 70° F i u eel to r epl'e ent r esults 
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obtained with pecimens as received . All the experi-
mental points at 1,830° F were obtained with a speci-
men of initially half-bard material DM. Because 
almo t the arne proof stresses would be obtained by 
annealing either initially half-hard or hard material at 
1, 30° F , the experimental points obtained with the 
half-hard materi al DM have been plotted in both the 
upper and lower diagrams of figure 23. 
All the curves in the diagrams representing first load-
iJlg, and mo t of the curves in th e diagram representing 
second loading, rise to a maximum at an annealing 
temperature of 900°- 950° F , and then descend at a 
decrea ing rate. The initial rise is generally greater in 
a curve representinO' fiTst loading than in the correspond-
ing curve r epresenting econd loacling. In the diagram 
repre enting first load ing of half-hard metal DM, each 
curve r i es (from 70° F ) first at an increasing, then at a 
decreasing rate. In the corresponding di agram for hard 
metal DH, the curves for the 0.001-, 0.003-, and 0.01 
percent proof t re ses have a slight initial descent. 
This initial de cent may be due to unavoidable in accu-
racie in measurement. These curves possibly should 
be nearly horizontal up to an annealing temperature of 
about 500°. Additional experiments would be required 
to determine whether the teep rise of the curves with 
an increa e in annealing temperature above 500° F i 
characteristic of a severely work-hardened 18 : 8 alloy. 
In the second-loading diagram for half-hard material, 
there i no evid nce of any important ri e of t he curve 
of variation of the 0.001-, 0.003-, and the O.OI-percent 
proof tres e . B ecau e of the wide catter of experi-
mental points of t he lower two curve, the evidence for 
the indicated initial descent of the e curves must be 
con id ered inconclusive. The curves for the 0.03- and 
the O.lO-percent proof stresses rise considerably tlu'ough-
out this range of t emperature. Annealing thi half-
hard metal for relief of internal stre s, tberefore, evi-
dently cause no important improvement in the proof 
tresses tbat may be viewed as indices of ela tic trength 
(on second loading). uch annealing, however, ev i-
dently does cause some improvement in the proof 
tresses that may be viewed as indices of yield trength. 
In the second loading diaO'ram for hard metal DH, 
the curves for the 0.003- and the O.O I-percent proof 
stresses ri e considerably with an increase in the anneal-
ing temperature from 70° F to about 700° F. Thi 
rise sugge ts that th ere should be a similar important 
rise in the less accurately d etermin able curve for the 
O.OOl-p ercent proof tress. The curve for the 0.03-
percent proof stress also rises with an increase in the 
annealing temperature, probably to 800° or 900° F . 
o clear evidence of a general upward trend, however, 
i found in the curve for the O.I-percent proof t ress. 
Annealing this hard metal for r elief of internal st't'ess 
evid ently causes some improvement in the proof 
stres e that may be vie,.yed as indices of elastic strength 
(on econdloading), but causes practically no improve-
ment in the proof stress (0. I -percent) that may be 
viewed as an index of yield strength. 
RELIEF OF I TERNAL STRESS BY PLASTI C EXTE SI ON AND BY 
ANNEAL! G 
The rise in the proof-stres cmve with an increase of 
the annealing temperature from 70° F to 900° F 
probably is due ch.iefly to relief of in.ternal tress. 
This diminution of the internal stress probably is 
caused by local creep of the metal in the regions where 
the stres i greatest. Annealing at temperature a 
low a 500° F evidently caused imp or tan t reli ef of 
the internal stres in the half-hard metal DM. In the 
hard metal DH, relief of the internal stress evidently 
is slight at temperatLU'es below about 750° or 00° F. 
In both the half-hard and the hard metals, the maxi-
mum relief of internal str es probably is caused by 
annealing at 900° to 950° F. 
Some manufacturer of stainle s steel have advocated 
annealing at a temperatme of 390° to 570° F for about 
36 homs. It has been thought that the long time at 
this relatively low temperature would have much of 
the beneficial effects that are caused by annealing at 
900° F. In order to inve tigate the possibilities of this 
sugge ted heat treatment, specimen of metals DM 
and DH were heated at 4 2° F for 44 hours. The 
results are represented by the stress-deviation and 
tre -set curve in figure 22 and by the inclicated 
experimental points in figure 23 . The r esult how that 
the long time at this temperatme has caused Ii ttle 
increa e of the proof tresses above the value obtained 
by annealing at the arne temperatme for 30 minute . 
\. compal'i on of the corresponding second-loading 
anclfir t-loacling diagrams throws some light on the 
inten elationship between the relief of internal stress 
by annealing and the relief of internal tress by slight 
plastic exten ion. At an absci a r epresenting 70° F 
each cmve for econd loading is mu ch higher than the 
cOlTesponding curve for first loading. The slight plastic 
exten ion in determining the initial stress-set Clll've 
has, therefore, greatly increa ed the proof tres e . 
Similar elevation of proof stresses by sligh t plastic 
extension has been found with work-hardened monel 
metal and with work-hardened Inconel (fig. 20). The 
effect of the light plastic ex tension of these metals, 
a hown in figures 20 and 23, is qualitatively similar 
to the effect of annealing for the r elief of in ternal tre s. 
A part of the elevation of the proof tre ses caused 
by the slight plastic extension is due to work-hardening; 
a part i also due to the influence of the dmation of the 
rest interval. The second-loading curv s in thi figure 
were ob tained after a rest interval of 31 to 37 minutes, 
wherea the initial curves were obtained long after 
the cold drawing and generally weeks after the machin-
mg. This difference in the clmation of the rest interval 
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i 1'e pon ible for ome of the difference in height 
between the fIrst-loading and econd-loading curves. 
J evertheless, much of thi lifference in heigh t woulel 
be found (as shown in the previous r eport) even if the 
r e t ill tervals prior to bo th the fir t and econd loadin"" 
w r long. 
The econd-loading eUl've at an abscissa (70° F ) 
I' pre enting tmannealed material generally differ li ttle 
in height from the first-loading cmves at an absci a 
(900° F) rcpresenting maximum relief of internal stre s 
by annealing. This relation hip (with due allowance 
for the previou ly mentionc 1 influence of the dmation 
of the rest interval) sugge t tbat the sligh t pIa, ti 
extension r equired for determining the initial stre s-set 
curve has relieved most of the internal tress in the 
unannealed metal. The ri e in most of the second-
loading curves with an increase in the annealing tem-
peratme from 70° F to 900° F apparently indicate 
that this extension has not removed all of the in ternal 
tres , e pecially in the hard metal DR. 
THE INFLUE ' CE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE DERIVED 
l'ROOl' TRESSES FOR FULLY AN EALED 18: CHROMlUM- JCKEL 
STEEL 
A p cimen of the ini tially half-hard metal DM, wbich 
had been given a softening treatmen t at 1, 30° F and 
had then been used in obtaining the experimental points 
at an abscissa representing 1,830° F in figure 2:3, wa 
extended fm ther by n um erous small stages. After 
each of these stages, correlated stre s-deviation and 
tres -set cmves were determined. Because the form 
of uch cmves for 1 : alloy steels have been thor-
oughly illustrated in the previous r eport, the e cmve are 
not hO'wn in this report. The lerived proof stre se , 
however, have been u ed in studying the varia tion of 
the e proof stresses with prior plastic extension. This 
relation hip is shown in figUTe 24. 
The experimental points in this diagram are distr ib-
ute 1 in pall'S. The fir t three pall's are separat d by 
relatively hort interval of plastic extension ; the oth l' 
pair are eparated by relatively long interval. The 
influence of the extension pacing and of the dw'ation of 
the re t interval causes an abrupt ri e in tbe curves 
between the first and second experimental point of 
each pall'. The relatively large ri es at pall's 11- 12, 
19- 20, and 23-24 evidently are due to the very hort 
rest in tervals befom the determination of the second 
experimental points of these pall'S. The rise in the 
CUTve at a pair of experimental points al 0 tend to 
increa e with an increa e in the total plastic exten ion. 
In the e respects, therefore, the 1 : alloy is qualita-
tively imilar to monel metal, Inconel, and aluminum-
monel metal. 
The 0 cillation due to the combllled influence of the 
extension spacing and the duration of the rest ll1terval 
~·12817-~0-4 
are superposed on a basic curve of varia tion of proof 
tres with prior pIa tic exten ion. The form of the 
ba ic cmve may be determined approximately by a -
uming that the Cill've tarts at the indicated origin 
and traver es the low points of the superpo ed oscil-
lation, (The assump tion that the ba ic CUl've follow 
approximately the low point of the oscillation would 
give a qualitatively corr ct form, but not a corr ct 
position . For a correct position, the ba ic CUl've 
probably should traver e more nearly the midpoin t of 
the os illations.) The ba ic CUl'ves for the 0.001- and 
0.003-percent proof trr ses have an initial upward 
trend from the origin to point 7, at a prior pIa tic 
exten ion of about 2 percent. The trend is then re-
ver ed, and the CUl've de cend to a mlllimum at 
poin t 1. , at a prior plastic extension of about 16 percent. 
Wi th further pIa tic exten ion, oscillations of the ba ic 
curve continue, with no general upward trend in the 
cur ve for the O.OOl-percent proof stress, but wi th a 
sligh t upward trend III the curve for the 0.003 percen l 
proof stre . The ba ic curve for the 0.01-, 0.0:3-, ancl 
O.l-percent proof stre e eviden tly rise from the origin, 
at a gradually decrea ing rate. 
The ini.tial rapid rise and de cent of the 0.001- and 
0.003-percent proof-stress curves for fully annealed 
18: 8 chromium-nickel teel i similar to the COUl' e of 
the CUl've for the annealed 18 : alloy teel 2A- 1 
considered in reference 1. The initial COUl' e of the e 
curves, however, i very different from the co ur e of 
the proof tre -exten ion curves for the other fully 
annealed alloys that have been discu sed in thi report. 
All the proof tre s-extension Cllrve for fully annealed 
monel metal (figs. 2 and 4), and the lower three curve 
for Inconel (fig. 14) , have an initial rapid descent to a 
mlmmum. imilar lescent i found in the lower 
tbree curves for heat-treated almninum-monel metal 
J (fig. 1 ) . 
The fully annealed monel metal G- 12 a1ld G- 14, the 
fully annealed Inconel L-17.5, and the heat-treated 
aluminum-monel metal J probably were initially free 
from internal tre . The initial de cent of the proof-
tres -exten ion curve for these metal (figs. 2, 4, 14, 
anel 1 ), therefore, probably i due to the predominant 
inlluence of increa e of internal stre . As the annealed 
1: alloy DM- 1 .3 also probably was lllitially free 
from internal tre s, the initial ri.se of the proof-stre 
urves could not be clue to relief of lllternal stre s. 
The descent followin "" the initial ri e, however, mu t 
be due to an increa e of internal tres. This relation-
hip ugge t that the internal stres increa ed con-
tinuously throughout the initial ri e and de cent of the 
ba ic curves, but that the c1epres ing influence of the 
increa ing internal stre s was overcome at fir t by the 
elovating influence of work-bardening. E ventually, 
the influence of the increa ing internal tre s predomi-
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nated over the inlluence of the work-hardening, thus 
cau in o. the proof- tres curve to descend . 
The initial trend of a proof- tress-extension curve 
(for a metal initially free from internal tress) evidently 
depends on the rebtive mao'nitude of the elevating 
infiuence of work-hardening and the depl'e ing inilu-
enc of increa ing internal tre . A metal with a 
h ighin itial rate of work-hardening ten ds to give a 
proo f- tre s-exten ion curve with an initial rise and 
de cent, such a th e lower two curves obtained with 
1: alloy DM- l .3 (fig. 24). A metal with a lower 
initial rate of work-hardening tend to give a curve 
with an initial descent, uch a the curves obtained 
witb fully annealed monel metal, fully annealed Inconel 
ancl hen t-trea ted aluminum-monel metal. 
THE I 'FL E CE OF PRIOR J'LASTIC EXTE SIO ON THE PJWO F 
STRESSE FOR WORK-HARDENED 18: HROMJUM-NICKEL STEEL 
ANNEALED FOR RELIEF OF INTER AL ST RES 
The maximum relief of internal tre for 1 : alloy, 
as shown in figure 23, is cau ed by annealing at about 
900 0 F. pecimen of half-hard and hard 1 : alloy, 
wh ich had been annealed at 900 0 F and u ed in obtnin-
ing cI;1tn fo r figure 23, were then extended by numerou 
smltll tages to the beginning of local contraction. 
After each of these tnge, correlated stress-deviation 
and stress- et curve were determined . From the 
tre - et curves, which are not hown in this report, 
proof tre e have b en derive 1. The e proof tresses 
nre plotted against pIa tic exten ion in figure 25. 
The experimental poin ts in this figure are distribu ted 
in pail'. The influence of the re t in ter-val and of the 
extension pacing ha caused the second experimental 
point of each pair, with only one exception, to be higher 
than the first. The re ultan t 0 cillation in the curve 
a drawn rna ke it di£frcult to determine the entire cour e 
of each of the ba ic curve. The cour e of uch a curve 
may be established by determininO" all the experimental 
point with long prior re t interval. In the ab ence of 
such a erie of experimental points, however, the forms 
of the ba ic curve in fiO"ul'e 25 may be determined by 
as uming that the e curves would traverse approxi-
mately the point that have been determined with a 
relatively long prior-re t interval. In Llch a tudy, 
con ideration mu t be O"iven to the po sibility of a re-
bound of th basic curve between adj acen t low poin t . 
The iniLial trend of each basic curve in figure 25 may 
be readily determined. Thi trend i indicated by the 
relative po itions of points 1 and 3. If point 3 i below 
point 1, a rise from point 1 to point 2 may be attributed 
to the influence of tbe relatively hort rest interval prior 
to the determination of point 2. Thi is the probable 
I' itSOn for the rise from point 1 to point 2 in the 0.003-
percent proof stre curve for half-hard metal DM- 9 
and in the lower three curves for hard metal DB- 9. 
The initial trend of each of the e curve, as indicated 
by the relatively low po ition of point 3, is downward. 
The initial trend of every other curve ill figure 25 is 
upward. 
In the diagram for metal DM-9, the exceptionally 
high rebound from point 3 to point 4 (in the lower two 
CUl've ), followed by the still greater recoil to point 5, 
may po sibly b due to a rapid rise amI fall of the basic 
curve. Additional experimen t , therefore, are needed 
to determine whether the fir t minimum in the e cun-es 
is at point 3 or pOiJlt 5. In the diagram for metal 
DB- 9, the ba ic curve for the 0.001-,0.003-, and 0.01-
perc n t proof stresses eviden tly reach a minimum at a 
prior pIa tic extension of about 0.5 percent, tllCn ri se 
rapidly throughout the further extent here repre ented. 
The most ignificant feature in figure 25 i the initial 
descent of the lower two curve for metal Dl\I- 9 and of 
the lower three curve for metal DB- 9. 
In the initial trend, th ba ic curve for metal D)'I- 9 
and DB- 9 arc similar to the curve for another work-
hardened metal that had b n annealed for relief of in-
ternal stre (monel metal G- , fiO". 10) . The ba ic 
CUl'ves for metal Dl\I- 9 and DB- 9 are also similar to 
Lhe curve for Lhe fully annealed monel metal (fig. 2 
and 4), Lhe fully annen led Incond 17.5 (fi.g. 14), and 
Lh hea -Lreated aluminum-monel meLal J (fig. 1 ) . 
Becau e all the e alloys probably were nearly free from 
internal tress, the initial Ie cent of Lhe (lower) proof-
s ke s-extension CUl've probably is due to the pre-
dominating influence of increase of internal stre s. 
THE VARI ATJON OF THE 10DUL S OF ELASTlCITY WlTH TRE S 
FOR FULLY ANNEALED 18: 8 CHROMT UM- I'·nCKEL STEEL 
After each stage of pIa tic exten ion of the specimen 
of annealed cill:omium-nickel teelrepresented in figure 
24, a corrected trc -deviation CUTve wa obtained. 
(The curve thus obtained are not shown in thi report. ) 
From each of the e curves has been derived a graph 
repre enting the variation of the modulus of elasticiLy 
with tre . The tre s-modulu lin e tllU obtained 
(fig. 26) arc numbered cons cutively in order of the 
COlTe ponding prior pIa tic exten ions. The plastic ex-
tension prior to the determination of each tre -
modulu line is indicated by Lhe ab ci a of the corre-
pondinO"ly numbered exp rim nta1 point in figure 27, 
which i derived from figLlTe 26. 
tres -modulus lines 1 to 13 and llne 15, are cUTved 
from the origin; the other stress-modulu lines a.1." prac-
tically straight. Within a ranO"e of prior plastic exten-
ion from z 1'0 to about 15 percent (fiO". 27), therefore, 
thi alloy gives curved tress-modulus lines. AftCl 
further plastic extension, the stress-modulus line are 
straight. 
Adjacent to each stress-modulu line is a number 
repre en ting the lin car s tr es -coefficient (Go), ba cd on 
the initial lope. Stre -modulus line 1, a indicated 
by th e value of zero for Go, is practically vertical at the 
onglD. Very low values of Go have been found also for 
th initial curves obtained with fully annealed monel 
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metal (fio·s. 5 and 7) and fully annealed Inconel (fig. 15). 
A o'eneral discu sion of the forms of the initial streus-
modulus line and the initial str e s-d viation curve for , 
fully annealed metals, is given in section X. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION ON THE MODULUS 
OF ELASTI CITY AND 0 ITS STRESS COEFFI CIENT FOR FULLY 
AN EALED 18 : 8 CHROMIUM-NI CKEL STEEL 
The value of Eo and Go given in figme 26 have been 
plo ·ted as ordinates in figure 27, with abscissas r epre-
enting prior plastic extensions. 
Bcfol' the general trend of the curves in figm e 27 
is considered, attention will be given to the abrupt 
oscillations due to the combined .influence of the exten-
sion spacing and the dmation of the re t interval. In 
the cmves for Eo and 0, the abrupt 0 cillation (almo t 
withou t exception) are quali tatively imilar; each 
abrupt rise 01' drop in the cmve for Eo, at a pail' of 
experimental points, is accompanied by a similar 
abrupt change in direction in the curve for Go. Most 
of the abrupt oscillations in the cmves for Eo and Go, 
however, are accompanied by oppo ite oscillations in 
the proof str s -exten ion cmves (fig. 24) . The oscilla-
tions in these ClU'VC'S for 18 : 8 clU'omium-nickel steel 
are imilar to the 0 cill ations in the cllrvC's fol' monel 
metal and Inconel. 
The approximate COlU'se of the basic ClU've for Eo is 
indicated by the do tted line (fig . 27) . This line is 
based chiefly on the experimental points obta.ined with 
r elatively long prior re t interval. Th e basic Eo ClU've 
for thi annealed 18 : 8 alloy, like the ba ic Eo cmves 
for annealed monel metal (fig . 8) and annealed Inconel 
(fig. 16), has an initial ri 0, followed by descent at a 
decreasll O' r ate. Th e approach to a horizontal direc-
tion, ho,vever, is much slower in the Eo ClU've for the 
1 : 8 alloy than in the cmve for th annealed mon el 
metal an 1 Inconel. Unlike the cmves for monel metal 
G-12 (fig. 8), and possibly Inconel (fig. 16), moreover, 
the Eo curve for the 1 : alloy (fig . 27) gives no 
evidence of re-ascen t. The r easons for the e form of 
the Eo curve are given in section X. 
The basic Go ClU've for annealed 18 : 8 alloy (fig. 27) 
star ts at a very low value of Go (practically zero) and 
rises rapidly to f. ma:Arimum at a prior pIa tic exten ion 
of about 15 percent. With further pIa tic exten ion , 
the ClU've has a general downward trend , at a gradually 
decI'ea ing rate. The Go ClU've, ther efore, is qualita-
tively similar to the Eo curve. The Go CLU've al 0 i 
qualitatively imilar to the Go cmves for annealed 
monel metal (figs. 6 and ) and annealed Inconel 
(fig. 16) . 
The highest point in the 0 ClU've (fig. 27) corresponds 
approximately with the point of chang of the tress-
modulus line from a cmve to a straigh t line (fig. 26) . 
Throughout the rise of the Go curve (fig. 27), the cor-
re ponding stress-modulus line i curved. The varia-
tion of the curvature of the stre -modulus line, within 
thi range of plastic extension, is illustrated by the 
cliagram for metal DM- 18:3 in figW'e 46. The 0' 
curve in this diagram rises abruptly with slight plastic 
extension, and then takes a general downward coW' e. 
The econd experimen tal point of a pair tends to be 
at the bottom of an 0 cillation. The abrupt oscilla-
tions in thi ClU've thu are qualitatively similar to th e 
oscillation in Eo and Go cW'ves. The ba ic G' cW've 
for the 1 : alloy is qualitatively similar to the G' 
cW'ves of mon el metal and Inconel (in the same figure), 
and i al 0 quali tatively similar to the ba ic cW've for 
1 : 8 alloy 2A- 1. The cW've for alloy 2A- l is de-
rived from data in refer nce 1. This cW've differ 
quantitatively from the other cW'ves in figm e 46 in 
that it has a malleI' initial ri e and a more regular 
downward COlU'se from the maximum. 
MODULUS-EXTENSIO CU RVES FOR WORK-HARDENED 18 : 8 CHRO-
MIUM-NICKEL STEEL ANNEALED Fon RELIEF OF I NTERNAL STnESS 
The modulus-ex Lension CLUTes for half-hard 18 : 8 
alloy DM- 9 and h ard 18 : 8 DH- 9 are shown in figllre 2 . 
The specimens II ed in obtain ing these diagrams were 
annealed (before test) at 900 0 F , for maximum relief 
of in ternal re . The ex perimental points in figure 
28 are deri ved from a consecuti ve series of str ess-modulus 
lin es . The fll· t pau' of str ss-modulus lines for bo th , 
half-hard and hard 18: 8 alloy, are hown in figure 29 . 
The initial stl'es -modulus lin for the half-hard metal 
DIVI- 9 is sligh tly curved, and i nearly vertical at the 
origin. The stres -deviation line on which Lhis stress-
modulus line is based, therefore, is approximately a 
cubic parabola (sec. III) . The initial stl'ess-modulu 
line for hard metal DH- 9 i nearly vertical but i 
straigh t . With fur ther plastic extension, all the stress-
modulus lines for both half-hard and hal'll metal (no t 
shown in thi repor t) are traigh t. 
Because the iniLial stress-modulus lin e for half-hard 
metal DM- 9 is cmveu. from the origin (fig. 29), 1 rokcn 
lines are drawn from point 1 to point 2 of the graphs for 
Eo and Go in the diagram at the left of figure 23. For 
the same reason, the graph for E 1CO is not extended to 
the left of point 2. 
At the pairs of experimental point in figure 2 , ther e 
are few abrupt ri es or de cents in the curves for E o 
and Co . The abrupt changes generally are the same in 
dircction fo r both the Eo and Go curves and are opposi te 
in direction to the corre poneling change in the proof 
stress-exten ion CLU've (fig. 25). 
The basic Eo curve for half-hard material (fig. 28) 
probably rises from poin t 1 to point 2. This rise 
accompanies the change of the stress-modul us line from 
a curve to a straight line. (See DM- 9 curve , fig. 29) . 
Beyond point 2, the ba ic curve evidently d scends at a 
decreasing rate. The basic Eo curve for hard metal 
DH- 9 also descends at a gradually decrea ing rate. 
The Eo curve for both half-hard and hard metal , 
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Lhercfore, arc similar in form to the Eo curves for fu lly 
anneal d 1 : 8 alloy DY[- 18.3 (fig. 27) . 
The ba ic Go cmves for both half-hard and hard 18 : 8 
[ll1oy annealed for relief of internal tr (fi O". 2 ) ri e 
(;ontinuously, tl1Toughout the extent here shown. In 
Lh.e curve for half-hard metal D"l\I- 9, the rapid rise 
from point 1 to poin t 2 accompanie the change of the 
str e '-modulu line from a curve to a straight line 
(fig. 29) . The e ba ic cm ves for work-hardened 1 : 
alloy arc imilar in form to the curve obtained wiLh 
another work-hardened alloy that had been annealed 
for reliaI of internal 'tre (monel metal G- , fig. 12). 
The ri in o' trend of these 00 cmves probably charac-
terize work-hardened metal that ha been ui tably 
ann ealed for the relief of internal ire , The influence 
of in ternal stress on the Go cmve is discu ed fmther in 
ection X. 
Th e intermediate ClU"ve in each of the diagrams in 
fiO"ure 2 repre ents the variations of the ecant modulus 
COlTe ponding to an arbitrarily electcd value of the 
tre . In the diaO"ram at th laIt, th curve for E 100 
hows the variations of the modulus COlT spondin O" to a 
ten ile stress of 100,000 pound p l' quare inch . Tll is 
curve llfi s n t been exten led to th e laIt of the point of 
change of th e tr -modulu line from a curve to a 
traight line. In the diagram a t the right , the clll"ve 
for E 200 how the variation of the modulu COITe pond-
ing to a tensile tre of 200 ,000 pound per square inch. 
THE EF FECT OF ANNE AU ' G a TH E I I TI AL PA1 R OF STR ESS-
MOD LUS CU RVES FO R COLD-D R AW N 18: 8 CHR OM I UM -NlCl{EL 
STEEL 
In figure 29 are hown the initial pail' of stre -
modul u line for half-hard and hard 1 : 8 chromium-
nickel ted, a r eceived and after annealu1g at variou 
t mperature . In the diagram for the half-h ard metal 
DM, the econd stre -modulus line for the m tal 
annealed at 900 0 F is straight, at lea t in tbe lower 
part; all the other stres -modulus lines are lightly 
curved from the origin. The fir t curve of each pail' 
give a very low value of Go ; the econd curve O"ive a 
much high r val ue, Slight ClU"vatme is found in ome 
of the tress-modulu line for the five half-hard 1 : 
alloys discu ed in the previou r eport. ClU"vature 
generally is not fOLIDd in the initial stress-modlilu line, 
but it may appeal' after light pIa tic exten ion an 1 
di appear aft r more plasti xtension . 
In tlle diaO"ram for the hard metal DH (fiO" . 29), all 
the tr -mod ulu lines arc practically straight, at 
lea t in the lower part. Very low values of 0 Rre de-
rived from both the tre -modulu Ime for the metal 
a received , and the second tre s-modul us lin for 
the metal annealed at 900 0 F; a slightly higher value 
of Go i deriv d the second tre s-modulll line for th 
motal annealed at 900 0 F . 
Much higher values of Go are derived from all tho 
other stre s-modulll line of this diagram. The low 
values of Go obtRined ,,-ith metal D M and DH as 
received are very different from tb e values obtained 
with the five 1 : 8 alloy disc Li ssed in reference 1. All 
five alloy, both in halI-hard and hard condition, gave 
high values of o. With pIa tic extension, the value of 
00 (for each of tll five hard 1: alloys) decrea cd, 
but remained omewhat higher than the highest value 
given in fi O" lIl'e 29. Po sible reR ons for this O"rea t 
difference in behavior between the five 1 : alloys 
disc u s d in r eference 1 and metal DM and DH dis-
cu sed in this r eport are given in ection IX 
TH E E FFECT OF A NEA LI NG ON THE M OD ULUS OF ELASTI CITY AND 
o ITS S TRESS COEFFI CIE T F O R COLD-DR A W 18: 8 CHR OMI UM-
NTC KEL STEEL 
The values of Eo and 00 for the first str -modulus 
curve of each pair in figme 29 have been u e I in dm'iv-
ing the curve for Eo and Go in figme 30. The e curves 
how the variation of the mitial value of Eo and Go 
with annealing temperatLU'e. An ab ci sa correspond-
ing to 70 0 F ha been used in plotting res ul t for the 
metals as I' ceived. 
The Eo cmve in each liagram rise continuously with 
increase in the annen,ling temperatme. The value of 
Eo is much higher for fully ann aled metal (repre en ted 
by the right end of each curve) than for the metal as 
received. A siJnilar r elationship wa found for the 
fiv e 18: alloys considered in the previou r eport. The 
cmve of variation of Eo with annealing temperature 
for tbo e alloy probably would be imilal' to the Eo 
curve for metals DM and DR (fig. 30). 
The Eo curve for 1 : alloys DM and DH (fig. 30), 
however , differ greatly in trend from the carre ponding 
Eo curves for monel m etal and Inconcl (fig. 21 ). The 
rea on for thi difference may be fOlIDd in section X. 
The 0 0 cur e for metals DM and DR are low at 
the left, ri e somewhat in the middle, and d ccnd to a 
very low value at an ab ci a representing fully annealed 
metal. The r elatively high part of each curve is within 
the range of annealinO" temperature for r elief of internal 
tress without important 10 of strength. These 
curves apparently differ greatly from the correspond-
ing Cill'ves for monel metal and Inconel (fig. 21 ), par-
ticularly in the range of temperature between 70 0 F 
and 900 0 F. Within this range, the CUl'ves for tbe 
1 : 8 alloy rise, and the curves for monel metal and 
Incone! (as drawn) de cend. The exact course of the 
0 0 CUl'V for monel metal and Inconel, however, i 
not es tablished tluoughout tbe ranO"e of ann aling 
temperatUl'e from 70 0 F to 00 0 F or 500 F. Tho 
rise and de cent of the Go curves for metals DM and 
DR , moreover , may not be the typical trend for 1 : 
alloys. As previou ly stated, metals DM and DH 
give much lower values of both Eo and Go than the 
value obtained with the five 1 : alloys considered 
in the previous report, 
I~ 
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The r e ults of the ann aling treatmen t at 4 2° F 
for 44 hour are r epre ented (fig. 30) by diamond-
hap ed haded points. These r e ults how that the 
long time at this temp rature has caused little chano-e 
in Eo but has decreased 00 considerably below the cor-
responding values obtained by annealing for 30 minutes. 
The longer annealin time has decrea cd the CUlva tu r e 
of the tres -strain line but (a shown in fig. 23 ) has 
had little effect on the proof stresses. 
ASSE filL ED DATA ON THE J FL ENCE OF PLASTI C DEFORMATIO N 
AND OF ANNEAL! GO Eo AND Co FOR I : 8 CHROMJUM·NICKEL 
S T EEL 
The 1: alloy steels DM and DR differ from the 
five 1 : 8 alloy considered in the previous report, not 
only in the initial values of 00 but al oin the value 
for E o. It has seemed desirable, therefor e, to a emble 
Jor comparison the characteri tic values of Eo obtained 
with all the e alloys . In figure 30, COD. equen tly, have 
been plotted initial values of Eo an 1 valu e obtained 
a.fter tensile exten ion nearly to the beginnino- of local 
eoni;raction. Th e two diagram in thi figure give 
information about the influence of pIa t ic deformation 
a,nd or ar.nealing on the modulus of elastic ity and on 
it treE coefficient. The 1 : alloy discliEsed in. the 
previou report arc design ated by numerals 1 to 5; 
following each of the e numerals i a letter indicaLing 
the deo-ree of h arclne s of the alloy as r ece ived ; the 
fully annealed, half-hard, and hard alloy are de ig-
nated,re pectively, by the letters A, B, and 0 . Values 
obtained with half-hard and hard alloy ar plotted in 
theu: re pective diagrams. Values obtaine 1 with the 
alloy a received m'e plotted at an abscissa I' pre nt-
ing 70° F , values obtain d with fully annealed alloys 
arc plotted, in both diagram, at ml absci sa repre ent-
ing a,n annealing temperature of 1, 30° F . 
The initial values of Eo obtained with the 1 : alloy 
considered in the previous report arc mu ch gr ater than 
the corre ponding value obtained with alloy DM and 
DR (fig. 30). After ten ile exten ion nearly to the 
beginning of local contraction, howe\er, a lower value 
for Eo wa obtained with the fully annealed alloy 2A 
than with the fully ann aled alloy DM- l .3. Th e 
value for half-hard alloy IB, after sinlilar ten il e exten-
ion is about the arne a the value obtained with alloy 
DM' as received. (Alloy DM wa not extended to the 
beginning of local contraction.) After imilar t n ilc 
extension of the hard alloy 20, 30, 40, and 50, the 
value for Eo remain higher than the value obtained 
with alloy DR as received. 
A the values for Eo and 0 are generally lio-ll er for 
the five alloy on idered in the previous report than 
for alloys DM and DR, the value obtained ,,-i.th 
alloy DM and DR may be exceptionally low. Th e 
low values cannot be attributed to abnormality in chem-
ical composition. The chemical composition of metal 
DM and DH i wi thin the range of compo ition of the 
five 1: alloy 011 id er d in reference 1, and diO.' r 
li ttle from the compo ition of alloy 2. The rapid ri e 
of the proof stre ses of the e alloys with relief of in tel'l1a.l 
tress (fig. 23), mol' over , indicates that the low initial 
values of Eo and 00 for metal DM and DH (fig. 30) 
cr. nnot be attribu t d to low internal stress. Th e 
influ ence of crystal orientation in cau ing uch dill'N-
ence in Eo and 0 1 con idered in section IX and X. 
VIT. THE TE SILE ELA TI C PROPERTIE OF 13 : 2 
CHROMIUM· J CKEL TEEL AS AFFE CTED BY PLASTIC 
DEFORMATIO AND BY HEAT TREATME T 
DESC RI PTI :>N OF THE 13: 2 CHROMIUM. JCKEL STEEL 
The tain le teols hith rto discussed in thi r eport 
and in reference 1 are practically single-pha e alloys. 
Th clastic str cno-th of the e alloys may be increa d by 
cold-work bu t not (to an important extent) by llcat 
treatmcnt. The tainle teel now to be considered , 
] 3: 2 chromium-nickel teol, may be trengthen d eit] wl' 
hy cold-work 01' by heat treatment. In anoL11C1' un-
pOl'tant r spect, moreover, this teol dill'er fl' o.ITl tll e 
alloy previollsly con idered. The space lattice of caell 
of the alloy previou ly onsidered is face-centered 
cubic. The 13: 2 chromium-nickel steol, either aftcr 
strengthening heat tr atmen t or in the ofte t condi-
tion , ha a ferritic matrL'{. The spac lattice of th is 
ma tric is body-center cl cubic. 
Th e teel used in thi inve tigation was uppliecl in 
the form of rOllnd rods. The chemical compo ition i 
given in table 1. The h at treatment given by the 
manufactmers con i ted in heating to 1,240° F and 
cooling in the furnace. As no other heat tr atmen t i 
mentioned by the manuiactmers, probably no heat 
trea tment intervened between the hot-rolling and the 
reheatino- to 1,240° F. R eating to about tbi tempera -
tu re and cooling slowly is the most convenient tl'ea tmen t 
for softening. Heating to about 1,750° F causes the 
carbide~ to go in to solution and thus make th alloy 
(at that temperaturc) practically a sinO'le-pha c au -
tcnitic alloy. As the tran formation of this alloy on 
cooling is low, only partial tran formation occur 0 11 
cooling in air. Suitable heat treatment consist in cool-
ing in air from 1,750° F, and reheating to the de ir d 
t mperature for tempering. 
In order to inve tigate the effect of heat treatment on 
the elastic propertie , consequently, specimen were 
heated to 1,750° F, cooled in ail', and reheated to vari-
ous temperature, ranging from room temperature to 
1,750° F. After tempering, the specimen were cooled 
in the fUl'llace. 7 D etail of the heat treatmen tare 
gi ven in table III. 
' The clastic propert ics probabl y arc not afTcc( pd by the ratc of cooling aftcr tcm per-
ing At tcm peratures up (0 a bout 1,2400 F, Grcater t01lghness. howe" cr, probably 
\\'oilld be obtaincd by couling ill a ir. 
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THE EFFECT OF TEMPERING ON THE INITTAL PAIR OF TRE S-Sln 
CURVES A 0 ON THE DEJUVED PHOO~' STRESSE FOR 13 : 2 
HROMTUM-NICKEL STEEL 
With each of the e pecimens, an initial pair of cor-
rela ted tre -deviation and tre -se t curves were 
determined. Th pairs of stre - 'et curves are hown 
in the lower row of figure 31. OITe ponding pairs of 
tre -devia tion curves are shown in the upper row. 
The econd stre -set curve of each pair i teeper than 
the fir t. Thi difference in steepness i very areat in 
the fir t pail' , which was obtained with a pecimen tha t 
had been air-cooled from 1,750° F and not afterward 
reheated . The difference in teepne decrea es with an 
inc rea ein the tempering temperature, up to about 50° F . 
~ ith further increa e in the tempering tempern,ture, 
the diffeI'ence in teepne increases and i very great in 
the pecimen thatwere temperedat1,4500and1 ,750° F . 
The pair designa ted A, like the fir t pair , ,,'as obtained 
with a pecimen that had b en cooled from 1,750° F. 
The indicated difference in the ra te of cooling from thi 
temperature accounts for the difference in teepne s of 
corre pondina curves of th e two pairs. The pair 
de ianated B (heated to 1,240° F by the manufac-
turer ), as would be expected, differ little from the pair 
ob tained with a pecimen that had been air-cooled from 
1,750° F and tempered at 1,200° F. 
The variation of steepnes with n,nnealing tempera-
ture i much greater for th e first curve than for the 
econd curv of a pair. The e varia tion may best be 
tudied by con idering the influence of annealing tem-
p ra ture on the proof stre e . Proof stres e derived 
from the stress-set curves in figure 31 have been plotted 
as ordina te in figLU'e 32, with the II b cis as representing 
tempering temperatures. The diagrams designated 
"first load ina" and" econd loading" are derived from 
the fix t and econd curves, re pectively, of thE' pairs of 
res -se t curve of:fiaure31. 
The cour e of each curve (fig. 32) i largely du e to 
the variation of microstructure with the tempering 
temperature. The initial ri e is Jargely due to harden-
ing of the metal caused by tran formation of retained 
austenite and precipitation of fm e particles of carbide. 
At the maxinlum, which is the ame for all curve in 
each diagram but not the same in the two diagram, 
the micro tructure con i t of fine particle of carbide 
dispersed in a matrL,{ of ferrite. The descent of the 
curves i due to the growtli and the de I' a e in number 
of the carbide particles. The reascent, with an increa e 
in the tempering temperature above about 1,250° F, i 
due to increasing re-solution of the carbide particle and 
to partial reprecipita tion in finer fo rm during the cooling 
from the tempering temperature. The rate of cooling 
from the tempering temperature evidently i important 
when thi tempera ture i above about 1,250° F. 
The initial ri e in the curve (fig. 32) is similar to th e 
iniLial ri e in the CUl'ves of varia tion of proof stre se of 
1 : alloy wi th ann ealing t emperatur (fig. 23). The 
initial rise in lhe curve for the 1: aHoy, and in the 
curv s for monel metal and Inconel (fia . 20), is lue 
chi fly to relief of in ternal tre . Th e reli ef of in tern al 
tre i also an importan t factor bu t i not the only 
factor, in the ini tial rise of the curve for 13 : 2 alloy 
(fig. 32), especially in th e diagram repre en ting first 
loading. The in ternal stre s in till alloy i due no t to 
cold -work buL Lo the volume changes (caused chiefl y 
by the par tial transform a tion of the au teni te) during 
th cooling in air from 1,7GO° F. 
In the li agram for first loading, the a cen t of the 
curve (between 70° F and 700° F to 00° F ) is 
cau cd by two factors, the relief of inlern al stres and 
the variation of microstru cture. The relalive import-
an ce of these Lwo factor varie wi th the amoun t of 
perman en t et on which Lhe proof tress is ba cd . 
The influence of relief of in tern al stre s i r elatively 
large for th e cW'ves representing 0.00] -, 0.003-, and 
O.Ol -percenL proof tre scs and is mall for the other 
two CUl've. A Lb e ligh t plasLic exLcn ion during the 
fi r t loading cau e impor tan t changes in iJ1tcmal 
tres, the following compnri on of lh e diagr ams 
r epre entina fir t and second loading give information 
abou t th e relative impor tance of th e varia tion of 
in tern al tres and the variation of microslructure as 
causes of the ini tial ascen t of the curves. 
In the diagram for fir t loading, lhe a cen t of the 
curve i du e to a change in both microstru cture nnd 
in in tern al stres ; in the diagram for econel 10adin O' , 
the ascen t probably is du e almost en tirely to a change 
in the mi cro Lru cture. A comparison of th e ascents 
of the lower curve in tbc Lwo diagram make i t po si-
ble to e timate approximately how mu ch of the a cen t 
of th e CUl've in th diagram i clue to reli ef of in ternal 
tress . In uch a comparison , however , con ideraLion 
hould be given to th e faeL th at the ri e of the lower 
curves in lh e diagram for econclloading probably has 
been diminished somewh at by restoration of internal 
tres during the fir t loading after ann ealing at 700° F 
to 00° F . A tate I in ection III, Lcnsil xten ion 
oJ pecimen in which tb e in t m al stre s is zero or at a 
minimum , canses increa e of in tern al stres and thu 
tend to lower the proof Lresse . For thi rea on, the 
curves at the maximum in the diagram for econdload-
ina may have been som ewh at depres cd . This effect, 
bowever, probably is small. The total ascen t of the 
curve for 0.003-1 ercen t proof tres (the best estab-
lished of the lower curve ) i lightly more than twice 
a great in the di agram for the fix t loading than in the 
Eagram for Lh e second loadina . Somewhat more 
than haH the a cent of this curve in the liagram for 
fu'st loading, therefore, probably i due to relief of 
internal tre s. The remainder of the ascen t i clue to 
a change of micro tl'uctUl'e. 
At an ab ci a repre en Ling 1,750° F , in each dia-
amm, ar e two eries or experimen tal points. The 
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lower serles represent re ults obtained with a pecim n 
that had been heated to 1,750° F and cooled m the 
furn ace. This specimen had not been previou ly 
heated to 1,750° F and cooled in ail', as had all the 
peeimen represen ted by the small cirel ·s. Such a 
prior treatmenL, however, would not have affeeted the 
r esults obtain ed by heating to the sam e temperatme 
and cooling in th furn ace . The upper series of experi-
men tal poin ts, a t the ame a b ci a, arc merely r epeti-
t ions of the experimen tal poin ts plotted at 70° F. 
This repetition appears justified by the fac t tha L 
tempering at 1,750° F and cooling in ail' would be 
merely a r epetition of the treatment that was given to 
the specimen repre ented at an abseissfl, of 70° F. 
Cooling in the furna ce from 1,750° F evid ently gives 
lower proof stresse than docs cooling in ail' from the 
same tecllpera ture. By very low cooling, the proof 
stres e may be decren. ed till more. Excessiv ly slow 
cooling probably would permit a ufiicient precipitation 
and growth of carbide to reduce th e proof stres es to 
the value obtamed by tem pering at nbout ] ,250° F. 
1'el11 pering a t a bOll t J ,250° F , however, i tll e mo L 
conyenient tr n Lmen t, 1'01' softening. 
Tl le experimenLa l points at ] ,240° J'eprrsent 1'e ult. 
obtaill ed with this alloy as received . The report of 
heat treatmen t by thr manufactmers in cli ate tlln t thi 
alloy was heated to 1,240° F and cooled in tlir furnace. 
o mention is mad e of a1lY heat treatm ent in tervening 
between the hot-rolling and the tempering. TllC proof 
stresses for this all oy (fig. 32) arr about the same as if 
the alloy had been given fI, solution treatmen t., follo\ved 
by flir cooling, prior to the tempering at 1,240° F . Thi 
olution treatment, however (as 110\\111 below), had 
areat efl'ect on the valu es of Eo and Go . 
THE EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON THE INITIAL P AJR O~' 
STRESS- MODULUS LINES. ON THE MODULUS OF E LASTI CITY 
AND ON ITS STRESS- COEFFICIENT FOR 13 : 2 c nUOMIUM-NICKEL 
STEEL 
The ini tial pair of stress-modulus line, obtnined with 
specimens that hnd been given th e previou Jy ]r_cribed 
hefl,t tr eatments, are ShOW11 in fi gUTe 33. Th e e sLre -
modulus line are derived from the stress-devintion 
curve in the upper row of figure 31. All Ute stress-
mod nlus lin es except t be fir t line obtained ,l fter temper-
ina at ] ,200° li', are prac tically traight. In th i 
respect, these stres -modulus line obtained with a IlCat-
treated alloy resemble th e lines obtain ed with single-
phase alloys tLat have been hardened by considernble 
pIa tic extension (figs . 11 , 15, and 26 ). A notewortll y 
Jen tun in fig ure 33 is tIl e gr eH t difference in lope and 
in position at th e origin, between the lines of pair B 
fl,ncl the lin es obtamed by tempcring at, 1,200° F after 
nir-coolmg from 1,750° F. This difl'erence i in accord-
nnce with the grea t difference in initial teepn ~ and in 
CLU'vatLU'e betwren the two corresponding pairs of 
tre s-deviation lin e~ (fig. 31). TJl e lines of pair Bin 
figure 33 were obtained with a specimen of the alloy 
as r eceive 1. The only llCat trentmrnt give n to this 
metal (a. report d by tbe manufacturer ) \\'[1.. fuma ee-
cooling from 1,240° F. The grel:lt difrerence in the 
slope of the lines of th ese two pair , thereForc, may be 
attributed to nn efl'ect of t he solu tion treatm ent . A 
possi.ble effort of thi solution treatment is suggested 
in sec tion IX. 
Th e vfl,lues of Eo and Go obtailled from the stress-
modulu lines of fig ure 33 have Geen used in deriving II 
diagram to represent the variation of these indices witll 
heat treatment. This diagram i sllOwn in figme 34. 
Th e curve for Eo in this figure shows no evidence of 
general upward or downward trend throughout the 
entire range of tempering tempera tUTe. Th e curve for 
Go sllOlVs no general upward or downward trend through-
out tb e range of temperatLU'e from 70 to 1,450° F; 
between 1,450 and 1,750° F th ere is evidence of an 
upward trend. (The lower experimental point at 
] ,750° F, for r easons given in connection with fig. 32, 
is merely a repetition of the poin t at 70° F .) Th ese 
Cllrves arc based entirely 0 11 va lu e obtain ed witJ) tIw 
specimens tlin t had beell llCat trented by tJIf' [iuthors. 
At an absci a repre enting 1,240° F arc plotted the 
values of Eo and Go ob tained with the alloy a received . 
The e points are far above the cOl'l'esponcling curve . 
The value of Go is about l O times the mean value ob-
tamed with the pecimens heat tn \ated by the authors. 
The high values of Eo and Go obtained with the alloy 
a r eceived are not du e to an unstable ondition, r e-
movable by pIa tic extension. E ven after pIa tic ex-
tension to the beginning of local contrac tion (fig. 38), 
the values of Eo and Go remain higher than any of the 
values obtained with specimens that had been given 
the olution treatment (fig . 34). Althougb thi olution 
treatment (heating to 1,750° F and cooling in air) 
probably caused some change in the eli tribution of the 
precipi tated carbides, thi change in microstructul'e wa 
not enough to have an important efl'ect on the proof 
stre e (fig. 32), and probably wa not enough to have 
impor tant effect on Eo and Go. The great efi' ect of the 
solution treatment on Eo ancl Go probably may be 
attributed to an effect of this treatment on the crystal 
orientation. Difference in crystal orientation has 
been mentioned previou lya a pos ible cause of liffer-
ences m value of Eo and Go for 18 : 8 alloy (sec . VI). 
The subject is discussed further in ection IX_ 
When for any TeaSOD both Eo and Go aTe higher for 
one metal than for another, it may be of interest to 
know the ranae of tensile stl'e within which the one 
metal r emain uperior to the other in efi'ective modulus 
(E ). Thi information may be obtained by calculating 
the stress at which the effective modulus of elastici ty 
would be the same for both metals. This stres Se can 
be estimated by the u e of two simultaneous equations, 
of t he general form of e Illation (2) . In these two 
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equations the values of E and Be evidently are the same. 
If the ratio of the larger to the smaller values of Eo 
and Co be represented by m and 11 respectively, the 
value of the stress at which the elastic train is the 
same for the metal in the two conditions is given by 
Be 
m- l (9) 
In this eq uation, Co r epresents the smaller of the tWl 
values of this index. 
The stress ( 0) at which the effective modulu wou ld 
be the arne for the 13 : 2 alloy in the two conditions. 
may be estimated from equation (9) by using the value 
for Eo and Co given in figme 34 . The alue for So th us 
obtained is about 5,000 pounds per square inch. 
Throughout a range of tre s up to the highes t indicated 
proof tress value (fig. 34), therefore, the 13:2 alloy as 
receivt?d is superior (in effective modulu of elastici ty) 
to the alloy after air-cooling from 1,750° F and temper-
ing at 1,200° F (fig. 32). 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLA TI C EXTE SION ON THE STRESS-
SET CURVE AND ON THE DERIVED PROOF STRESSES FOR 13 : 2 
CHROMI UM-NICKEL TEEL 
With the specimens heat-treated by the a uthors, 
only the initial pair of stress-set (and stress-deviation) 
curve were determined. A specimen of the alloy as 
received, however, was extended by small stages to the 
begiru1ing of local contraction ; after each of the~ e 
tage , correlated stress-deviation and tress-set curve 
were determined. The tress-set cm·ye are shown in 
the lower row of :!io-me 35. The proof stre e derived 
from these curves are plotted as ordinates in figure 36, 
with abscissa repre enting the prior plastic exten ions. 
As hown in figme 36, all the extensions between deter-
minations of the experimental points were small. The 
points, therefore, are not arranged in distinct pairs a 
they are in nearly all the previou ly discLlssed diagrams 
of thi type. 
lUter some of the stages of exten ion, a cycle of 
stress between 1,000 and 80,000 pounds per quare inch 
was introduced before the determination of the next 
stress-set curve. This cycle invariably caused the next 
tres -set cmve to be teeper than the preceding cmve 
(fi o·. 35) and thus caused an experimental point follow-
ing such a cycle to be the top of a wide vertical 0 cilla-
tion, especially in the cmves for the 0.001- and 0.003-
percent proof stre es (fig. 36). From these top, the 
descent generally is abrupt, even when the next experi-
mental point has been obtained with a hor t prior rest 
interval ; increase in the dmation of this rest interval 
ten Is to increa e the extent of the drop. This effect 
of duration of the re t interval i illustrated by the 
results obtained with a relatively long prior rest interval. 
Each of the four tre - et curves ob tained with fl, long 
prior re t in teryal (fig. 35) is Ie steep than the curves 
immediately preceding and following, and each corre-
sponding experimental point in figure 36 i at the bot-
tom of a wide vertical oscillation. 
The basic curves for the 0.01 , 0.03, and 0.1 percent 
proof str sse evidently rise from the origin, at a tie 
crea ing rate . The course of the lower two basic 
curves cannot be followed with certa in ty becaLlse of the 
wide oscillation. The initial trend , however, can be 
determin ed qualitatively by con iclering the low points 
of the oscillations. A compari on of the heigh ts of 
point 1 and 5 thu hows that the initial trend is up-
ward. The steep ri e find de, cent in the curve as drawn 
between poin ts 1 an d 5 probably is due to a tecp rise 
a.nd descent in the basic curve. The de cent of the 
CUTve as drawn between points 3 and 5, however, 
probably i haslenecl by the in flu ence of the long rest 
in terval prior to the determination of point 5. The 
first minimum in the basic curve, therefore, may be at 
somewhat more than 1 percent prior plastic extension. 
Becau e of the tempering at 1,240° F, this alloy as 
received probably wa free from internal stress. PIa tic 
exten ion of a metal initia l1y free from internal tress 
tends to increase the in ternal stress from zero to a 
maximum (sec. III) and thLl tend to cause the initial 
t.rend of the lower proof-stress-extl'nsion curves to be 
downward. Whether the actual in it ial trend is down-
ward or upward, however, depends on the relative 
magni tud e of two 01)PO ing fnctor : the depre ing 
influ nce of the increa ing internal stre s and the 
elevating inflll ence of the work hardening. 
Various mdice have been used to represent the rate 
of work hardening. A valuable index is the extension 
at the beginning of local conLraction (maximum load) . 
A shown by an arrow in figure 36, ho."ever, the exten-
sion of 13: 2 alloy E at ma.ximum load is only a bout 7 
percent. According to this index, therefore , Lhe rate of 
work-hardening of this alloy is smal1 . And yet the 
initial rise of the proof-stress curves suo-ge t that the 
influence of the rate of work-hardening of tbis alloy 
predominated over the influence of increa ing internal 
stress. It should be noted, however, that the 13: 2 
alloy contains hard particles in a relatively soft ferritic 
matrix. The rate of work-hard ening that determines 
t.he initial course of the proof- tre -extension curve for 
such an alloy probably is the rate of work-hardening of 
the matrix. This rate, for the 13: 2 alloy, is much 
greater than the rate of work-hardening of the alloy as 
a whole, which i r epre ented by in lice uch as the 
extension at maArimum load. The rate of work-
hardening of the matrix of the 13: 2 alloy evidently i 
great enough to predominate, at fu· t, over the de-
pres ing influence of increasing internal stress. 
~--~ --~ --~ - -- - -- --- - -- ---
- _. ----~-- ------
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THE I l' LUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTE SIO 0 THE MODULU 
OF ELA TlClTY A D ON ITS STRES COEFFICIENT FOR 13 : 2 CHRO-
MIUM-NICKEL STEEL 
After oach tagc of pIa tic extension represented ill 
figUI'e 36, a corrected s tress-deviation CUI've wa detcr-
mill d ; these curv are shown in the upper row of 
fro'W'e 35. From th curv are dOl'iv d the tre s-
modulu lines hown in fiO'W'e 37. All the stress-
modulu .lines are l)ract~cally traight. The line vary 
gr atly ill. lope and m the indicated valu e of E o, 
cOlTespondmg to the variations in curvatm e and the 
initia~ lope of the ke -de iation lines in figW'e 35. 
The m£luence of pIa tic extension on these variation 
is hown in figme 3 . 
The combined influ ence of duration of the 1'e t inter-
val an 1 th e intermediate cycle, introduced between 
some of the tage of pIa tic exten ion and the detcr-
ll~ination of the n ex t tre -deviation cmve, is qualita-
tl rly the sam e in th eurves for Eo and Co (fig. 3 ), 
Three of the point obtained with long prior re t interval 
are at the tops of oscillation in both curves' the other 
. ' pomt obtained with long prior re t interval i at the 
top of an oscillation in the curve for Eo and i near a 
top in the urve for Co. Thes 0 cillations arc oppo ito 
in direction to corresponding 0 cillations in the proof-
str e -extension Clll'Ve (fig. 36) . In thi l'e p et, the 
13 : 2 alloy behaves like all the alloys pl'eviou ly dis-
cu cd in tlus report and in the previous report. 
The ba ic E o Cili've probably de cends continuously 
at a. decreasing rate. The downward trend eviden tly 
contmu? at lea t to an xtension of 7 percent, the point 
of maxunum load. As the con traction beyond till 
point localiz VCly slowly, it wa found pos ible to 
extend the ClU'Ves con iderably fmther. B eyond the 
point of ma.,'{imum-Ioad, however , the superpo ed 
oscillation tend to b come erratic. 
The CUI've for the 13: 2 alloy diIrer in form from the 
curve for monel m etal (figs. G and ) and annealed 
Inconel (fig. 1 ), and j qualitatively similar to the 
CLll'VC for 1 : alloy (fig. 27 and 2). The approach 
~o a horizontal d lrection, however , i m.uch more rapid 
m th urve for th e 13: 2 alloy than in the curves for 
Lhe ] : alloys. The reasons [01' tb e e differ ncC's i1' 
the form of the Eo CLll'VCS are given in section X . 
The ba i CO Cili' e evidently JUt an initial ri e to a 
maxin1.um at prior pla tic extension of about 1 p ercent. 
Beyond this max imun1. , the ba ic curve de couds at a 
decreasing rate to a n early constant value. The 
CO Lll'se of the ba ic cmve for the 13: 2 alloy, ther efore 
is qualitatively similar to the cour e of th e 0 0 CLll'Ve fo;' 
annealed monel m etal (figs . 6 and ), annealed Inconel 
(fig. 18), and annealed 18: alloy (fig. 27) . The reason 
for the COlU'Sf'S of the e cmves ar c given in sectton X. 
Throughout the entire comse of the 0 0 curve for 13: 2 
alloy (frO'. 3 ) the indicated value of 0 0 are about 10 
242847-40-5 
t ime th e value obtained with the am alloy after 
flU'- oolmg from 1,750° F and tempering (fiO'. 34). 
VIII. THE TE SILE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF COPPER 
AS AFFE CTED BY PLA TIC DEFORMATION 
SOME GE ERAL CHARA CTERISTICS OF COPPER AND A DE e RIPTIO 
OF THE COPPEll ED IN '1'}U INVESTIGATIO 
B cau e of the important dillCJ' nce that ha e beC'n 
found in the cIa tic properties of tho m etal con idered 
tU thi report, especially the diffcr enc es in th e curves 101' 
Eo and Co, it is desirable to inelude in the inve Ligation 
metal differing widely in composition, in ela tic 
. tr.ength, and in the modulu of elasticity. Only thus 
L l t possible to tn 1y adequately the interrelation hip 
b.etwcen the various factors affecting the cIa ttc proper-
tlO of metals. The alloy previously con idered do not 
differ greatly in th e modulus of cla ticity or in clastic 
treng th. Much lower value of the modulu of cla -
ticity, however , are found 101' some commercial alloys, 
ev n for ome tha,t m ay be cla d a hiO'h- treno-th 
alloys. The modulu of elasticity of cOP~ CJ' and b of 
orne of i1 alloys i little more th an half th e value 
obtaine 1 with the m etals previously con idel' d. In 
trcuO'th also copper differ grcatly from th . metal 
previou ly tudied; the ten il trength of fully annealed 
copper is little more than one third that of fully annealed 
monel metal or 1 : alloy . 
B e au e information about the ela tic properties of 
cOppC'l' was n ed d in connection with an inve tigation 
of cr ep of m etal ,a hort tudy ha been made of the 
clastic properties of this m etal a affected by pIa Lic 
e~tension. The 1'e ult of thi tudy, when comp ared 
WIth the re uIt obtained with the much stronger m etal 
previously con idered, have thrown much liO'ht on the 
. b 
mtel'l'clation hip of factors affecting the form of the 
tre s-s train curve and the values of Eo and 0 0, The 
l' uit obtained with copper are therefore ineluded in 
this report. 
The copper u ed in thi inve tigation is "oxygen 
free" copper. It was supplied in the form of cold-rolled 
round rod. A pecimen of this copp er wa te ted in the 
work-harden ed condition. Additional sp ecimens were 
annealed at 600° and 00° F , l' p ec tively. The lower 
temperature is ju t above the rerry tallization range. 
D etails of the annealing treatmen t are given in table III. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTE SION ON THE STRESS-SET 
CURVE AND ON THE DEillVED I 'HOOF STR ESSE FOR ANNEALED 
COPPER 
The two specimens (N - 6 and - ) of fully annealed 
copper were extend d by short stages to the beginning 
of local contraction; after each of th ese stages, a tress 
deviation curve and a tr - et curve were determined. 
The e ClU'Ves are shown in frgLll'es 39 and 41. Proof 
tre se derived from the stre -set ClU'Ve are plotted 
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a ordinates in figmes 40 and 42 re peetively, with 
absei a repre cuting prior plastic xtension . 
The fir t foUT tage of ext nsion, as shown in figme 
40 and 42, are hort ; the other stag arc alternately 
long and hort. 1he stres - et curve thu were deter-
mined in pair. The fu' t str s- et CUl'Ve of each pall' 
wa determined after a relatively long r es t interval; 
the second curve wa determined after a hort rest 
intel'Val. The influence of the exten ion pacing an l of 
the dUTation of the r e t interval cau e the econd stre s-
et CUl'Ve of each pall' (fig. 39 and 41) to be teeper than 
the fiI t, and thu cau e the econd e)..-perimental poini 
of each pall' in figures 40 and 42 to be higher than the 
fiT t. In thi re -pect, copper i similar to aU the metal 
previou ly con idered in thi report, 
The form of each ba ic CUl've in figUTes 40 and 42 can 
be determined qualitatively by tracing a CUTve from the 
origin approximately thl'ouO'h he experimental point 
obtained with long prior 1'e t interval. The general 
trend of each ba ic CUTve, with the exception of the 
curves for the O.OOl-percent proof stre , is contin-
uou ly upward. In figme 42 the ba ic curve for the 
O.OOl-percent proof ire evidenUy has an initial ri e 
to a maximum, followed by a descent to a minimum at 
plasiic extension b tween 2 and 5 percent. In figme 
40, the initial COUl'se of the basic curve i les ceriain. 
A curve dmwn from the origin tm:ough point 3, 5, and 
7 would fir t ri , then de end, and again ri e, all 
within a pIa tic exten ion of about 2 perceni. It eems 
more probable, however, thai thi ba ic curv i imilar 
to the corre poneling cmve in figme 42. Each of th e 
two ba ic cmve probably has an initiall'.i e, followed by 
an abrupt de cent to a minimum, 
The initial trend of the ba ic cmve for the 0.001-
percent proof stress in figme 42, and probably in figme 
40, i similar to the initial trend of corre poneling curves 
obtained with fully annealed 1: chromium-nickel 
teel (fig. 24) and wiih 13: 2 chl'Omium-nickel that had 
been oftened by tempering (fig. 36). An initial down-
ward trend, however, i found in the corre poneling 
(lower) curve for fully annealed monel metal (fiO's. 
2 and 4), fully annealed Inconel (fig. 14), and heat-
treated aluminum-monel metal (fig. 1 ). All the e 
metal , because of the thermal treatment, musi have 
been initially free from internal tress. Tensile exten-
sion of metals initially free from internal sire s ( ec. III), 
causes an increase of internal stress from zero to a ma)..'i-
mllin and thus tends to cau e a descent of the lower 
proof-siress-exten ion cmve to fl, minimum. Thi 
tendency, however, is 013130 ed by the elevating ten-
den cy of the ten ile work-hardening. When the rate 
of work-hardeninO' i ufficiently high, the elevatinO' 
influence of work-hardening at first predominate over 
the depres ing influence of increa ing internal tre s 
and the proof- tr s -exten ion CUTve ha an initial rise. 
When the initial rate of work-hardenino' is not sufficient 
to overcome the inGuence of increasing internal tre s, 
the cm've ha an initial descent. Even if the influence 
of work-hardening predominate at first, the influence 
of increa ing intel'l1ai tre s eventually pre lominate 
and the CUTve descends. 
A high rate of work-hardening ha been mentioned 
as the probable cause of the initial rise of the lower 
proof-stre -exten ion Clll'ves for fully annealecl 1 : 
alloy (fig. 24) and for the 13:2 alloy that had been of-
tened by empel'ing (fig. 36). To the ame cau e may 
be attributed the ri e of the curve for the O.OOl-percent 
proof stres for annealed copper (fig. 42 and probably 
fig. 40). 
An index of the O'eneral rate of work-hardening i the 
ten ile exten ion at maximmn load (beginning of local 
contraction) . Thi exten ion is about 33 percent for 
anneale I monel metal G- 14, 34 perceni for annealed 
monel metal G- 12, 35 percent for annealed Inconel 
L-17.5, 11 }~ percent for heat-treated aluminum-monel 
metal ,T, 70 percent for annealed 1: alloy DlI- l .3, 
14 percent for tempered 13: 2 alloy E , and 40 percent 
for annealed copper - 6 1.1l1 d With the exception 
of the 13: 2 alloy, the exten ion at maximum load i 
greater for th second foUl' than for the first foUl' metals. 
The first fOUT of this li t of eight metal are metal 
who e (lower) proof- tre s-extension curves have an 
initial descent, the second fOUT are metal whose p1'oof-
stre s CUTves have an initial rise. 
The initial rate of work-hardening may be 1'epre-
ented by the ratio between the yield stres after slight 
pIa tic extension and the initial yield stre. uch 
indices have been obtained from the curve for the 
0.10-percent proof stre s by determining the ratio 
between the proof s tress at an extension of 3 percent 
and the initial proof stres. These indices for the eight 
metals previo usly men tioned are: 
Monel metal G--14 _____________________ _ 
Monel metal G--12 _ _ _ _ _ 
In collel L--17.5 _____________________ _ 
Aluminum-monel metal J __________________ _ 
13: 2 alloy E _______ __ _______ ___ __ ________ _ 
1 : alloy DM- l .3 ______ _ _____________ _ 
Copper N- 6_______________ __ _________ _ ____ _ 
Copper N- ___ ___________________________________ _ 
1. 26 
1. 27 
1.44 
1. 19 
1. 43 
1. 74 
2. 22 
2. 29 
The fir t four in this list give proof- tre -exten ion 
curves with lllitial descent; the second four give CUTve 
with initial rise. Thi index places the 13: 2 alloy on 
the border line between the two group. An index 
representing the matrix of this alloy, however, un-
doubtedly would be much higher, po ibly nearly a 
high a that for the 1 : alloy. The indice for the 
three ingle-pha e metal in the econd O'roup of four 
are much higher than the indice for the three single-
phase metals of the fir t groups of four. The evidence 
8 The low extension for lhe 13 : 2 alloy is due to a low rale of hardening oflhi sn lloy 
as a whole and does nol indicale a low rale for the lerritic malri x. For this 
the rato oC work-hardening probably is high. 
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therefore suppor t the view that the relation hip 
between the rate of work-h ardeninO' and the r ate of 
mcrea e of internal stress determine the initial t rend 
of the (lower) proof-stre -exten ion CLU'ves when the 
initial in ternal tre i zero or a very low v~lu e, 
THE J FLUENCE OF ]>R10R PLASTIC EXTENSION 0 THE STRESS, 
ET C URVE A D ON THE DERlVED l>ROOF STRESSES FOR WORK· 
HARDEr ED COPPER 
The tre s-deviation and tress- et curve obtained 
with work-h ardened copper eN ) are shown in the dia-
O'ram at the right of figure 41. The proof stre es 
derived from the tre -set curv are plotted in the 
diagram at the right of figure 40, in which ab cis a 
r epresent prior plastic exten ions, The influences of 
duration of the re t interval and of the extension 
pacing eviden tly are qualitatively the same for this 
metal as for all the other metal con idered in t his 
report , 
The lower two p1'oof- tre - xtension curves show 
wide oscillation , It i lll certain whether the basic 
cW've , like the curves as drawn, have an initial rise 
and clescent. 1£ they do, work-hardened copper is 
similar (in this re pect) to the other unannealed work-
hardened metal considered in this report and in the 
preceding repor t, 
THE INFL ENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EXTE SIO ON THE STRESS· 
MOD L US LINES FOR COPPER 
From the tress-deviation curves in the upper rows 
of figUl'es 39 and 41 , are derived curves of variation 
of the modulu of ela t icity with tres (fig. 43) . The 
ini tial tre -modulu line for annealed copper N- , 
and line 4 and for annealed copper N- 6, are practi-
cally traight ; all the other stre -modulus lines are 
curved from the origin. orne adj acent tress-modulus 
lines in figure 43 li£l'er greatly in curvature and in 
ini tial slope. Lines 1, 4, and for metal N- 6 are 
nearly traigh t, wherea the adjacent line are trongly 
curved. Line 4 and for metal - are vertical at 
the orio'in, wh ereas the adj acent line are much Ie 
steep. With prior tensile exten ion , the tress-modulu 
line for annealed copper does not become straight, as 
it doe for the metals previously con idered, The 
curvature of some of these line , e pecially some line 
near the beginning of each erie, i much greater than 
th e CUl'vatm e of any stress-modulus lines for the other 
metal 9 consid ered in this report. 
The initial stres -modulus lines for metals - 6 and 
N - give very high valu s of 00 , The init ial value of 
00 [ 01' metal N- i the highC'st value ob tain C'Cl with 
the m etals consi 1 rcel in this r epor t. 
Thc influencc o[ prior pIa tic xtcnsion on the curva-
ture of th e tre s-modulus line is hown in figure 47. 
In this figure, ab ci as represcn t prior plastic exten-
' In sucll "comparison, allowa nce must he lIlade fo r the differences in the ordinat~ 
sca les of correspondi ng diagrams. 
sian and ordinate r epre en t.:vll.lue of 0', the index o[ 
curvature of the tr e -modulu line. The e):p eri-
men tal poin t in figure 47 are numbercd to COITC pond 
to tbe tre s-modulus lines in figure 43, The ini tial 
value of 0' (fi O'. 47) is zcro for copper N - 6 and is vcry 
mall for copper - . With light pIa tic cxtcn ion , 
0' ri e r n.piclly to a vcry high maximum and then 
de cend r apidly. (The fa t tha t thi maximum is 
much highcr for N- than for N- 6 may po sibly be 
at tribu ted to the somewhat oftcr condi tion of -
b cause of the higher ann ealing temperature.) Thi 
ri e and d c n L is followed by two mallcr abrup t ri e 
and de cen ts and then by a low downward trend, at 
gradually dccrea ing ratc and wi th gradually dccrea ing 
o cillation. The e curvcs for annealed copper ar c 
similar in gcncral form to the previou ly eli cus ed 
CLU'VC of the arne typ e ob taincd with other metal 
(fig. 46). All these curvcs have an initial ri e followed 
by Ie r apid dc ent. The initial 1'i e and de cent ar c 
abrupt for all thesc mctals, cxccpt in th curve for the 
anncalcd 18: alloy 2A- 1, dcrived from lata pre ented 
in reference 1. In one importan t r espcct, however, the 
urvc for o,nnco,led COppCI' (fig. 47) diffcr from the 
curves for thc other mcto,ls (fig. 46). The quadratic 
trcs coefficien t of the modulu does not bccome zero 
at least within the range of t en ile extension. Eve~ 
after more severe cold-working, as illustrated by the 
cLU'ved str e s-modulus line for cold-rollcd copper 
(fig. 43), 0' ha not decrea ed to zero. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRIOR PLASTIC EX1'ENSIO ON THE MODULUS 
OF ELASTICITY AND ON ITS STRESS COEJ<' FICIENT FOR COPPER 
The values of Eo and 00 derived from the stre -
modulu curvc in figure 43 are plotted a ordinatc in 
figLU'e 44 and 45, with ab ci sas r cpre enting the 
prior plastic extensions. 
The abrup t rises or de cent at pairs of xperinlental 
poin ts, with few excep tion , are qualitatively the arne 
in the curves lor Eo and 00, In both curve, moreover, 
the e abrllpt ri e or de cen ts ar e generally oppo i te 
in direction to the abrupt rises or descent III the p1'oof-
tre s-extension CUl'ves (fig. 40 and 42). Copper is 
imilar in thi respect to all the other metals con idered 
in this report , 
The basic Eo curve (fig . 44 and 45) fu'st descends 
r apidly at 0, decrea ing rat.e and reache a minimum 
at a ligh t plastic extension. With fLU,tb er extension , 
the CUl've ri e at fu, t raipidly and then at decreasi.ng 
rate throughout the whole range of ten ile extensioJl . 
At the beginning of local contraction , the modulu of 
elas ticity ha ri en almost to the initial value. As 
shown in the di agram for un annealed, cold-rolled copper 
at the righ t of figure 44, the Eo curve continues to rise 
ligh tly with ten ile extension. The Eo curve for cop-
per, therefore, differs greatly from th CUI've obtained 
with any other metal considered in thi report. As 
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the Eo curve in figure 44 and 45 nre imilar in form, 
and as the e two curve were obtained with specimen 
that had been annealed at two lifterent temperature, 
the form of the modulu -extension curve for annealed 
copper i 'well e tabE hed. 
These curves for opper ar the only modulus-exten-
sion Clll"ves (in thi report) that giye unmistakable 
evidence of a rea cen t. The curve for anneale 1 
mOllel metal G-12 (fig. ) and anneale 1 1nconel (fig. 16) 
apparently have a liO'ht rea cent. The curve for 
annealed 1 : alloy (fio·. 27) after an initial 1'1 e descend 
continuously at a decrea ing rate. The cour e of tbe 
Eo curve for almealed copper must be due to tbe in-
fluence of two or more variable. The reascent of tbe 
curve, as ho"\.,,-n ill ections IX and X is probably due 
to change of cry tal orien tation. 
Tbe basic 0 0 cune [or annealed copper L6 and 
(fig. 44 and 45) de cend rapidly from the origil1, at a 
decrea ing rate, and reaches a minimum at a prior 
exten ion of a few percent. With further pJa tic 
exten ion, the cune eyidently ri e at a gradually 
lecrea ing rate and even tually become practicaUy 
horizontal. The ba ic 0 0 curve is qualitatively similar 
to the baslc Eo curve. The 0 0 curye for copper differs 
greatly from the 0 0 curves for flllllealed monel metal 
(fig . 6 and ), annealed I n onel (fig. 16), aluminum-
monel metal (fig. 19), annealed 1 : alloy (fig. 27), and 
] 3: 2 chromium-nickel teel (fig. 34). The differenee 
in form of the Eo and 0 0 curves for di£l'erent metals 
are due to the combined influence of tbTee yariables, 
whi hare discu sed in section X. 
The variation of 'with plastic extension of unan-
nealed, cold-rolled copper i shown in the small 
diaO'ram at the riO'ht of figure 47. The course of this 
curve, when compared with the cour e of the 0' curve 
for annealed copper , indi ate that 0' eventually tends 
to decrease wi th increa e in the degree of cold-work, 
but probably doe not di appear as it does with initially 
harder metals. With a harder metal, such as annealed 
monel metal, annealed 1nconel, or annealed 1 : all y, 
a shown ill figure 46, 0' eli appear after mo lerate 
'ensile exten ion. 'With a till harder metal, uch a 
the tempered 13: 2 clll'omium-nickel teel E, even the 
initial tre s-moclulu line i traight (fig. 37). 
IX. CRYSTAL ORIE TATlON AND ITS I FLUE CE 0 
ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
THE DIR ECTIONA L VARIATJO OF THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
o~' SJ GLE RYS'l'ALS 
The great difference in form of the modulu -exten-
sion curyes for ingle-pha e face-centered cubic metal 
(flO' .6, ,16,27,44, and 45) indicate that during plastic 
exten ion the modulu~ is influenced by two or more 
val·iables. One of the e variable is crystal orientation. 
PIa tic deformation tends to change the orientation of 
the grains from a random to a preferred orientation. 
Becau e o[ directional variation of the modulus of cla -
Licity o[ a metal cry Lal, Lhe change to a pre[elTe 1 orien-
tation may greatly afrect the mean mod ulu of elas-
ticity of a polycry talline aggregate . 
In the study of the dil'ectionn1 variation o[ Lhe mochl-
Ius of elasticity of meLal crystals, attention w.ill he con-
filled to Lhe two type of space lattice represented by 
the metal con idcred in Lhi report. These are face-
center d and body-centered cubic lattices. The direc-
tional variaLion of h modulus in these laLtices i 
illustrated by the diagrams in figures 49 1,0 52, which 
are adaptations o[ diagrams in reference 2. The e 
rJiagrams are drawn with spherical coordinuLe having 
their origin at the in LeI' ecLion of Lhe three muLually 
perpendi ular axes of ymmeLl'y. The surface shown in 
each figW'e is the 10CL! of all points repre enLing (by 
distance and direcLion from the origin) values of the 
modulu of elasticity. The axe represent d in each 
figure are the cubic axe of crystal synunetry. 
In the discus. ion of cry Lal orientation, u e \"i11 be 
made of the Miller indices of cry tal planes and direc-
Lion. A crystal plane i thus repre ented by the recip-
rocals of the raLios o[ the intercepts of the Lhree princi-
pal axes. A cubic plane is thus represen ted by (100) , an 
octahedral plane by (Ill), [md a dodecahedral plan by 
(110). A crystal direction i ~ designated by the plane 
Lo which the direcLion is norma1. In oreler to di tin-
guish a direction from a plane, use i- made of a [orm~ of 
bracket ymbol. Tlw, a direcLion making equa l 
angles with all three principal axes i denoted by [Ill], 
the direction of a cubic axes of symmetry by (100], and 
the dodecahedral direeLion by (110}. In figure 49 to 
52, however, the principle crystal directions are denoted 
by letters, the significance of which is indicated in the 
1 gend of figul'e 49. 
A typical diagram of variation of the ten i.le modulu 
of ela ticity (E) of a face-centered cubic meLal is the 
diagram for gold (flg. 49) . The modulus for hi metal 
is lea tin LhE' di.:recLion o[ the cubic axis (C) and greatest 
in the direction of the octahedral axis (0). The ratio 
between these maximum and minimum value for gold, 
as giYen in reference 2, is 2.71. For copper and ilvC'r 
( ee ref rence 2), Lbe raLio are 2. 5 ancl 2.55, rcspec-
Liyely. Diagrams lor copper and silver, LlH'l'dore, 
would be similar to Lhe diagram for gold (fig. 49). TIl c 
diagram for aluminum (fig. 50), however, is very diff r-
ent in form. A indica Led by this nearly spherical 
diagram, the raLio of yalues of the modulus in the octa-
h dral (0 ) and Lhe cubic (C) directions is noL far from 
1.0. The yalue given in reference 2 is 1.2. The dia-
gram for aluminum probably i exceptional among Lhe 
diaO'ram for pme meLal with face-centered cubic 
lattice . 
A diagram for a body-centered cubic metal, alpha 
iron, is hown in figure 51. This diagram is in1ilar 
in form to the diagram for gold (fig. 49). The ratio 
I 
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of value of the modulus of cIa ('icity in til octahedral 
(0 ) and cubic (C) directions is given in reference (2) 
a 2.15. For tung ten, another body-centered cubic 
metal, the corresponding ratio i given as 1.0. A clia-
gram for tungsten, like the diagram for aluminum 
(fig . 50), evidenl.ly i nearly II phere. 
The directional variation of Lhe sheari ll o- modulus 
(0 ), as illu Lraleci by lh diagram for alpha iron in 
figure 52, i evidently opposite to thc variation of the 
tensile modulus. Th e maximum value of the shearing 
moc1ulu i in the direction of the cubic ax'l , which i 
the direction of minimum value of the ten ile modulu . 
The minimum value of the hearing modulu i in the 
du: ction of th octahednll axi , which i the direction 
of maximum value of the tensile modulus . The ratios 
of LI1(' maximum to the minimum valu e of th hearing 
modulus for alpha iron, gold, opp 1' , and ilver arc 
U~3 , 2.2 , 2.4 , and 2.26, re p cLively The c ralio 
are lightly Ie Lhan Lhe corre ponding ratio for the 
tell ile modulu. For alumu1Um all 1 tungsten, which 
give nearly pherical cliaOTam of directional variation 
of tbe ten ile modulus, the rabo of maximum to mini-
mum value of Lhe hem·ing modulus is small, 1.16 for 
aluminum and 1.0 for tung ten. Shearing-modulus 
diagram for these m tals evidently woull be nearly 
pherical. 
When the du'ectiOl1al variation of the modulu of 
cla ticity i as great a it is for copper or alpha iron, 
the orientation of the crystal may hav great fIect 
on t1) modulus of cIa ticity of a polycl'Y taIline aggre-
gate. hange from random to preferred orientation 
may greatly affect tIle mean value of the modulus of 
elasticity. Consideration, thereforc, mu t be O"iven to 
the influence of pIa Lic deformation on the orientation 
of o-rain in a po1ycrystalline ago-l"egate. 
YLI DnI CAL AND l'AUAJ,LELEPll'EDAL DEFORMATI O 
In the tudy of the influ nee of pIa tic deformation 
on cry tal orientation , it i convenient to con ider two 
typ of uniform deformation. One of these types is 
cylindrical deformation; the othcr is parrallelepipedal 
deformation . 
Cylindri cal deformation cau e equal pcrcentage 
changes in two dimen ions and a nece arily opposite 
change in the third dimen ion. In cylindrical deforma-
tion , th rcfore, the Tabo between two of the limensions 
remain ullchung 1, although the external form i not 
nece ari1y cylindrical. Cylindrical deformation may 
be produced by ten ile extension , by drawing, by rolling 
of rod or wire, or by axial com pre ion of a cylinder. 
Parallclepipedal deformation is illu trated by the 
deformation of a cube into a rectangular parallelopiped, 
who e lhree principal dimen ions are un equal The 
unidir ctio11al rolling of plate or heet is the most com-
mon example of thi type of deformation. AlLhough 
the width of th heet remain practically uncl1anged 
by rollil1g, the ratio of the tlu:ee dim n ion change 
gr aLly. Anoth r example of par·allelepipedal deforma-
tion is the defOlmation of single crystal under uni-
directional loa ling. uch deformation is by lip on 
crystallographic planes. lip generally tart on only 
one series of planes and in one di.rection on ach plane. 
Thi lip cause change of direcLion of the plane willi 
reference to LIl e direcLion of load ing and change of }]ll 
ini tially cil·cuIM· 1,0 an ellip tical cro ecLion. D eforma-
tion of single crystal by unidil·ectional loading, there-
fore, i parallel pipedal. ingle cry tal , however, can 
be ubjected to cylindrical deformation. The orienta-
tion thus produced generally differ from the orientation 
produced by unidirectionalloadino-. 
THE I FLUENCE OF PLA TI C DEFORMATION 0 CRYSTAL ORlEN-
'rATIO OF FA CE-CE 'rEnED CU BI C METALS 
Ten ile exten ion of pecirnen cut from single cry Lal 
of aluminum, a hown by Taylor and Elam (reference 
3), causes a [112] uil·ection of the crystal to approach 
and finally to reach the direction of ten ile loading. 
(The [112J dil·ection is indicated approximately by 
letters E in fig. 49.) The ere ult ha,Te been confirmed 
by inve tigation by others. 
ylindrical extension of ingle crystal of face-cen-
tered cubic metals, however, causes a different kind of 
crystal orientation , as has been shown by a recent 
investigation by Vacher (reference 4). ylinclrical 
sl ecimens of coppe!", orne con i Ling of singl crystals 
and orne oftwo cry tal , were waged cold to variou 
degrees of reduction, ranging from 30 to 95 percent. 
If the octahedral axi initially made the smaller angle 
with the axi of the pecimeD , the cry tal approached 
the octahedra.l [111J orientation; otherwise, it 
approached the cubic [100) orientation. The orien-
tati n caused by cylindri cal extension of single crystals, 
therefore, Jiff rs gr atly from the orientation cau ed 
by unidil'ectional tension. 
The cau e of this difl"erence i the lateral restraint 
nece sary for cJ'lindrical extension of ingle cry tals. 
If either an octahedral axis or a. cubic axi i in the 
d il'ection of extension, either three or four planes of 
Rlip and either ix or eight diJ:ection of lip, respec-
tively, are symmetrically placed with reference to the 
dil·ection of exLen ion, and Lhe r olved hearing stress 
in tll se ymmetrically placed direction ar equal. If 
thi aliJlement could be maintailled during tensile 
exten ion, the extension would be by cylindrical 
cl formation and not by the u ual parallelepipedal 
deformation of ingle crystals by tensile exten ion. 
Thi alinement, however, i metastable for tensile 
exten ion; a small deviation from alinement wouId 
cause till further deviation. A small lateral res traint, 
however, would pre el've th.e alinement and thu keep 
eiLher the cubic axi or the octahedral axi in the direc-
tion of the specimen axis. ,iVhen neither the octahedral 
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axis nor the cubic axis i initially in the direction of 
the pecimen axis, exten ion with lateral restraint 
(as by swagino) evidently causes approach to ei ther 
octahedral or cubic orientation. 
In a polycrystalline aggregate lmd r cylindr ical 
deformation, each crys tal is under la teral re train !; by 
adjacent crystal and thus undergoe cylindrical 
rather than parallelepipedal deformation. Cylindrical 
exten ion of a polycrystalline aggregate of a facc-
cen tered cubic metal, therefore, might be expected to 
cause some of the crystals to assume (;he cubic orien ta-
tion and others to assume the octahedral orientation. 
Such a duplex orientation of polycrystalline aggregates 
was found long before the recen t investigation of 
cylindrical extension of single cry tals. It was shown 
by Ettisch, Polanyi, and Weis enberg (references 5 
and 6) that hard-drawn WiT 'S of face-cen tered cubic 
metals have bo th cubic and octahedral orienta tions 
(double-fiber textm e) . Sachs and chiebold (reference 
7), however , fOlmd that aluminum ha almo t entirely 
the octahedral orien tation. This conclusion wa con-
fU'med by Schmidt and Wassermann (ref renee 8), who 
also showed that the orientation textures of face-cen-
ter ed cubic metals are quali tatively similar bu t tha t 
they cl.iffer con iderably in the prOl)orLion of [111] 
and [100] orien tation. They found the following 
proportions ; 
P ercentages 
[100] [111J 
Aluminum _________ __ __ _________ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ a 100 
Cop peL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 40 60 
Gold __ _____ _________________ ______ _____ .. _ _ _ _ 50 50 
SilveL _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 75 25 
Schmidt and Wassermann also found that the amount 
of preferred orientation in wire is small in the outer 
layer bu t increase toward tb e center. In the ou ter 
layer , moreover , the preferred cry tal axe are not 
exactly in the direction of the wire axis but make a 
small angle, so that the orien tation is conical r ather 
than longitudinal. This angle, however , decreases 
toward the cen ter and, at a certain depth , the orienta-
tion becom s longitudinal. Vargha and Wassermann 
(reference 9) found that the orientation textm e is the 
arne in the interior of bo th drawn and rolled wires 
and that the same duplex orientation is produced by 
ten ile extension. 
Cold-drawn wires of nickel were found by Greenwood 
(r eference 10) to have a double-fiber texture, consisting 
of [100J and [l11J orientation with th e [J 11] orien tation 
predominating. As binary alloy of nickel and copper 
form a continuous serie of solid solutions, all the e 
alloys in the form of rod or wire would be expected 
to have qualita tively imilar texture. Cold-drawn rods 
of monel metal, essentially a nickel-copper alloy, are 
said (reference 11) to have a double-fiber textme, ·wi th 
the [111] orientation greatly pr dominating. 
Compression of single cry tals of aluminum was 
inve tigated by T aylor (reference 12). The results 
were reported to indicate a preferred orientation wi ('h a 
dodecah ech al [110] direction parallel to the direction 
of compression. Investigation by others has led to a 
similar conclusion as to the preferred orien tation after 
cylindrical compression of either single crystal or 
polycrystalline aggregates. Recen t papers by Barrett 
and Levenson (r eference 13) and by Barrett (referenc 
14), however , have led these authors to somewhat 
differen t conclusion . They report that the deformation 
textm e of axially compres ed cylinders, either of single 
crystals 01' polycrystalline aggregates, does no t consist 
of a single preferred or ien tation. They find a rather 
wide range of orien tation of which the mean orien ta-
t ion i [1l0]. Single crystals and grains of a poly-
cry talline aggregate a sume a range of orien tations, 
with fragmen tation of cry tal probably star ting at the 
beginning of deformation and increasing with the defor-
mation. Jo gr ains or fragments were found with [111] 
orientation and very few with [100] orientation . The 
orienta tion gen rally r anged from [J 10] to about [113]. 
The prefelTed orien tation is viewed in references 13 
and 14 as a dynamic equilibrium between opposing 
tendencies, a tendency to approach [110] orientation 
and a tendency t.oward r andom orien tation. 
Rolling of plate or sheet produces parallelepipedal 
deformation with one dimension pra.ctically unchanged, 
one dimension greatly reduced, and one dimension 
greatly increa ed. Several inve tigators (references 15, 
1 G, a.nd 17) have sugge t d that the preferred orien ta-
tion thus produced in the direction of the redu ced 
dim ension i the same as the orienta tion produced by 
unidirectional compres ion and that the or ien tation in 
the direction of extension (direction of rolling) is the 
same as the orientation produced by lmidirectional 
tension. Con tradictory results, however , have been 
reported in investigations of the orien tation of rolled 
plate or h et. Many of these apparent contradictions, 
however , probably are due to nommiform deformation 
tln'oughout the cro section. There is now general 
agreement as to the preferred orientation of plate or 
sheet that has been carefully rolled in one direction. 
The preferred orientation of )'olled plate or sheet , of 
polycrystalline face-centered cubic metals, consi ts ap-
proximately of a [112] orientation in the direction of 
rolling and a dodecahedral [110] orientation in the 
direction of deere a e of thickness. The preferred orien-
tation in the direction of rolling evidently is the same 
as that of a ingle crystal extended by unidirectional 
tension. The orientation in the direction of decrease 
of thickness evidently is the arn e as that of ei ther a 
single cry tal or a polycrystalline aggregate in the 
direction of unidirectional compre sion. 
F ew investigations have been made of the orien tation 
produced by rolling single crys tals. Pickus and 
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M athewson (reference 1 and 19) have recently tudied 
the effect of compres ing ingle crystal by means of a 
device u ed by Wever and chmid (references 16 and 
17). This device is a mold in which the metal is 0 
compre ed that the deformation is similar to that 
caused by rolling. A the thickness decreases, the 
width is kept unchanged, and extension is in only one 
direction . R e ults of investigation by Pickus and 
iVfn,th wson with alpha bra , a face-centered cubic 
alloy, led them to the conclusion that a [112J direction 
tends to rotate into the direction of exten ion and a 
[110] direction in to the direc tion of corn pre ion . The e 
fe ults indicate that the orientation produced by de-
formation of the rolling type is the same for ingl 
cry tais as for polycrystalline aggregates. This orien-
tation i different from the orientation produced by 
cylindrical deformation. 
THE I NFLUENCE OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION ON THE CRYSTAL 
OlUENTATIO OF BODY-CE TERED cumc METALS 
The most common body-centered cubic metal are 
alpha iron, chromium, molybdenum, and tung ten. 
Oarbon steels are body-centered cubic unIe s the com-
po ition and heat treatment are such as to produce 
au tenite (gamma iron), a face-centered cubic metal. 
A body-centered cubic metal alloyed with iron tends to 
produce a body-centered cubic alloy; a face-centered 
cubic metal (such as nickel or manganese), if alloyed in 
ufficient percentage, may cause the alloy to be face-
entered cubic. The space lattice of steels containing 
iron, carbon, chromium, and nickel therefore depend 
on the proportion of tbe e elements. If the ratio of 
nickel to chromium i ufficiently high, as in the 1 : 
chromium-nickel steel, the alloy i face-centered cubic. 
Otherw'ise, as in the 13: 2 chromium-nickel steel, the 
alloy (after ordinary heat treatment) is body-centered 
cubic. 
A hown by Ettisch, Polanyi, and Weis enberg 
(reference 5) and confirmed by a number of other 
iave tigators (reference 20), cold-drawn iron give pre-
fened [110J orientation in the axial direction. A recent 
inve tigation by Barrett and Levenson (reference 21) 
lead to the same conclusion. Dodecahedral [110J ori-
entation with no trace of otll l' texture was found after 
evere pIa tic extension by drawinO', or by swaging 
followed by drawing. Till orientation was found with 
iron, iron- ilicon alloy, and iron-yanadium alloy and 
wa found with both single cry tal and polycry talline 
aO'g regate . The single crystals generally became frag-
mented whether or not con traint was impo ed (by 
adjacent crystal or by the die walls). 
Unidirectional compres ion of cylinder of alpha 
iron ha been investigated by Barr tt (reference 22). 
ome cylinders were cut from single crystals; others 
were cut from polycry talline aO'gregates. The orienta-
tion produced by compression of th ingle cry tals wa 
found to depend on the initial orientation. If eith r a 
[100J direction or a [111J direction initially made a 
mall angle (les than about 170) with the axi of the 
pecimen, the crystal orientation changed 0 a to 
decrease the angle an 1 finally bl'ought that crystal 
direction into alinemen t wi th the axis of the cylinder. 
If neither the [100J nor the [111) direction initially made 
a small angle with the axis of the cylinder, tbe cry tal 
formed differently orien t d portions, [100) and [111) 
orientations, and thus ceased to be a ingle cry tal. 
Polycrystalline aggr gate of iron, when compre ed in 
the form of cylinder, were found to have duplex textme 
consi ting of both [100) and [111) orientations. 
Oylindrical compres ion of body-center d cubi metal 
evi lently cau es qualitativ ly the same preferred 
orientation that is cau ed by cylindrical extension of 
face-centered cubic metals. Oylinclrical extension of 
body-centered cubic metal causes the arne orientation 
[110) that is cau ed approximately by cylindrical com-
1)7'es ion of face-cen tcred cubic metals. 
omewhat different orientation of body-cen tered 
cubic metals is cau ed by parallelepipedal deformation. 
Many investigations have been made of the preferred 
orien tation in cold-rolled iron and teel plate or sheet. 
Contradictory l'e ults have been report d. A few 
investigators have reported two, or even three, super-
po ed texture. Kmdjenow and Sach (reference 23) 
found evidence of both [100J and [Ill) direction normal 
to the plate or heet, 1![ost inve tio'ator , however, 
now O'enerally aO']'ee hat the textme con ~ist chiefly 
of a dodecahedral [110J direcLion in the clil'ection of 
rolling and a cubic [100] direction normal to the plate 
or beet. There i a consi lerable range of angular 
deviation, however, abo ut each of the e direction . 
The range of deviation tends to decrea e with clecr ase 
in the thickness by rolling (refereno 24 and 25). 
Thin cold-rolled plate or heet thu ha a [110J direcLion 
in the direction of rolling and another [110J direction 
parallel to the width of the sheet. The e [110J lire Lions 
are the direction of gr ate t (1' lative) ex Len ion . 
The orientation in the direction of rolling, conse-
quen tly, is the ame a the orien taLion in the direction 
of the axis of a cold-drawn or rolled rod or wire or of a 
specimen xtended by unidirectional ten ion. In a 
direction normal to the plane of the sheet, howev 1', the 
orientation is not the same a the previously di cus ed 
duplex orientation in the direction of axial compre sion 
of an iron cylinder (reference 22). 
Prefened orientation may be found not only in cold-
worked metal but aloin ho t-worked metal. Gen amer 
and Vukmanic (referenc 20) have investigated the 
orientation of iron heet that had been rolled at 7 00 
anrl91O° C. The textme wa fOlmd to be qualitatively 
imilar to that of cold-rolled sheet. In the sheet roll d 
at 9100 ., however, the textme was less distinct than in 
the heet rolled at 7 00 C. 
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THE EFFECT OF AN EALING 0 CRYSTAL ORIENTATION 
At one or more stages in severe cold-working, the 
metal ometimes must be annealed so as to permit the 
de ired additional cold work. It is therefore important 
to know the eO'ect of such annealing on preferred 
orientation. Con idel'ation must also be given to the 
pos ibility of cbanges of orientation due to annealing for 
relief of il1ternal stress. 
In the consid eration of the effect of annealing on 
preferr d orientation, attention will be first given to 
face-centered cubic metals. It has been shown tbat 
cylindrical exten ion of polycrystalli.ne face-centered 
cubic metals generally cau es a duplex textme, 
with both [100] and [111] d:iJ:ections in the direc-
tion of extension. Annealing uch a metal tends 
to cause a decl'ea e in the numbcl' of cry tals with [111] 
orientation and an iucrease in the number of crystals 
with [100] orientaLion. Farnham and O'Neill (ref-
erence 26) obtained such a result by annealing hard-
ill'awn copper ,vires. Even after annealing at a tem-
pera ture too low to cause recrystallization, 1300 C 
(266 0 F), they found appreciable ehange in the pro-
portion of the [100] and [111] orientations. After 
annealing at 280 0 C (536 0 F), a temp ratme that 
caused complete recrystallization, the ori ntation was 
found to be almo t entirely cubic. imilar results 
have becn obtained by oLh r U1Ve tigators with other 
face-ccntered cubic metals. 
Ann aliJ10' aluminum after plaic extension, accord-
ing to refer nce ,cau edno new preferred orientation . 
Annealing at temperatme above 500 0 C, however, 
was said to give a random orientation. BmO'ers and 
Louwer (reference 27) found that, when ingle crystal 
of aluminum are deformed by compres ion and then 
recrystallized (at 600 0 C), now grain appear with 
ol'ientations different from those of the parent crystal. 
Polycl'Y talline aluminum, after axial compres ion , was 
reported to have a [110] orientation and to retain this 
ori entation after recrystallization. A different con-
clusion, however, was recently reached by Barrett 
(1' ference 14). H e found that the deformation and 
recrystallization textmes of axially comprcs ed high-
purity aluminum are of the ame type. Practically the 
ame results were obtained whether the com pI' s ed 
cylinder were singl crystals or polycrystallinc ag-
gregated. The textUl'e obtained, a previously tated, 
con ists of a range of orientation with mean orientation 
approximately [110]. 
Collins and Mathewson (reference 2 ) state that no 
imple l'elation was found that would rationaliz th 
relation of the ol'ientation of a recrystallized aluminum 
grain to that of the original crystal. 
Cold-rolled heet of face-centered Cll bie metal , as 
previously stated, generally ha a [112] direction m 
the direction of rolling and a dodecahedral [110] 
direction normal to the surface. R ecrystallization 
tends to cause a new orientation with cubic axes in the 
direction of rolling, in the direction of the normal to 
the surface, and in the direction of the wid b of tbe 
sbeet. Such results bave been obtained by GcHer and 
achs (references 29, 30, and 31), with COppOl' , ilv('J' 
and gold. They al 0 found that Lhe tendency to re-
orien tation on annealing differ greatly for different 
face-centered cubic metals. With recrystallized silver, 
alpha bra s, and alpha bronze, they found a [112] 
direction in the du:eetion of rolling and a [113] plane in 
the plane of rolling. R ecrystallization therefore caused 
no change in the longitudinal orientation but caused 
approach to [100] orientation in the direction of the 
normal to the surface. The tendency to reoricn taLion 
on annealing evidently is much Ie s for these metals 
than for copper, nickel, gold and probably for otber 
face-centered cubic metals. With aluminum heet, 
Gbler and Sachs (reference 32) found no new preferred 
orientation after annealing. 
Tbe ame authors (reference 30) al 0 point out tbat 
the effect of annealing on crystal orientation is sensitive 
to impmities and to s11ght variations in treatment. 
Two specimens of copper with practically the same 
rolling texture had very different textures after appar-
ently the same annealing treatment. One specin1en 
had random orientation, the other had a new preferred 
orientatJOn. Farnham and 0 ' ei11 (reference 26) al 0 
found that impurities in copper may greatly affect the 
tendency to change from a deform ation texture to a 
recrystallization textme. 
The recrystallization texture of body-centered metal 
bas been studied almo t entirely with sheet material. 
The textme of body- entered polycrystalline metal 
after rolling in sheet form con its, a previously stated, 
of a [110] lirection in the direction of rolling anel in 
the direction of the width of the sheet, and a [100] 
direction normal to the surface. The 1'ecry tallization 
texture of iron has been tudied by Barrett (reference 
24), by Gensamer and Lustman (reference 33), and by 
others. They found that recry tallization causes rota-
tion of the rolling texture about 15° to 17 0 each way 
a,bout the normal to the surface of the sheet. (uch 
rotation may be visualized with the help of the diagram 
in fig. 51.) 
Colel-rolled or drawn rod or wire of body-centered 
cu bi metals has been shown, a previously stated, to 
bave a [110] direction in the direction of the axis of the 
rod 01' wire and generally a random radial orientation. 
It eems probable that recrystallization of a rod or a 
wire would eause rotation of the deformation texture, 
just as it causes rotation of the texture of a plate or 
sheet. 
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THE nInECTIONAL VARIATION OF THE ELASTI C STRENCTH OF A 
SI GLE CRYSTAL 
It i important to know the influence of cry tal 
orientation not only on the modulu of elasticity and 
on it stres coefficient but al 0 on elastic trength. It 
ean be hown that crystal orie11 t[1 tion has qualitatively 
si milar efl'e ts OIl ela tic st ,.eno"th and on the modulus of 
ela ticity. Tbe directiollal vaJ·iation of the elastie limiL 
in a faee-centered ubic cry tal ha been calculated by 
E. chmi 1 (reference 34) on the basi of rus observation 
that the critical bear stres (stre neces ary to cau e 
slip, 1'e olved in the direction of lip), is COD tant and 
independent of the normal stress on the plane of lip. 
The result of his alculatioll are repre en t d by the 
diagram in figure 53 . The clastic limit evidently is 
o-reate t in an octn bedral direction, the direction in 
wruch the modulus of elasticity i greate t. The ratio 
of values of the elastic limit in the cubic, the dodeca-
hedral, and the octahedral dir ctions are 1: 1: 1.5. The 
dire tional variation of the ela tic limit, therefore, is 
Ie than the directional variation of the modulu of 
la ticity for metal uch as tho e repre ented in the 
diao-rams of figure 49 an 1 51. 
With 100 percent pref rred orientation, a bar or 
heet would become practically a ingle cry tal, and 
its elastic limit in any direction would be very low. 
For practical purpose, grains with preferred orienLation 
should be intermino·le 1 with o-rain having random 
orientation. 
THE INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL ORIENTATION 0 THE FORM OF THE 
MODULUS-EXTE SIO CURVE 
The great directional variation of the modulus of 
elasticity of mo t metal (figs. 49 and 51) suggest that 
change of cry tal orien tation may have consid rable 
effe t on the variation of the modulu with pIa tic 
exten ion. The effect of change from random to 
preferred orientation evidently would depend on the 
Lype of preferred orientation. If the preferred ori-
entation is of the duplex type, the variation of the 
moclulu of clasLicity with prior pIa tic exten ion would 
depend on the relative number of grain approaching 
the [l11J and [lOOJ orientations. Increa e in the pro-
portion of grain with [lllJ orienation would tend to 
cause incl'ease in the modulus of elasticity; inerea e 
in the proportion of grains with [100J orientation would 
tend Lo cause decrease in the modulus of ela ticity. 
Of the metal con ider d in this report, copper and 
monel meLal Lend Lo form a duplex textme with pre-
dominance of [111J orienLation. A Inconel i an alloy 
conLaining more than 0 percent of nickel and as nickel 
Lend to form a preferred orientation with predominanc 
of the [l11J orientaLion, Inconel probably tends toward 
predominance of Lhe [ll1J orienta Lion. No information 
has a yet been found about Lhe preferred orientation 
of the 18: 8 alloy. The 13: 2 alloy, because of its 
ferriLic matrix, probably Lend to form a [110] orienta-
tion. Change of orientation of monel metal, copper, 
Inconel, and 13: 2 alloy from random to pI' ferred, 
th r efore, probably woull tend to cause increa e of the 
modulus of elasticity. Change from a r ecrystalliza-
Lion textme, with furLher plastic exten iOll , probably 
would Lave a imilal" eIrect. Th e efl"ecL of change of 
orientation during plasLic exLen iOD, however, is only 
one factor aff cting the form of the modulus-exLen ion 
curve. The form of tru curve depend on the inter-
relation rup of three important variable, whi h will 
now be con idered. 
X. THE STRES - TRAI C RVE AS AFFECTED BY 
PRIOR PLA TI EXTE SIO AND BY ASSOCIATED 
VARIABLES 
THE FORM OF THE STlmSS-DEVIATION CURVE l' OR A EAJ.ED on 
TE 1PERED METALS 
As a ba is for study of the influence of prior pla tic 
exten ion on the form of the tress-strain (or stre s-
deviation) CUTve, atten tion should fir t be given to the 
form of the tre -deviation CUTve for a fully annealed 
metal or for a metal that has been heat treated 0 as to 
be free from the influence of cold-work and internal 
stress. The form of the tres -deviat.ion CUTve may be 
deduc d from he form and the lope of the tres-
modulus line. When the tre s-modulus line i traight, 
Lhe corresponding tr -deviation CUTve is a quadratic 
parabola. When the tre s-modulu line is curved, the 
stress-deviation curve may be approximated either by 
supcrposition of a cubic parabola on a quadratic parab-
ola or by a ingle parabola whose exponent i beLween 
2 and 3. 
In table IV arc listed the forms of stres -deviation 
curves and the derived indices of curvature for variou 
metals that have been ei ther fully annealed or tempered. 
One of the e metal, 13:2 chromium-nickel steel E, 
con ist of ferrite and carbides; the other arc ingle-
pha e metals. The forms of the stre -deviation curves 
and the derived indices are Ii ted for both fir t and 
econel loading. Attention will be given first to Lhe 
initial curves for ingle-phase metal. 
The initial stres -deviation eurves for two of tbe 
single-phase metal Ii te 1 in table IV, monel metal 
0-12 and 1 :8 alloy DM- 18.3, are cubie parabolas. 
The curve for monel metal 0-14 is nearer to a cubic 
than to a quadratic parabola. The curve for copper 
L6 i a quadratic parabola, and the curve for coppcr 
- is nearly a quadratic parabolfl. The curve for the 
annealed 1 :8 alloy 2A- I, di cussed in reference 1, i 
intermediate between a quadratic and a cubic parabola. 
The tress-strain curve obtained with Inconel i traight. 
As tated in section IV, however, this curve i ba e 1 
on too few experimental points to give conclusive evi-
dence as to the typical form of the strcss-deviaLion 
CUI·ve for annealed Inconel. If the nearly vertical 
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stress-modulus line (00= 0 ) for this metal actually is 
slightly curved, a appears probable, the stre s-devia-
tion C1.U've is a cubic parabola. 
On second loading, the stress-deviation curves for 
monel metal G-14 and Inconel L-17.5 are cubic parab-
olas, thus giving conflimatory evidence as to the 
tendency of the curves for annealed monel metal and 
Inconel to be approximately cubic parabolas. The 
second-loading curves for the 1 :8 alloy and for copper 
are intermediate between a quadratic and a cubic 
parabola. 
The curves for the 13:2 alloy, both on first and second 
loading, are quadratic parabolas (fig. 35). They thus 
resemble the CLU've obtained with cold-worked single-
phase alloys, such as monel metal, Inconel, and 1 :8 
alloy (figs. 9, 13, and 22). The trengthening of the 
ferrite matrix of the 13:2 alloy by carbides, like the 
strengthening of a metal by cold-work, evidently tends 
to make the stress-deviation curve a quadratic parabola. 
With prior plastic extension of the annealed single-
phase metals di cussed in this report, with the exception 
of copper, 00 fir t incr eases. This fact is illustrated by 
the initial ri e of the curve for 0 in figures 6, ,16, 
and 27. Within the range of extension that causes thi 
increase of 00, 0 ' ri es rapi lly and then descend, as 
illustrated by the curves in figure 46. The relation hip 
between 0' and Go, however, varie as illustrated by the 
CUl"ves in figm-e 4. As 00 increases with plastic exten-
sion, 0' flTst increas s and then decrea es. In this 
re pect, all the e curves in figure 4 are similar. They 
are also similar in form to the cm-ves in figure 46. 
The ratio of 0' to 0 0, which is indicated by the ra tio 
of ordinate to absci sa in figure 4 , evidently tends to 
decr a e with increase of 0 0 and hence with invrea e in 
prior pIa tic extension. This decrease of 0' /00 is an 
indication of decrease in the order of the parabola. 
Point 1 in the curve for 18:8 alloy DM- l .3 thus indi-
cates that the corresponding stres -deviation curve is a 
cubic parabola. Point 14 indicate that the corre-
sponding curve is a quadratic parabola. The inter-
mediate points indicate various orders intermediate 
bet\veen a quadratic and a cubic parabola . 
While th order of the parabola tends to decrease 
(probably continuously) until the cm-ve becomes a 
quadratic parabola, the curvature evidently flist 
increases and then decrease . 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE VARIATION OF Eo AND Co WITH PLASTIC 
EXTENSro OF COPPEU 
The form of the basic Eo curve for copper (figs. 44 
and 45) indicate that the varia tion of the modulus 
with plastic extension is influenced by at lea t two factors 
acting simultaneou ly. At least one factor evidently 
t nds to cause descent of the CUl"ve at a decrea ing rate; 
at least one factor tends to cau e a cent at a decreasing 
rate. At first, the depre ing influence is dominant 
and the curve descends; the elevating influence then 
becomes dominant and the curve rises. The reascent 
of the curve for copper may be attributed to the change 
of crystal orientation with plastic extension. Appruach 
to the preferred orientation with pla tic exten ion of a 
copper rod, as shown in section IX, tends to cause 
increa e of the tensile modulus of ela ticity. The 
factor tending to cause descent of the modulus-exten-
ion curve will be considered later. 
Curves of variation of the modulus of elasticity with 
exten ion have been reported by other investigators. 
Kuntze (reference 35) , in an investigation of the ela tic 
properties of copper, obtained curves qualitatively 
similar to the Eo curves in figures 44 and 45. 10 He 
attributed the initial de cent of the curve for annealed 
copper to increasing internal stres and the subsequent 
ascent of the curve to the influence of "pure plastic 
deformation" (deformation free from the influence of 
varying interval stres ). These conclusions, as will be 
shown, are incorrect. The effects of internal stress and 
pure pIa tic extension are opposite to those surmised 
by Kuntze. Fmthermore, the course of the Eo curve 
i aITected by an additional important factor, the change 
of crystal orientation. 
Cmves qualitatively similar to the curves in figures 
44 and 45 have al 0 been obtained by K awai (reference 
36) with copper, nickel, and aluminum. With Armco 
iTon and mild steel, however, he obtained curves that 
descend continuously at a decreasing rate. A imilar 
effect of the plastic extension of teels was reported by 
Honda and Yamada (reference 37). The moclulu 
values obtained by Kawai , however , are not values of 
Eo but are based on a range between variable maximum 
and minimum values of tre s and train. 0 tudy 
was made of the form of the tress- train curve. 
The initial descent of the curves for copper, nickel, 
and aluminum a well a the continuous de cen t of the 
curves for tecls were attribu ted by K awai to increa -
ing internal stre s. H e thu expre sed agreement with 
the views of H yn (reference 38), ach (reference 39), 
and Honda and Yamada (ref renee 37), 11 that intro-
duction of internal stress decrease the modulus of 
elasticity. His views evidently arc aloin agreemcD L 
with the previously mentioned incorrect view of 
Kuntze (reference 35). The ascent of the curves for 
copper, nickel, and aluminum was attributed by Kawai 
to change of crystal orientation. According to his 
views, therefore, the course of the modulus-extension 
curve is due to the combined influence of two factor , 
increasing internal tress and change of cry tal orienta-
tion. H e thus overlooked one of th e three important 
factors affecting the course of the modulu -extension 
curve. The factor overlooked by Kawai, however, is 
10 As the cun"es plolted hy Kuntze represent the \'ariations of the " Dehnungs· 
zabJ ," t.he reciprocal of YOlln~' s modul11R o[elast..i city, th ese cun"es are in\'e rt~d with 
reference to tbe r::o curves in figs. H and 45. 
11 Agreement with these views of Kawai is not apparent in reference 37. 
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different from the previously mentioned factor over-
looked by Kuntze (1' ference 35). 
Kawai cIa ified the tre -modulu CLU'ves for body-
cent re 1 and face-centered cubic metals in two di tinct 
types, the one h aving a descent follow d by a rise, the 
other having a continuous descent. In or ler to e}.1>lain 
the e two type, th a umption was made that ap-
proach to preferred orientation tend to cau e Ie s 
increase of the modulus when the lattice i body-
cent red than when it is face-centered. As illustrated 
by the CUl'ves in figures 6, 8, 12, 16, 27, 3 ,44, and 45, 
how vcr, the modulu -exten ion ClU'ves cannot be 
placed in two di tinct classe. Fill'Lhermore, approach 
to the preferred orientation (ec. IX) of orne face-
centered cubic m etal t nds to cause decrea e of the 
modulus. 
Erroneous view as to the iniluence of internal tres 
have been reach d b cause attention has been confined 
to the lop of the tres - train Lu've at orne indefinite 
point. Study of the variation of th e modulus of elas-
ticity with pIa ti xtension should envi ag th entire 
tr -strain ClU've; it thcrefore hould include in it 
cope Eo, 00 , and 0'. By such tudy, it can b hown 
that introduction of internal stress do s not generally 
cau e decrease of Eo. Internal ke s, however, i one 
of three important factors affecting the form of the 
modulus-exten ion curve, though it is not the cause 
of the de cent ofthe curve in figure 44 and 45. 
Th e de cent of these Cill'ves is due to an important 
factor not m entioned by Kawai. This factor i prob-
ably connected with the structural change (oth r than 
change of orientation) that cause work-hard ninO' of a 
metal, uch change as lip on crystal plane , lattice 
distortion, grain fragmentation , etc. The factor that 
tend to depre the 0 0 curves, therefore, will be termed 
th "work-hard ning' factor. The three important 
variable affectinO' the cour e of a modulus-exten ion 
ClU've are: rystal orientation, internal tre ,and the 
work-hardening factor. Although all three factors 
may affect th COUl' e of the curve simultanou ly, a 
hort curve m ay manife t the influence of only one 
factor; a long curve may manifest uccessivcly the 
influence of two factor, or even of all three factors. 
The 00 ClU've for copper (figs. 44 and 45) ar quali-
tatively imilar to the Eo curves. Thi imilarity 
indicate that the same two iniluence cau e the de cent 
and the 1'i e of both h e e curves. The des ent of the 
00 ClU'ves, therefore, is due to the lominant influence 
of the work-hardeninO' factor; th reascent i due to the 
dominant inftuence of the change of cry tal orientation. 
THE DIRECTIONAL VARlATION OF THE STRESS· OEFFICIENT 01' 
THE MODULU OF ELASTICITY 
Jo published information has been found r egarding 
th variation of the curvature of the tres - train line 
with the direction in a metal cry tal. The reascent of 
the 00 curves for copper accompanying the r ca cent of 
th Eo CUl"ve (fig. 44 and 45), however, llggests that 
the variation of Co with th · direction in a m tal crystal i 
qualitatively similar to the varia tion of Eo. Evidence 
tending to sub tantiate this view may be found by 
omparing certain value of Eo and 00 for different 
m etals of the arne type, and for the same metal after 
dill rent heat treatment. 
In ection VI, it is hown that the value of both Eo 
and 00 obtained with 1: clu'omium-nickel steel 
D f and DR arc much lower than the valu e obtained 
with the five 1: alloys con idered in reference 1. 
Thi difference in cIa tic propertie cannot be attributed 
to difference of chemical compo ition and probably not 
to lifference of micro tl'uctUl'e or to difference in 
in tel'D ul stres . The differenc in cla ti pl'opertie 
po ibly is due to a difference in crystal ori ntation. 
The 13: 2 chromium-nickel teol E (ec. VII) gave 
mu h higher value of both Eo and 00 after tempering 
at 1,240° F. by the manufactmer than after the high-
temp ratme- olutton treatment by the author. These 
differcuces cannot be attributed to a diffcr ence in 
mi 1'0structurc 01' to a difference of internal tre s but 
possibly may be attributed to a difference of cry tal 
orientation. After treatment by themanufactmers, the 
13: 2 alloy probably retained the deformation texture; 
aHer the solution treatment by the authors, the alloy 
po ibly acquu.'ed a recry tallization textme. The 
recrystallization texture of a body-centered cubic alloy, 
as tated in section lX, i gen rally derived from the 
deformation texture by rotation of the cry tal about 
15° in each direction from the preferred orientation 
(110). Such rotation from a [110] du.'ection oward a 
(100) direction, as hown in figure 51, would decrease 
the modulus of elasticity of the grain in the longi-
tu linal direction. It is thu possible to account for 
the lower value of Eo obtained with the 13 : 2 alloy 
after the high-temperatme-solution treatment. To the 
same cau E' may po ibly be attributed the lower value 
of 00 , 
The evidence obtained with th 18 : 8 alloys, with the 
13 : 2 alloy, and with copper, therefore, indicates that 
the directional variation of the modulus of elasticity is 
accompa,nie 1 by a qualitatively imilar variation of the 
linear tress coefficient of the modulus, and hence is 
accompanied by a qualitatively imilar variation of the 
derrree of curvatm'e of the tres - train curve. When 
the diJ.'ectiona.l variation of Eo is of the u ual type 
(repre cuted by fig . 49 and 51 ), 0 0 po ibly is greater 
in a [111] dire tion than in a [110] direction and much 
gl' ater in a [110) direction than in a [100] direction. 
THE THREE FACTons AFFECTING VARIATION OF Co A D C' WITH 
PRIOR PLASTIC EXTENSION 
In the study of th e factors afrecting the variation of 
tres - train curve with prior pIa ti exten ion, attention 
will fir t be given to the factors affecting 00, The 00 
curve to be considered fir t arc the elU'Ve obtained 
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with metals that are initially free, or practically h ee, 
from internal stre s . With pIa tic exten ion of these 
metal , internal tres is a generally increasing variable. 
The simple t Co curve for such metal~ are obtained 
with work-hardened metals that have been annealed 
for relief of in ternal stre s. In these hort curves, only 
onn fnctor is dominant, the influence of increa ing 
internal stre s. 
Curves of this kind were obtained with monel metal 
G- and Inconel L - .5 (fig. 12) and with 1. alloys 
DM- 9 and DH- 9 (fig. 2). R elief of internal stres 
by heat trcatment, as shown by comparison of the 
corre ponding diagrams for annealed and lmannealed 
metal in figlU'e 12, r educed Co for each metal to a very 
low valll e. With plastic exten ion after the annealing, 
however, tIt Co curves for all these annealed meta.ls rise 
r apicUy at a decreasing rate. This rise evidently is 
due to restoration of internal stres . 
Thc next ClU'ves to be con idered are the longer Co 
curve ob taincd with the fully annealed metals G- 12 
and G- 14 (figs. 6 and 8), lr-17.5 (fig. 16), and DM- 18.3 
(fig. 27). Each Co curve for these metals has an initial 
rise followed by descent at a decreasing r ate. A similar 
ClU've, obtained with the annealed 18: 8 alloy 2A- 1, i 
shown in figlU'e 15 of reference 1. These curves, unlike 
the Co ClU'ves for COpPffi' (figs. 44 and 45), ar e dominated 
fir t by an elevating influence, then by a depTa sing 
influence. The elevating influence is internal tres, 
the ame factor that causes the rise of the Co curves 
for metals G- (fig. 12), L - .5 (fig. 12), and DM- 9 and 
DH- 9 (fig. 2 ) ; the depre sing influence is the worl(-
hardening factor. The dominance of the int ern al-
tress factor is within the exten ion range of the rapid 
rise of internal stres . 
Although the e curves are not dominated by tbe 
third factor, change of crystal orientation, theu' course 
is somewhat affected by this factor. Change of cry tal 
orientation with plastic extension tends to increase 
the modulus of elasticity of monel metal (ec. IX) 
and probably of Inconel, whieh contains a large per-
centage of nickel. Such a change of crystal orientation 
of these metal , like increase of internal tres, would 
tend to elevate the Co CUl've. This elevating factor, 
however, i initially les rapid than the change of 
in tern a.l stre s. The reorientation factor docs not 
U ually become dominant until the depressing infl.uence 
of thc work-hardcning factor ha become con iderably 
weakened. Even then, it docs not become dominant 
in tbe Co curve for annealed monel mctal, Inconel, 
and 1 : 8 alloys (fi gures 6, 8, 16 and 27) . Th initial 
ri e of these curv s con equently is due to the domi-
nant infl.uence of internal tress. 
If in ternal stre s in these alloys were as bigh at tbc 
beginning of plastic exten ion as it i after extension 
of 15 percent or more, tll Co curves probably would 
start at very high value of 0 and would dcscend con-
Lin uou ly at a decreasing rate. The curves thu would 
manife t the influence of the work-hardening factor 
alone. 
Increasing intcrnal stress with prior plastic exton ion 
moreover, probably is thc cause of the initial increase 
of the quadTatic tr s coefficient 0' (figs. 46 and 47) . 
The rise and Lhe descen t of the 'cm-ves, l ike the ri e 
and Lhe descent of Lhe Co cm-ve , is due to the influence 
of two factors. At first the influencc of increa ino-
internal str c is dominant and the ClU'ves rise; soon the 
infl.uence of the work-hardening factor becomes domi-
nant and the CUl'VCs descend. Dominance of tbe work-
hardening factor b eo-ins sooner in the 0' curves than 
in the Co curves . 
The ba ic Co curve for the 13: 2 chromium-nickel 
steel (fig. 38) is similar to tbe Co curves for annealed 
monel metal (figs. 6 ancl ), Inconel (fig. 16) , and 1 : 
alloy (fig. 27) in that each curve rises initially to a 
maximWll and descends at a decreasing rate. Tbis 
metal, after temperin g at 1,240° F . by the manufac-
turer , probably retained its dodecahedral [110] de-
formation texture (sec. X ) ; the crystal orientation, 
therefore, would change little with tensile exten ion. 
T ensile exten ion, however, would be expected to cause 
ulitial rapi 1. rise of internal stres . The initial rise of 
tbe Co curve (fig. 3 ) can therefore be ascribed to the 
domulant in£lllence of increa ing internal tress. The 
de c nt at a clecreasing rate i clue to dominance of the 
work-bardening factor. In tbe lono-, nearly horizontal 
part of the ba ic curve, the two opposing factors evi-
dently are nearly in balance. 
The de cent from the maximum is much les ill this 
curve than in the curve for the tlu-ee single-pb ase 
alloy. Thi relation hip suggests that tbe work-hard-
ening factor may vary with the rate of work-hardening 
of the metal. A Co curve influenced solely by the work-
hardening factor wOl11d be the r everse in form of a curve 
of variation of the O.l-percent proof tre s with prior 
pIa tic exten ion. The greater the ascent of the proof 
stress-extension curve, tbe greater probably would be 
tbe descent of the corresponding curve of variation of 
Co under the influence of the work-hardening factor 
alone. 
The Co curve for allilealed copper (figs. 44 and 45) do 
not manifest an effect of internal stre s. Variation of 
internal stres , nevertheless, probably ha some effect 
on the cour e of the e curves. The ab ence of an initial 
rise of the Co ClU've may be attributed to the relative 
oftne s of thi metal. Becau e of the softness of cop-
per, initial work-bardening with pIa tic extension i 
rapid and the UlCrea e of internal tres i rather slow. 
The work-hardening factor thus predominates over the 
internal tress factor and prevents an initial ri e of the 
Co curve. In the ab ence of influence of ch~Lllge of 
crystal orientation, the Co curve for copper probably 
would de cend continuously at a decreasing rate. 
I 
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The factor affecting the 0 0 curve are generally less 
ea ily distinguished in the CUl'ves for unannealed work-
hardened metals than in the CUI'ves for fully annealed 
metal, becau e light pl'astic exten ion of the work-
hardened metals generally cau es rapid decrease of 
internal stress and thu tends to cause initial descent 
of the 0 0 CUI've to a minimum. (With further plastic 
exten ion, the internal stre~s increases and thus tends 
to elevate the 0 0 curve). The work-hardening factor 
tends to cause continuou descent of the 0 0 curve, 
although the influence of this factor may be slight if the 
metal was severely cold-worked prior to the tensile 
xten ion. Two factor therefore tend to cause initial 
de cent of the 0 0 curve for unanneaJed work-hardened 
metal. The third factor, change or crystal orientation, 
tend to elevate the 0 0 CUI've for mo t metal but tends 
to depress the curve for a few m etals, uch as silver 
( ec. IX) . This factor ma,y have important influence, 
even though cold-working prior to the tensile extension 
has been severe. 
The 0 0 CUI've for lmannealed work-hardened monel 
metal G (fig. 12) shows no definite trend. The absence 
of downward trend of thi curve probably is due to 
approximate balance between the depressing influence 
of relief of internal stress and the elevating influ-
ence of increase in [111] crystal orientation. As the 
reduction of cross section by cold-drawing was only 
about 40 percent, the change of crystal orientation 
probably wa far from complete. Approach to pre-
ferred orientation dUI'ing tensile exten ion, consequently 
would ten 1 to elevate the 0 0 curve and thus would 
oppo e the depressing tendencies due to decrea e of 
internftl stress and to the work-hardening factor. 
The 0 0 curve for unannealed, cold-drawn Inconel L 
(fig. 12) de cends at a generally decrea ing rate, at 
least to an exten ion of abou t 2 percent. Similar 
CUI've , obtained with work-hardened 1 : 8 alloy, are 
ShOW11 in figures 11 and 19 of reference 1. The descent 
of .these CUI've with slight plastic extension probably 
is due chiefly to relief of internal tress. 
Relief of internal stress tend to decrease 0 0, whether 
the relief is caused by slight plastic extension or by 
annealing. The effect of reli ef by annealing i revealed 
by compari on of the initial value of 0 0 for monel 
metal G and G- and for 1nconel Land L--8.5 (fig. 12). 
Caution is necessary, however, in attributing the ob-
erved effects of such annealing to only one of the three 
important factors affecting 0 0, Annealing for relief of 
internal stress generally affects more than one of these 
factors. It generally cause some decr ase in harclne s 
in single-phase alloys such as monel metal and 1nconel , 
as illustrated by comparison of the O.l-percent proof-
tress curve for annealed and unannealed metals in 
figure 10. It may also cause stl'uctUI'al change in ome 
alloys. To such changes may be attributed the fact 
that 0 0 is higher for 18 : 8 alloys DM and DR after 
annealing at 900 0 F. than for the unannealecl, work-
hal'lenecl alloys (fig. 30). That relief of intemal stl'e s 
by the annealing at 900 0 F. was not the cause of this 
increa e of 0 0 is indicated by the ri e of the 0 0 curves 
for these alloys with restoration of intemal tre s 
during plastic exten ion (fig. 2 ). 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE VAJUATIO ' OF Eo WITH PRIOR I'LASTIC 
EXTENSIO 
The ame three factors that determine the variation 
of 0 0 with pIa tic extension determine the variation of 
Eo. The effects of two of these factor, the work-
hard ening factor and the change of crystal orientation , 
on the Eo CUI've for copper (fig. 44 and 45) have been 
di cu sed. The effect of each of these factors on the 
Eo curve was found to be imilar to the eHect on the 0 0 
curve. Supplementary e\7iclence that change of crystal 
orientation affects these two CUI've imilady, was also 
discussed previously. In the following discussion, ref-
er nce will be made to additional evidence as to the 
influence of the reorientation factor and the work-
hardening factor on the Eo CUI've. 
There icon iderable evidence that internal stress, 
like the other two factors, tends to affect the 0 0 and 
Eo curves similarly. This evidence will be presented 
first, and attention will then be called to some apparent 
con tradic tions. 
The steep ascent and descent of the Eo CUl'ves for 
annealed 1nconel (fig. 16) and for annealed 18: 8 alloy 
(fig. 27), accompanying a similar course of the cor-
responding 0 0 curves, sugge ts that the Eo and 0 0 
curves for these alloys are dominated by the same two 
factors . The rise and the desc nt of these 0 0 curve 
has been attributed (sec. X) to dominance of increasing 
internal tre followed by dominance of the work-
hardening factor. Th rise and the de cent of the Eo 
CUI've , therefore, probably is due to successive dom-
inance of these two factors. 
Additional evidence that increase of internal stress 
tends to elevate both the Eo and 0 0 curves is found in 
the cliaonm for fully annealed monel metal G- 12 (fig. 
). The rise of the 0 0 curve i accompanied by an 
initial rise of the Eo CUTve. As the rise of the 0 0 Cllr ve 
has been attributed to dominant influence of incr ftsing 
internal tres, th e ini tial ri e of the Eo CUl've may be 
attributed to the same factor. The descent of th e 
Eo curve from the maximum, like the descent of 
the 0 0 curve, probably i du to dominance of the 
work-hardening factor. The reascent of the Eo 
curve probably is due to dominant influence of change 
of crystal orientation. The elevating influence of this 
factor evidently i much tronger for this metal than 
for 1ncone1. The Eo curve for annealed Incond (fig. 
16) shows only slight vidcnce of reascent after the 
depres ing influence of the work-hardening factor has 
been considerably weakened. 
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The Eo curve for annealed monel metal G- 14 (fig. 
6), unlike the curve for annealed monel m tal 12 
(fig. ), doc noL rev al the succ s ive influence of all 
three factor. The low initial rise of the Clll"ve may be 
due to the combined influene of increa ing internal 
tre and change of cry tal orientation. After this 
1"i , the influence of the work-hardening factor evi-
dently becomes lorninant and the CUTve descends at a 
decrea ing rate. Dominance of anyone factor in the 
Eo curve for mmealed monel metal i evidently slight. 
o tendency to roascent is found in the Eo cmve for 
annealed 1: alloy (fig. 27). Th continuous de cent 
of thi curve from its maximum sugge t the po sibility 
tll at th chano-e of crystal orientation of this alloy may 
involve decr a e, rather than an increa e, in the pro-
portion of grains with [Ill] orientation. uch a chang 
would tend to depre the Eo curvc (and probably the 
00 curve). Although this alloy is predominantly face-
centered cubic, it contains a large proportion of na-
tUl·ally body-centered cubic clements (iron and chro-
mium). The proportion of grains with [Ill] and [100] 
orientation, con equently may be cliff rent from the 
proportion in an alloy (such as monel metal) of two 
face-centered eubic metal. The rapid eontinuous 
I scent of the Eo curve for the 1: alioy, however , 
may be primarily due to strength of the work-hardening 
factor, in aceordance with the high ratE' of work-harden-
ing of this alloy. 
The evidence previou ly presented indicate that 
increase of internal stress tend to eau cinerea e of both 
o and Eo. The evidence now to be con idered indicate 
that decrease of in ternal tre tends to cau e deer·ease 
of both 00 and Eo. 
light pIa tic extension of unannealecl, sever ly colU-
worked metal, as shown in the previous report and a 
illu trated by a number of examples in this report, tend 
to cau e decrease of internal str . In the diagram for 
unannealed, work-hardened Inconel L (fig. 12), the 
effect of uch r elief of internal tre s is revealed by the 
rapi 1 initial de cent of both the Co and Eo curve. 
(Thi rapid effect, obtain d with everely cold-worked 
metal, canno t be attributed to the work-hardening 
factor. ) Annealing tili same cold-drawn alloy for relief 
of internal tre has a imilar effect, which is r evealed 
by a com pari on of th initial values of Eo and 00 in the 
diagrams for Inconel Land L- .5 (fig. 12). The relief 
of internal tre s by annealino- has decreased both Co 
and E o. 
The initial value of Eo aJld Co for unannCfiled work-
hardened Inconel L (fig. 12) are mu h higher than the 
valu s obta,ined by the tensile extension of fully annealed 
Inconel L-17.5 (fig. 16). The maximwu value ob-
tained by thi ten ile ext n~ion were attained when the 
extension reached about 2 percent. With Em-ther ex-
ten ion, Eo reached a minimum about equal to the 
initial value for annealed Inconel; the curve then give 
ome indication of reascent, probably under the influ-
ence of chano-e of crystal orientation. At the beginning 
of local contraction (at about 35-percent extension), how-
-vel' , Eoi far below the valu obtained with unannealed, 
col I-drawn lnconel L (fig. 12) and i also far below the 
maximum value for annealed Ineonel L-17.5 (fig. 16). 
old-drawing the fully annealed Inconel, after ten ile 
xtension of 35 percent, probably would cau e further 
increa e of Eo. The reorientation factor alone, however, 
probably would be insufficient to increase Eo and Co to 
the values found for cold-drawn Incond L. Thes high 
values probably are due to high internal stres induced 
by drawing. ompari on of the diagrams for annealed 
Inconel L-17.5 and unannealed colI-drawn Inconel L 
therefore give support to the view that increa e of 
internal tre tends to cause increase of botl, Co 
and Eo. 
Additional evidence that variation of internal tres 
tends to cau e qualitatively imilar variation of Eo, 
may be foun I by referring to the oscillation superposed 
on the ba ie curve of variation of Eo and 00 with prior 
plastic exten ion. The 0 cillations at pair of experi-
mental points, a mentioned frequently in previou 
di cus ion, generally are qualitatively the same for 
correspolldino · Eo and 00 curve . Although variation 
of the rest int rval alI ct the magnitude of each 0 cilla-
tion, the oscillations are obtained even when all the 
re t intervals are long. The econd experimental point 
of a pair, in both the Eo curve and the 00 cm-ve, gener-
ally is lower t11an the first. As this abrupt decrease 
of Co can be attributed to nothing else than deer a e of 
internal tre s, the accompanying abrupt decrease of 
Eo may be attributed to the same factor. The rela-
tively long plastic extension prior to determination of 
the fiTSt experimental poin t of a pair evidently tend to 
call e increase of internal tre s, and the hort pla tic 
exten ion prior to determination of the second exper i-
mental point tends to cau e decrea e of internal stre . 
These variation of internal stress evidently tend to 
cau e similar ariation of both 00 and Eo. 
Attention will now be given to orne in tances of 
increase of Co as ociatcd with decrease of Eo. An 
example of this relationship j found in the diagram for 
13: 2 chromium-nickel teel E (fig. 3). The ri e of 
the 00 curve, under the Jominant influence of increa ing 
internal tre ,is associated with a de cent of the Eo 
curve. Thi fact does not neees arily impl:v, however, 
that inerease in internal stres in this metal tend to 
cause decrea e of Eo. A the work-hardening factor i 
uominant thtoughou t the descending portion of the 
Co curve, a natural urmise i that the continuous 
de cent of the Eo curve i due to lominant jnfluence of 
the ame factor. According to this surmise, the influ-
ence of increa ing internal tre is dominant in the 
a cent of the Co curve but the ,york-hardening factor i 
lominant in the corresponding portion of the Eo curve. 
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Such a relation hip j compatible with the view that 
increasing internal stress tends to elevate both the 
Co and Eo curves. 
Other examples of increase of Co associated with 
decrease of Eo are found in the diagrams for thr e 
metals that have been annealed for r elid of internal 
tress, Inconel L-8 .5 (fig. 12), 18: 8 alloy DM-9 (fig. 2 ), 
and 1 : 8 alloy DH- 9 (fig. 2 ). Although the Co 
curve a cend under the dominant influence of r estora-
tion of internal stl'es , the Eo CUTve descend. Thi 
relationship does not nece sarily mean, however, that 
increasing internal stress tends to cause decrea e of Eo 
for these metals. There i no apparent reason for such 
lifference (in influence of internal stress) between 
these metal and the arne metals in the fully annealed 
condition (figs . 16 and 27). The descent of the Eo 
curve for Inconcl L- .5 (fig. 12) and for 18: alloys 
DM- 9 and DH- 9 probably is due to dominant influeuve 
of the work-hardening factor. This view is supported 
by th e fact that the de cent of these curves is associated 
\vith ascent of the con esponding (0.10 percent) proof-
stress-extension curves (figs. 10 and 25). 
The opposite trends of the e Eo and Co CUTves is ex-
plainable on the assumption that increasing internal 
stres tends to increa e both Co and Eo, and that the 
work-hardening factor is dominant in the Eo CUTve but 
not in the Co curve. Th effect of the internal stress 
factor on Eo or Co can be represented by a curve ri ing 
at a decreasing r ate, and the effect of the work-harden-
ing factor can be represented by a curve de cending at 
a d crea ing ratc. By superpo ition of two such 
CUTves, the resultant curve ometime ha an initial 
rise followed by de cent and sometime descends con-
tinuously from the origin. This difference in form of 
the resultant curve depend on quantitative, not on 
qualitative, differences in the component curves. The 
forms of all the modulus-extension curves, therefore, 
are explainable on the as umption that variation of 
internal stl' ss tends to cause imilar variation of both 
Co and Eo· 
THE TILT OF THE STRESS-S T RAIN CURVE AS AFFECTED BY ITER. 
NAL STRESS, CRYSTAL REORlE TATION, AND THE WORK-HARD-
ENING FACTOR 
By the" tilt" of the stress- train CUTve is meant the 
inclination of the curve a a whole, up to the yield point. 
The stre s-strain curve up to the yield point may be 
viewed as the ascending portion of a hy ter'esis loop . 
An in lcx of the tilt of such a loop is the inclination of a 
straight line drawn from the origin to the ver tex. The 
ucce sive loops of a series, as shown in the preceding 
r eport, may vary greatly in maximum width yet change 
very little in tilt. Such a change in wid th involves an 
increa e in the ClU'vature of the ascending curve and 
in the slope of the curve at the origin. Increase in the 
vvidth causes an increase of both Co and Eo; decroa e 
in the width causes a decrease in bo th these indices. 
I t has be n shown that each of the three important 
factors tends to cause similar changes in both Co and 
Eo. E ach of the factors, therefore, evidently tends 
either to increase or to decrease th e wi lth of the hy ter-
esis loop . , Consi leration will now be given to the 
influence of each factor on the tilt of the stres -strain 
curve. Information a to the variation of tilt with 
prior plastic extension may be obtained by comparing 
the modulu -extension curve for E 30 , Eso , or E 100 with 
the corresponding curves for Eo. In the following com-
pari on, attention will be confined to metals that were 
not in the work-hardened condition prior to the tension 
test. 
The trend of a curve of variation of Ey (the secant 
modulus at the yield point) with prior pIa tic exten-
sion would be qualitatively similar to the trend of the 
corre ponding CUl've of variation of E 3o, Eso, or Eroo . 
The trend of a basic E 3o, Eso, or E 100 curve therefore 
indicates qualitatively the influence of prior plastic 
extension on the tilt of the stress-strain curve. In the 
diagram for annealed 1 : 8 alloy steel (fig. 27), the trend 
of the E50 curve i downward, at least thr'oughout the 
extent here shown. A similar trend of the E 50 curve, 
throughout its entire extent, is found in the diagram 
for 13: 2 chr'omium-nickel steel (fig. 38). In the dia-
grams for annealed monel metal (figs. 6 and 8) and 
annealed Inconel (fig. 1 ), the trend of the Evo curves 
is upward. An upward trend of the E 30 curve is also 
found in the diagrams for annealed copper (figs. 44 and 
45). An upward trend is found when the correspond-
ing Eo cmve reveals an elevating influence of the re-
orientation factor. A downward trend i found when 
the Eo curve shows no elevating influence of this factor. 
The evidence therefore appears to indicate that the 
r eorientation factor tends sometimes to tilt the stress-
strain curve backward, and that the work-hardening 
factor tends to tilt the curve forward. 
The influence of the internal-stress factor on the tilt 
of the stre s-strain curve is indicated by compari on of 
the abrupt uperposed oscillations in the E so, E 50 or 
E roo curve ·with the corresponding 0 cillations in the Eo 
curves . The oscillations are either absent in the former 
cmve or are much less than in the latter curves. 
Practically no uperpo ed 0 cillations, at pairs of ex-
perimental points, are found in the E y curves (not 
shown in this report). The evidence therefore indicates 
that abrupt variation of internal stress, although they 
cau e similar abrupt variations of Eo and Co, cause 
practically no change in the tilt of tbe stress-stmin 
cw've. 
According to the available evidence, therefore, tbe 
work-hardening factor tends to tilt the stress-strain 
curve forward and to decrea e its curvature. When the 
reorientation factor tends to increase Eo, it al 0 tends 
to tilt the stre s-strain curve backward and to increase 
it curvature. When the reorientation factor tends to 
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decrea e Eo, it al 0 tends to tilt the stress-strain cmve 
forward and to decrea e its curvature. The internal-
stre factor affects the cmvatme but probably ha little 
effect on the tilt of the tress-strain curve. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following cODclusioI). apply to all the metal con-
sidered in this report except as indicated. 
1. An incomplete view of the ten ile ela tic properties 
of a metal is obtained by con idering either the tres-
strain or the stre s-set r elationship alone. Con idera-
tion hould be given to both relationships. 
2. In a study of elastic propertie, consideration 
should be given to the influence of hy teresi and of 
po itive and negative creep. 
3. Both the stre s- et relation hip and the str e -
train relationship are much influenced by the duration 
of the rest interval and by the extension spacing. The 
influence of dmation of the rest interval is a ociated 
with negative creep. 
4. Cmve of variation of the proof stresses with prior 
plastic exten ion often have many wide, abrupt oscilla-
tions superposed on a more gradual wavelike cmve. 
The wide oscillations are generally as ociated with 
varying duration of the rest interval and with variation 
in the extension spacing of the experimental points. 
The complexity of form of the proof-stress-exten ion 
curve may be attributed in part to variation of internal 
stre s with plastic extension. 
With prior plastic extension, the proof stresses rep-
resenting permanent set value of 0.03 and 0.1 percent 
generally increase continuously. With prior plastic 
extension, the 0.001- and 0.003-percent proof stre es 
generally do not increase or decrease continuously but 
either increase to a maximum or lecrea e to a minimum; 
beyond this maximum or minimum, these proof stress-
extension cmve oscillate with little or no general 
upward trend. The O.Ol-percent proof tre may 
follow a comse imilar to either the two lower or the 
two upper proof stresses. 
6. The initial trend of the two 10'wer proof-stress-
extension cmves, and ometimes of the O.Ol-percent 
proof-stres -extension curve, depends on the initial 
change of internal str e s and on the rate of work-hard-
erung. Increase of internal str es tend to cause 
dcscent, and work-hardening tend to cau e a cent, of 
the lower proof- tl'e s-extension cmves. 
7. When the initial internal stres is high, as it gen-
erally is in unannealed, severely cold-worked metal, 
tensil extension tend to cause decrease of internal 
stre s to a minimum. When the initial internal stress 
i zero or at a minimum, a it is in metals that have 
been fully annealed or annealed for relief of internal 
stres, tensile exten ion tends to cause increa e of' 
internal stress to a maximum. 
. , iVith pia tic extension of unannealcd, work-
hardened metals, the 0.001- and the 0.003-perccnt 
proof stresses generally increase considerably to a 
marimum, reached at a small percentage of plastic 
extension, and then decrease to a minimum. Fmther 
extension causes irregular oscillations in the proof-stres -
extension cmve. 
9. With plastic extension of Iully annealed metal, 
or of metals that have been annealed for relief of 
internal stre s, the increasing internal stress tends to 
depres , and the work-hardening tends to elevate, the 
proof- tress-extension cmve. If the rate of work-
hardening of the metal is not high, the influence of 
the increasing in ternal stres predominates, and the 
cmve has an initial de cent to a minimum. If the 
rate of work-ha,rdening is high, as in annealed 18: 8 
chromium-nickel steel, th e influence of the 'work-
hardening at first predominates and the cmve has an 
initial rise. Later, however, the influence of the in-
creasing internal stres predominates, and the curve 
descends to a minimum. 
10. From corr esponding stress-strain and stre s-set 
curves may be derived corrected stres -strain curves 
to r epresent apprm.:imately the variation of elastic 
strain with stres. From the corrected stre -strain 
ClU'ves may be derived curves of variation of the 
ecant modulus 'with stre s. 
11. The tre s-modulus line lor fully annealed single-
phase metals is generally cmved. With prior plastic 
extension, the curvatme generally first increases, then 
decrea es. With high-strength single-ph ase alloys, 
such as 1 : alloy, monel metal, and 1nconel, the cmva-
ture of the stress-modulus line generally is neo-ligible 
after prior extension of more than about 10 percent or 
15 percent, and sometinles after considerably les prior 
extension. For half-hard and hard alloy of this type. 
the stress-modulus line is generally straight. 
12. The tress-modulus line for an alloy that i~ 
sufficiently hardened by finely dispersed hard particle[!; 
such as carbides (as an example 13: 2 chromium-niclm" 
steel), is traight. 
13. The tress-modulu line for an annealed, rela-
tively oit metal, sLlch as cop pel', i strongly curved. 
With prior plastic exten ion, the curvatw'c iiI' t in-
creases then decrea es. Even after severe cold work, 
however, the stress-modulus line may be lightly 
curved. 
14. traightnes of the stress-modulus line indi.cate 
that the corresponding tress-strain line is a quadratic 
parabola. The cmvature of the parabola may be 
mea urecl either by the slope (lc) of the stress-modulus 
line or by the linear tress coefficient (Co) of the modulus. 
The modulus at zero stre s (Eo) may be obtained by 
extrapolating the stress-modulus line to zero stress. 
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15. Wnen the tre -modulu line i curved from the 
origin, a econd con tant (0') i needed to repre ent the 
curvature of the tre s-modulu lin8. 
] 6. For orne fully annealed metals and for some other 
metal that are free from effects of cold-work, 00 j 
zero, and the stres - train line, con equently, is a cubic 
parabola. The tre s- train line corresponding to a 
curved tre -modulus line may be viewed either a the 
re ult of uperposition of a cubic parabola on a quad-
ratic parabola or a a ingle parabola whose exponent 
ranges between 2 and 3. :B or a metal suffi iently 
bardened by alloying or by cold-work, the stre s- train 
line O'enera11y i a quadratic parabola. 
17. Increase in the 1'e t interval tends to decrease the 
lope of the tres -set CllfV , and thus to decrease t he 
proof stre 8es. Increase in the rest interva,l tend to 
increase the initial lope (Eo) and the curvature (Co) 
of the "corrected" tre s- train CUl·ve. 
] . The effect of inc1'ea e of the rest interval on 
Eo, 0 0, and the proof stl'e 8e , i oppo ite to tIle efI'ect 
of relief of internal tre s. The effect of the rest 
interval is apparently orne kind of oftening efl'ect, 
which (at least for a while) predominates over any 
beneficial effect of relief of internal stress by negative 
creep. 
. 19. v\Then Eo, 00, 0', and the five proof tre ses are 
known, a fairly good picture is available of the ela tic 
trenO'th in ten ion. 
20. Because of the great directional YariattOll of the 
mod ulu of elasti ity of a metal cry tal, change of 
orientn tion of the gl'a:n of it polycry talline aggregate 
may O'reatly affect the comse of the modulu -extension 
CLUTe. With most face-centered cubic metal , cyJir .. -
lrical exlension cause such change of cry tal orienta-
tion that Eo tend to incTease. ome face-centered 
cubic metals, however, exhibit the opposite tendency. 
With body-centered cub~c metals, change from random 
to preferred orientation tend to cause some increa e 
in Eo. Annealing may greatly affect the cry tal orien-
tation and thus may afl'ect the modulu -exten ion CLU've. 
21. The directional varia.tion of the stres -coefficient 
(00) of the modulu of elasCcity of a metal cry tal 
probably is similar to the directional variation of the 
modulus of elasticity (Eo). 
22. Ohange of crystal orientation with plastic exten-
ion, therefore, tends to have qualitatively the arne 
effect on Eo and 00 , 
23. The curves of variation of 00 and Eo with prior 
plastic exten ion are continuously affected by thrcc 
imp rtant factors: Intemal tress, crystal orientation, 
and the work-hardening factor. Ohange in dominance 
from one factor to another is accompanied by revel' al 
in CLu·vature. By the "wol'k-hardening" factor is mean t 
the influence of the structmal changes (slip of cry tal-
100'raphic planes, lattice eli tortion, etc.) othcr than 
Ch a11ge of crystal orientation. 
24. The work-hardeninO' factor alway tend to cau e 
elecrea e of both Eo and 00 , 
25. A variation of internal stres tends to caLi e a 
similar variation of 00 , 
26 . A variation of internal stress tends to cause a 
irniJar variation of Eo. 
27. The reorientation factor tend to eJevate the 
modulus-exten ion curve for copper, monel metal , and 
IT'concl, has a slight tendency to elevate Lhe curve for 
13 : 2 c~J) 'omiLim-nickel steel, and hows no tendency 
to elevate the cmve for 1 alloys. 
28. Variation of Eo and 00, e p cia11y yariations duc 
to the influence of the re tinter al and of the exten ion 
spacing, generally are a companied by opposite varia-
tions in the proof tres es, especially the 0.001- and 
O.OO:i-percent proof tl'e se . 
29. The tilt of the stl' s - train CUTye a a whole (up 
to the yieJd point) generally varie with the prior pIa tic 
extension. The work-hardening factor tend to ti l t 
the stre s- train CLUTC forward and to Iccrease it 
cLlJ'vatme. "iiVhen the rcorientation factor tends to 
increase Eo, it also tends to tilt the stres -strain CLll'VC 
bacJ.;:ward and to increa e it curvatur e. The in ternal-
tress factor , al though it tend to affect the LIl'vature, 
probably ha little effect on the tilt of the stl'ess- train 
CLU've. 
30. Annealing of 18: chromium-nickel teel at 
about 900 0 to 950 0 F for relief of intern a 1 stres ca 1I es 
great improvement in the proof stre se , especially the 
0.001- and 0.003-pel'cent proof stres e. Annealing for 
a longer time at a lower temperature, about 36 hour at. 
about 480 0 F, cau e practically no increase in the 
proof tre ses above the values that would be obtained 
by annealing at the ame temperature for 30 minu tes. 
The longer dmation of anneal, however, cau e con-
iderable decrease in 00 , 
31. Heat trefl tment of the 13: 2 chromium-nickel 
teel at 700 0 to 900 0 F cau e great improvement in 
the proof stre ses. 
32. Almealing cold-worked monel metal andlnconel 
for relief of internal tres causes great improvement 
in ela tic strength without important loss in ten ile 
strength. 
33. Aluminum-monel metal can be given high elastic 
trength by suitable heat treatment. 
34. By light prestretching of a metal havil1O' high 
internal stress, the reduction of the internal stres is 
comparable with that caused by suitable annealing. 
SliO'ht prestl'etching of it metal that has been annealed 
for relief of internal tl'es, however, generally tend to 
increase the internal tl'e to a high value. 
NA'l'IONAL BUREAU of 'l'ANDAIW, 
WASHINGTON, D.O., Februaty ~3 , 1940. 
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FIGUIlE 46.-Variation of quadratic stress coeffi cient C' with prior plastic extension. 
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FIG ung 51.- Directionnl YariuLion of the lensile 1Il0d uius of elast icity of ~ crysta l 
or olpha iron . 
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FlaUHE 53.- Directiona l variation or the elastic limit or a race-centered cuhie crystal. 
TABLE I.- MECH AK I CAL TREATMENT AND CH E MICAL COMPOSITION OF THE SIX MET ALS TEST E O 
Material D esig-nntion lVlcchanical t.reatment C Cr Ni 
Chemica l composition (percen t) 
.Fe Cn M n AI Si p S 
1-----------1---1- --------------1-- - - --------------------
I : 8 C r-Ni stoeL_ _____________ D M 
I ~: 8 C r-N i steeL ______________ Dil 
13: 2 C r- i steeL______________ E 
Monel metaL_____ ___ _________ 0 
Alu minum-monel metaL ______ U 
A.luminum-monel metaL ______ J l ncone!. _______________________ L 
Osygrn-rree coppeL ___________ N 
Cold-drawn (baH bard) _________ _ ____________ 0. 10 18.82 
Cold-d rawn (bard )_ ___________ ___ __ _ ________ . to I . 2 
H ot-roIlcd _________ ____________ _____________ .09 13.3 
Cold-drawn ____________________ _____________ _I 
Quenched, cold-dra wn ___ _ __ _ _____________ _ 22 
Quencbed , cold-drawn and b a t. treated __ _______ .23 
Cold-d rawn _______________________ ___ __________ .04 13.2 Cold -roIled__ __________________ _ _______________________ _ 
9.38 DitT. 
9.3 Oi!!. 
2_ 06 Dit!. 
DilT. 1.24 
DiIT. 1.7 
DiIT_ 1.4 
DiIT. 5.3 
TABLE II. TEKSIU:;: PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS AS RECEIVED AND AFTER HEAT TREATl\1EKT 
E1onl'ation in 
]V[atrria l 
Nomi- 2 i nche~ fper- Red ue- I nitial proof stress (lb./~q. in.) 
Condition f\.~ Bar d i- nal cent) Uon of Tensile 
regards bcat ametcr gage area <trength diem- (lb.! sq. treatment a (in. ) , 
etcr 1\'\ axi~ (per- in.) 0. 1 per- 0.03 per- 0.01 per- 0.003 0.001 m um 'rotal rent) (in.) load cent cent cent perccnt percen t 
------ --- ---------------------DlVL _________ r .... 128,000 101, 600 77,700 36.400 ]3,500 Oi'v[-L _______ 
--- - ------. ------.-
143,000 120,800 110, 400 83,000 33,000 OM:-?. _. _____ 5N 0.417 .--.--. ---.-._. 147,500 125. 70{) 111 , 000 89,000 70, f>OO 01\1- 9 
:3 ::::: t. 2 ~ - -- -- ------- I 1, 000 11\0, 300 130; 700 !l3,2OO 91,500 59,000 0:\ [- 1 72.5 84 7 .7 96,500 30, 00 27,700 26,200 22,500 16,200 
I)~H .8 
-----. -.--.--- -------- -- ------
145,600 122, 300 100, 700 73,500 46,000 
H alf-ha rd 18:8 Cr-N i s l~eL _____ _ __ _ 
orr ________ } 
1------ -.----_. -_._---- ---------
204,000 15-1,000 !l4,600 53,000 31,000 OH -L _______ 
- --.-
207, 00 163, 00 92,000 52, 000 24,000 DH -I.. ______ 0.471 . 21\0 
-243: 000- 214,000 166,500 111,000 64,000 33,000 nU- 9 _________ 1. 5 22'1,000 J98,600 170,000 116,000 46, 000 DH-4. _ . ___ __ 211,000 178,000 lOS, 000 35,000 12, 000 
liarcll : Cr-Ni s teeL_ . ___ ___ ________________ _ 
E ______ _______ 6.9 27.5 68.6 109,310 74, noo f>4,ooo 51,700 28. 000 9,500 E- A. ____ __ __ . 
------- ---------
117,900 7.;, 100 51,300 36,300 25_ 500 
An nealed 13:2 Cr-Ni steeL ________________ _ 
£ - A-6 ________ 
---- --------
--_.-.-. 14 1,700 127. 100 114.300 100,300 74, 000 I;;-A-7.5.. ____ _ 
-------- -------. ---------
143,200 13 1,300 122,000 11 2, 000 81, 000 E- A-8.5 _______ 
Y8 .505 ------- .------ ---.---- --.------ 127,500 122,700 11 5, 100 105. 500 92, 700 £-11.- 9.5 ______ _ 
----_.- .---.--
132,000 10-1.800 83, 200 56, 200 37,000 E - A - 1I _______ 
-- - --------
------
99, 300 89,500 73, 600 53, OOD 3 . 000 E - A- 12 _______ 
---- -------. ------- ---------
78.500 68,500 56,600 35,600 20, 400 E- A- 14.5 ______ 
----
-.---.--
--- --
90, 100 61. 200 41, 600 26,300 18. 000 E - P __________ 
- -- -.------ .----
102,000 65,800 42, 200 27,700 19, 700 
G ____________ } { 2._1G -------- .---- 125, 700 119,000 106.000 90,700 72 ,500 60,300 0 - ___ __ ______ 
};j .505 ".------ .---- 104, 20 101, 20 104, 700 97.300 89,000 0-12 __________ 34.3 
-------. .------
94, 00 4ii, 250 45,250 45, 250 43,700 40,000 G-14 __________ 33.0 
.-.---- .---
92,500 40,170 40,170 40,000 38,500 36,300 
'lonel metal ___________ _ _____________________ _ 
Aluminum-II l one! melaL ______________________ _ U _____________ 72 . 333 3. 7 11. 5 57.4 116,960 114,300 7,600 47, 000 22, 000 .500 
I1 eat-t reat ed aluminu m-Mon 1 111 t al ____________ _ L ___ _____ __ ___ 12 .333 II. 5 15.0 39. 9 164, 150 128, 00 120,000 110,800 93,000 45,000 
t~~~~~~:: ::::: } { 2.3 7.5 43.\} 164,900 160,430 14>1,000 126,600 71,000 23,000 '~I .333 -----.-- ---- ~ --- -- 156,000 144,500 134,700 11 9.800 41,000 ~ 35.5 -------- ----~-- - 92, 00 33,9S0 3~, P80 30, 100 22,600 16, 200 N-6 ___ _____ ___ } .. ,0.0 { 40. 0 ------- - ------ 33,000 7, 7m ro.4 70 ii,330 4, 340 3,500 N - 8 ___ ________ 40. 0 
-------- ---._---
33.4(1() 7. 100 5,900 4,700 3,300 2, 500 
IneoneL _________________________________________ _ 
Oxygen -free copper ________________________ • __ ____ _ 
a Tn t he deSignation of t ht' conc\iLion of the mater ial, a letter fo llowi ng a clash ind icates thc cooli ng mecliu m in n harrlening or softening treatment: A a ir ' F furnace. 
Whon t his letter is followod by a nother dash nnrl a 1II1mb~r, t h e n umber indica tes a suhsoqllcnt a nnea ling or tempering temp~rat llre (degrees Fah renheit, i~ h, ;ndrerts). 
b As rcceivI\d. 
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T ABLE IlL- DETAILS OF THERMAL TREATMENT 
M aterial D esignation 
'r em-
per-
a ture 
(OF .) 
'l'imc 
held 
(min.) 
Cooled in-
'r em-
pera-
ture 
(OF .) 
T im e 
held 
(m in .) 
Cooled in-
- -.---- ---------- - ---- - - - --- -- ·-1- --- - - -----1--- --- -----.. 
H alf-hard I :8 Cr-Ni stecL __ _ DM ______ _______ ._ Dl .. 1- S __________ _ 
D '''[- 7 ______ _____ _ 
DM'-9 __ ______ _ 
Dl'vHS.3 __ 
DNH.S __ _ 
SOO 
700 
900 
I, 30 
4S0 
Tl ard 18: Cr- Ni steel. _. ____________ . __________ _ . D fl _____ _ 
A nnealed 13:2 (' r-N i steeL __ 
Monel melal. _________ _______ _ 
DTI- 5 ________ . 
D fl- 7 __________ _ 
D fl-9 __________ _ 
]) ]1-4.S __ _ 
E ___________ _ 
E - A ___ _ . ____ _ 
E - A - u _______ _ 
E - A - 7.5 _______ _ 
E - A- S.S __ _ _ 
E-A-9.5 ____ _ _ _ 
E - A- I!. __ . __ __ 
E - A- \ 2 ______ _ 
E- A- 14.5 _______ _ 
E- F __ ________ ___ _ 
500 
700 
900 
480 
1. 750 
1, 750 
1. 750 
1, 750 
1, 750 
1, 750 
1, 750 
1, 750 
1, 750 
0 . _______ __________ _ 
0- ______ _ ____ 800 
0 - 12 _____ .. ____ 1, 200 
0-14 __ ___________ . 1, 400 
Alum inum-monel metal. ________________ _______ fl __ ________ ____ _ 
D o .. __________ ____________ -- .- - -- Jb. ______ . __ . ___ _ 
I nconeL. _. _____________ __ -__ -- __ . ____ _ L-x:::::_::::::_ --850--
L-17.5 __ . _________ 1, 750 
Oxyg n·free coppeL _______ __ . ____ . _____ _____ ____ N-6 600 
800 1 - _____ _ ______ _ 
30--
30 
30 
30 
2, 640 
30 
30 
30 
2, 640 
60 
60 
(jQ 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
300 
120 
120 
As received __ __________ _ 
."- if ___ __ . __ . ____ _____ _ 
F urnaco. ___ _________ _ 
_ ___ do ____ ___ ___ _ 
W ateL _________ _ Air _______ ____ . ___ _ 
As reccived ____ _ 
Air __ _____ . _ _ . 
F urnace ______ _ 
_ . __ d o ____ _ 
Air _. 
____ do __ . __ 
-- -
_ £1 0 ____ _ 
_____ do __ _ _ 
___ do __ _ 
___ do ________ _ 
_____ d o . __________ _ 
_____ do ____ ______ _ 
____ do __________ _ 
__ . do . _________ _ 
Furnaee __ .. _. __ 
As received . ________ . __ _ 
AS received __ __ ___ __ _ _ 
. ___ . do ____ . 
__ ._.do __ . ______ ._. ___ . 
120 F urnace _____ . _________ .. __ 
120 ____ d o. ______ .. __ . _______ _ 
1, 320 
300 
a l, 240 Purnace. 
600 120 Furnace. 
750 J 0 Do . 
850 150 n o. 
9.;0 120 Do. 
1, 100 60 D o. 
I. 200 120 Do. 
1, 4:\0 60 D o. 
('I; B y manuracturnr-
b Quenched and cold-d rawn followed b l' precipi tation bardening t reatmont (by manufacturer). 
M aterial 
M ouel metaL ._ 
I neooeL __ _____ 
J : a lloy __ ___ 
1 : a lloy __ ___ . 
13: 2 aJJoy ___ ___ 
Copper __ _____ __ 
T ABLE IV.- 'IRES -DE VIATIO N CURVES FOR ANNEALE D OR T E MPERED ME TALS 
audition 
{Annealed J,2000 F __ 
Amlea led 1,400° F _. 
Anoealed 1,750° F .. 
.A nne. Jed 1,830° F .. Annealed __________ 
'r em pereel 1,2400 F _ 
r Annealed 600° F ___ 
(Annea led 800° F ___ 
Desigoa-
tion 
0 - 12_. ____ 
0 - 14 . _____ 
L-17.5 _____ 
D M-18.3_. 
2A- 1. . ____ E _________ 
-6 _______ 
N-S. ______ 
Eo 
25.3x1O' 
25. 0 
29. 0 
27.7 
32.4 
32. I 
16.9 
17. 6 
F irst load ing 
c, C' 
0 7. 4x 10-" 
1. 1xl0-' 10.0 
0 0 
0 10.3 
21. 0 13. 6 
12.6 0 
59. 7 0 
16 .0 0 
Secood load ing Stress-devia tion line· 
E o Co C' First loading econd loading 
25. 4x I0' i . l xJO-i 17. 7xlO-12 CUbie ___ In termediale. 
25.0 0 47.5 l ntermediate:::: : C ubic. 
29.5 0 97. 0 Straight. ____ . ___ D o. 
28. I 7. 1 1·1. 3 Cu bie ____________ Intermed iale. 
31. 5 37. 4 14.9 Intermediate _ Do. 
3 1. 0 9.8 0 Quadratic ___ ._.:: Quad ralic. 
16. 3 47.3 88. 0 lntermediate __ In termed iate. 
16. 4 30.0 805.0 Quadrat ie._ . ___ :: D o . 
• T he words " quadratic" and "cubic" refer to t he type of parabola. The word "intermediate" m eans that the cu rve is in termedia te between a Quadra tic and a cubic 
parabola. 
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"-
...... 
' ...... 
z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ____ X LateraL _____ ____ y 
NormaL _____ ____ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
O=~ a =~M 
I qbS m qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol 
X 
y 
Z 
Designation 
Rolling ___ __ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing ____ 
N 
On=qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nentalong 
axis) 
Y~Z RoIL ___ _ ¢ u p 
Z~X Pitch ____ 0 v q 
X~Y yaw ____ _ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutrd 
position), o. (Indicate surface by propel' subecript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
Va, 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~D4 pn 
TOI;que, absolute coefficient CQ= 9 T15 pn .J..F 
P, 
0., 
'TJ, 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient Cp = ~D5 pn 
Speed-power coefficient=.v~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2!n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb. =0 .4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 

